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INTRODUCTION  COLONIAL DEBTS
 “coats are not exchanged for coats”
let us take two commodities such as
50 years of work and one debt
accumulated over 50 years.
as proprietor of the first
you decide to take it to caribe hilton banking
where i offer my life to pay this debt.
but they explain that it’s not enough
 just as the debt and the fifty years of work have use- values that
 are qualitatively diff er ent, so are the two forms of  labor that
 produce them: that of the investor and that of the colonized.
 your life is not enough. you  will have to pay with the  labor of your
  children and your  children’s  children.
let’s say you tell them i never had any  because
i never wanted to make heirs of  those who
barely know the difference
between milk and coquito.
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but they explain that even if you  don’t have a lineage
your neighbors, the dog that plunders your trash,
doña sophia with her luminous rosary,
your abuela that barely leaves the  house to go to the pharmacy,
angelía that still awaits your book,
luis that fi nally has a job but still has debts to pay,
that guy who mugged you for ten bucks
 will inherit.
imagine
that you come back with your neighbors,
with your abuela, with the dog
that sometimes searches your trash,
with angelía, with luis, and say
 here are my heirs.
do you accept our payment?
 will you terminate our debt?
 will you erase our names from the system?
but they say
where are the rivers?
el río guajataca, el río camuy,
 el río cibuco, el río bayamón,
 el río puerto nuevo, el río grande de loíza,
 el río herrera, el río mameyes,
  el río sabana, el río fajardo,
 el río daguao, el río santiago,
 el río blanco, el río humacao,
 el río seco, el río maunabo,
  etc.  etc.  etc.
they  will be your heirs.
— raquel salas rivera, lo terciario / the tertiary
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in july  2019, two weeks of protest ousted Governor Ricardo “Ricky” 
Rosselló. On July  12, the Centro de Periodismo Investigativo (Center for 
 Investigative Reporting) released 889 pages of a Tele gram thread in which 
Rosselló interacted with his closest advisors.1 The publication of the mes-
sages came days  after the fbi arrested top government officials, including 
the Secretary of Education charged with mishandling $15.5 million during 
a two- year tenure in which 438  schools  were closed. Not all  eleven men 
Rosselló affectionately called “ brothers” on the Tele gram chat  were govern-
ment officials. The  brothers discussed public policy and corporate interests 
as well as public perception in the media and social media. They traded 
 misogynist, homophobic, transphobic, racist, classist “jokes,” expletives, 
and memes. They discussed suppressing information regarding hurricane 
relief and recovery. They made light of the deaths of Hurricane María. The 
chat revealed overall apathy for ordinary Puerto Ricans navigating eco-
nomic downturn and steep austerity mea sures for over a de cade.
For two weeks,  people took to the streets. Overcoming po liti cal divi-
sions, indignation was expressed with astounding diversity and celebrated 
creativity: marches, motorized caravans, cacerolazos (on the street and in 
the home), combative dance (from perreo to salsa), renamed streets (physi-
cally and on Google Maps).2  These, among other forms of protest,  were met 
with the unconstitutional clearing of the streets of Old San Juan at 11 p.m., 
with tear gas, with a police force reinforced by the Fuerza de Choque (Tacti-
cal Operations Unit) and correctional officers.3 Rosselló resigned late eve ning 
July 24. Indignation, indeed rage, rabia, interrupted an impunity evident 
in the chat. La generación que no se deja (the generation that  won’t take it) 
made clear that la era de conformarnos con el menos malo (the era of settling 
for the lesser evil) was over. Protestors subverted the  brothers’  misogynist, 
homophobic, racist, and classist tropes and expletives: los criminales usan 
corbata (criminals wear ties), siempre putxs/patxs, nunca pillx (always a 
“whore”/queer, never a robber).4 The success of #RickyRenuncia transi-
tioned to already developing asambleas de pueblo (town assemblies). The 
asambleas might be seen as a form of prefigurative politics, modeling po-
liti cal participation yet to come.5 As Yarimar Bonilla put it in field notes 
shared on Facebook, “Assemblies are not  imagined as [an] event but as 
communities: they have Facebook pages and demands. They are emerg-
ing as new po liti cal constituencies.”6 The assemblies as well as the protests 
can be seen as building on the “ silent coup” (toma silenciosa de poder), as 
I.1 & I.2  San Juan, Puerto Rico, July 2019. Photo from Luis Othoniel Rosa’s 
Facebook page.
I.3 & I.4  






I.5  San Juan, Puerto Rico, July 2019. Photo from Luis Othoniel Rosa’s Face-
book page.
I.6  Caguas, Puerto Rico. Asamblea de Pueblo (town assembly), August 3, 2019. 
Photo by Rocío Zambrana.
Bonilla puts it elsewhere, that va ri e ties of autogestión, “autonomous organ-
izing” or “mutual aid,” have performed in the wake of María.7
On September 20, 2017, Category 4 Hurricane María made landfall in 
Puerto Rico.8 Debilitated by Hurricane Irma two weeks prior, Puerto Rico’s 
infrastructure collapsed. The electrical grid,  water distribution and filtra-
tion systems, and the telecommunications network  were severely com-
promised. Throughout the months that followed, the humanitarian crisis 
unfolding given the effects of a de cade of austerity mea sures intensified. To 
diff er ent degrees, Puerto Ricans faced difficult mobility or outright isolation 
due to debris, collapsed bridges and roads, and flooding. They faced  limited 
communication in addition to  water, gas, and food shortages.  People 
sought  water in superfund sites.9 Calls made to 911 reporting domestic vio-
lence tripled.10 Members of the trans community faced discrimination at 
refuge centers and lost access to hormone replacement therapy (hrt) for 
months.11 Eleven months  after María, it was reported that the last  family 
without electricity regained ser vice.12 Many homes never received tarps 
from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (fema), compounding 
damages from subsequent rains and flooding. Many fema and insurance 
claims remain outstanding, given misinformation, language barriers, and 
lack of property titles required by federal law, despite the fact that  there is 
no requirement to hold a title and register property in Puerto Rico.13
Federal and local government response was plagued by mismanage-
ment, inefficiency, and corruption. The Jones Act, which regulates mari-
time commerce, was suspended for only ten days, hindering relief efforts 
considerably.14 Throughout 2018, shipping containers, vagones, filled with 
expired provisions  were found in abandoned lots, thousands of  water  bottles 
 were left to rot on an airport tarmac, dead bodies  were revealed to have 
been stacked in shipping containers if not buried in backyards.15 It is es-
timated that 4,645  people died as a result of the hurricane, exceeding the 
official death count raised in August 2018 from 64 at first to 1,427 and then 
to 2,975.16 An epidemic of leptospirosis occurred in the aftermath of María, 
despite denials from government officials.17 Around 200,000  people left 
the territory in the wake of María, with an estimated 130,000 relocating 
permanently.18 The president of the United States famously hurled paper 
towels at a crowd of survivors in the immediate aftermath, purportedly ges-
turing aid distribution, and stated that the US bud get was “thrown out of 
whack” by the devastation.  These gestures  were the beginning of vari ous 
attacks on Puerto Rico on Twitter. María clarified not only a humanitarian 
crisis underway, given a de cade of austerity. It brought to light the depths 
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I.7  Humacao, Puerto Rico, September 27, 2017. Photo from Metro Puerto  
Rico.
I.8  Ceiba, Puerto Rico. 23,040,000  bottles of  water found on tarmac, El Vocero, 
September 18, 2018. Photo from El Vocero.
of an unequal distribution of precariousness along race/gender/class lines 
in the territory. The Tele gram chat, however, laid bare a well- functioning 
necropo liti cal state. It disproved the view that the debt crisis and mishan-
dled hurricane relief and recovery index an absent state.
In February  2018, the now destitute Ricky Rosselló announced that 
Puerto Rico is “open for business.”19 The “aspiration” for rebuilding Puerto 
Rico was to be a “blank canvas for innovation.”20 Seeking to attract inves-
tors  eager to take advantage of opportunities offered by a collapsed in-
frastructure, the governor stressed the benefits of the ambiguities of the 
territorial status.21 As an unincorporated territory of the United States, 
po liti cal and economic rights and regulations in effect in states are lacking 
in Puerto Rico. Rosselló also highlighted the advantages of Puerto Rico’s 
 po liti cal economy  under US colonial rule. Tax- exempt foreign investment 
has been the pillar of economic development for this unincorporated ter-
ritory since 1917.22 In addition to exemptions on corporate investment and 
bonds, Act 20/22 of 2012 offers wealthy individuals from the United States 
tax haven conditions in real estate. Rosselló further underscored the flex-
ibility made pos si ble by austerity mea sures. The 2017  labor reform reduced 
benefits and sick leave, increased probationary periods, facilitated layoffs, 
and lowered wages. A then pending education reform, health care revisions, 
and reduced allocations to municipalities and the public university system 
 were framed as “right sizing” efforts favorable for investment.23
Rather than an expression of disaster capitalism, Rosselló’s response 
 indexes the relation of colonialism and coloniality distinctive to the case of 
Puerto Rico.24 Minimally, colonialism refers to a form of juridico- political 
control. Aníbal Quijano’s decolonial framework offers the notion of 
“ coloniality of power,” colonialidad del poder, which refers to a race/gen-
der/class hierarchy posited by a colonial history but that exceeds colonial-
ism as a juridico- political relation.25 The concept of coloniality names the 
“afterlife,” to borrow Saidiya Hartman’s term, of the colonial proj ect of cap-
i tal ist  modernity in postcolonial contexts.26 It names the race/gender/class 
hierarchy installed by this proj ect but that continues, rearticulated, in al-
tered historical and material conditions. As an unincorporated territory 
of the United States, as a colony of the United States, the case of Puerto 
Rico presses us to consider the continuation of the colonial condition in 
its afterlife. The actualization of race/gender as the central technology of 
modernity/coloniality is guided by the operation of capital in its specific-
ity, in the pre sent juncture, neoliberal financialized capitalism. Ariadna 
Godreau- Aubert puts it best in a set of passages that I return to vari ous 
times throughout this book: “The colony is what happens [transcurre] in 
‘repeated acts of capture.’ ”27 “Indebted life,” she adds, “is the continuation 
of colonial life.”
Puerto Rico currently holds $74 billion of bond debt and $49 billion in 
unfunded pension obligations. Puerto Rico’s $123 billion debt is the larg-
est municipal debt in US history. In May 2017, Puerto Rico filed for bank-
ruptcy  under Title III of promesa.28 This  2016  federal law instituted a 
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 Fiscal  Control Board. La Junta, as the board is known in the territory, is 
tasked with achieving fiscal responsibility and regaining access to capital 
markets. Debt restructuring is coupled with austerity, privatization, and 
other modes of dispossession in the board’s efforts to ensure that creditors 
are repaid, that Puerto Rico’s good standing is regained. The US- appointed 
board can override local government decisions that conflict with its aims, 
despite the fact that Puerto Rico has no voting repre sen ta tion in Congress 
and cannot cast a presidential vote. If filing for bankruptcy delegates some 
power to US District Court Judge Laura Taylor Swain, it nevertheless 
underscores the fact that the US Congress remains the seat of juridico- 
political sovereignty despite the creation of the Estado Libre Asociado in 1952. 
Restructuring deals for the Urgent Interest Fund Corporation (Corporación 
del Fondo de Interés Apremiante, cofina) and Puerto Rico Electric Power 
Authority (Autoridad de Energía Eléctrica, prepa) but also the bankruptcy 
plan unveiled in September 2019 not only mortgaged Puerto Rico’s  future. 
They have traded with life itself, raising utility costs, intensifying regressive 
taxation, and lowering or eliminating pensions. The deals and plan have 
been formulated and reached without an audit, despite a  legal and po liti cal 
movement demanding an in de pen dent audit, particularly a citizen audit, 
since at least 2015.
Debt functions as a form of coloniality, I argue in the chapters that follow. 
In the Amer i cas, as we  will see in chapter 3, the in de pen dence debt France 
and its allies levied on Haiti in response to the successful slave revolt that 
founded the first black republic in the hemi sphere is the first case of debt 
as an apparatus that continues the colonial condition.29 In con temporary 
Puerto Rico, the focus of this book, debt actualizes, updates, reinstalls 
the colonial condition. However, it does so in ways that run deeper than the 
imposition of a Fiscal Control Board. It does more than further erode the 
purported sovereignty established by the Estado Libre Asociado, revealed 
to be none most recently by the 2016 US Supreme Court’s Puerto Rico v. 
Sanchez Valle ruling. Debt functions as an apparatus of capture, predation, 
extraction in neoliberal financialized capitalism, according to Maurizio Laz-
zarato. It is a key apparatus for the creation and extraction of value in finan-
cialized capitalism, yet one that requires states for its actualization. As an 
apparatus of capture, I add, the operation of debt involves expulsion, dispos-
session, and precarization through which race/gender/class hierarchies are 
deepened, intensified, posited anew. Debt lands, aterriza, as Verónica Gago 
and Luci Cavallero suggest, on bodies and populations. Debt’s operation, 
its landing, I add, should be understood more precisely as a form of coloni-
ality. It actualizes, adapts, reinscribes race/gender/class posited by the his-
tory of colonial vio lence that produced the modern cap i tal ist world. Debt 
does so responding to altered material and historical conditions, building 
on rather than annihilating difference, incommensurability, heterogene-
ity in the very reproduction of life—in  labor, authority, subjectivity. Debt, 
then, is key to the rearticulation/reinstallation of colonial life in the current 
economic- political juncture. In the case of Puerto Rico, the afterlife of the 
colonial world posits the colonial condition, the territorial status, anew. It 
does so by actualizing the work of race/gender/class evident in the unequal 
distribution of precariousness, dispossession, and vio lence in the territory.
This book aims to understand the operation of coloniality in the colony, 
centering the po liti cal economy that guides their relation in the pre sent. This 
book also explores multiple attempts to interrupt this operation, considering 
variations of decolonial praxis in the territory. Two conceptual perspectives 
guide  these aims. They are approximations to the language of “operation” and 
“interruption” central to the discussions that follow. The term operation 
seeks to name the effectivity— the work, the productivity—of an  apparatus, 
norm, political- economic rationality, mode of perceiving and sensing but also 
desiring that articulate the world of capital/coloniality.30  These do so in the 
I.9  Satirical obituary for ela. “ ‘Neither bread, nor land, nor liberty.’ We are 
grateful to the country that has in one way or another withstood 64 years of 
po liti cal limbo. May the spirit of self- determination illuminate each of our 
hearts and give us courage to do the impossible. rip.” Primera hora, (daily 
newspaper), July 24, 2016. Translation by Adriana Garriga-López.
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very material organ ization of existence, of binding existence in certain ways 
rather than  others. They do so within the very reproduction of life, includ-
ing the body, sensation, frameworks of sense but also land, the city, the 
ocean, the other.31 Far from abstract,  these are fundamentally concrete, het-
erogeneous, and simultaneous, as we  will see. The operation of debt as an 
apparatus of capture, predation, dispossession, and expulsion, for  example, 
is only clarified by the ways it lands on racialized/gendered bodies and pop-
ulations. For this reason, we cannot speak of debt abstractly. We cannot 
speak of the creditor- debtor relation universally. We can offer a feminist 
reading of debt, as we  will also see, but in the case of Puerto Rico it  will 
require specifying debt’s intensification of a racial hierarchy posited by the 
territory’s multiple colonial histories.
“Interruption,” on the other hand, seeks to name attempts to turn colo-
niality inoperative.32 The variations of protest I examine draw from mate-
rial conditions at specific political- economic junctures, seeking to seize the 
power to bind in order to articulate  those conditions anew. That binding 
life anew, that organ izing life in its very reproduction anew, that rearticula-
tion of sensibility itself anew requires unbinding the world posited by capi-
tal/coloniality. As Frantz Fanon argues, “Decolonization, which sets out 
to change the order of the world, is clearly an agenda for total disorder.”33 
 These protests employ tactics of subversion, inversion, refusal, and rescue/
occupation aimed at interrupting the operation of debt.34 Specifically, they 
seek to turn the work of productivity, propriety, and private property cen-
tral to the reproduction of capital/coloniality inoperative. They do so by 
inhabiting the strictures of debt, especially the injunction to repay and the 
positions of power it generates in the creditor- debtor relation. They also 
subvert or refuse the deferral involved in binding subjects and populations 
to determined conditions. Acts of subversion or refusal can aid the effectiv-
ity of coloniality/capital, to be sure. They can intensify rather than dismantle 
race/gender/class hierarchies within and through contexts of contestation, 
opposition, protest. Subversion or refusal that targets the work of race/gen-
der/class even in a fraught po liti cal terrain, in contrast, interrupts, aiming 
to short- circuit their productivity  here and now. The results are inevitably 
complex, as subversion and refusal entail forms of complicity that admit of 
 simple cooption. The point is that complicity is often tactical, hence at the 
ready to respond to neoliberal cooptation.
The language of operation and interruption stem from two conceptual 
perspectives that emerge from the current predicament, as mentioned 
above. First, while I consider the current economic- political downturn as 
the relation of colonialism and coloniality in the territory, it is impor tant 
to underscore that the notion of coloniality does not track the legacy of 
the colonial vio lence that produced the modern cap i tal ist world. The claim 
is stronger. Coloniality names the operation of con temporary capitalism’s 
organ ization of existence by reproducing modalities of colonial vio lence 
that installed the modern cap i tal ist world centuries ago. Hartman’s notion 
of the afterlife of slavery, also rendered as the afterlife of property, is help-
ful  here. It specifies the per sis tence of slavery in the pre sent in the fact 
that “black lives are still imperiled and devalued by a racial calculus and 
a  po liti cal arithmetic that  were entrenched centuries ago.”35 She writes 
that “[t]his is the afterlife of slavery— skewed life chances,  limited access 
to health and education, premature death, incarceration, and impoverish-
ment.” Elsewhere she adds that the afterlife of property is “the detritus of 
lives with which we have yet to attend, a past that has yet to be done, and 
the ongoing state of emergency in which black life remains in peril.”36 The 
afterlife of slavery/property is not a legacy, then, if by legacy we under-
stand the result of something past or passed on. It is rather an operating 
rationality and sensibility organ izing the very reproduction of life through 
the attrition of life in the pre sent. In the case of Puerto Rico, in the life 
of the colonized, skewed life chances and spectacular forms of vio lence 
are both also part of the ordinary. Both index the productivity of colonial 
vio lence in the pre sent. The pre sent is the past, then, in altered material- 
historical conditions.
I do not want to suggest that Hartman’s exposition of the continuation of 
a racial calculus that imperils black lives in the United States  today is simply 
transferable to the case of Puerto Rico, however. This would run the risk of 
rendering invisible diff er ent histories in need of exposition, although I  insist 
that centering the afterlife of slavery and hence the antiblack violence that 
structures race/gender/class hierarchies in Puerto Rico  today is crucial.37 
I want to expand on this key moment in Hartman to understand the back-
ward positing of the work of coloniality in the colony. Nelson Maldonado- 
Torres argues that coloniality represents a “veritable metaphysical catas-
trophe.” Coloniality posits a world to the mea sure of colonial vio lence at 
the level of power, being, knowledge, and sensing. The technology of race/
gender produces ideas of the  human and nonhuman in the organ ization of 
 labor, in the production of subjectivity and knowledge, in the articulation 
of  po liti cal authority. It functions by establishing populations racialized as 
nonwhite as subject to ubiquitous vio lence in such articulation of existence. 
The race/gender norm, as María Lugones puts it, works as a tool to “damn” 
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the colonized by establishing a lack of proximity to humanity.38 I discuss 
 these concepts in detail in the chapters that follow. The point  here is that 
coloniality operates as a backward positing. The metaphysical catastrophe 
that coloniality represents, Maldonado- Torres writes, is “informed by and 
helped to advance the demographic catastrophes of indigenous genocide 
in the Amer i cas and the  middle passage, as well as racial slavery, among 
other forms of massacre and systematic dehumanization in the early mod-
ern world.”39 The productivity, the ongoing effectivity or work, of the infra-
structures of sense put in place by catastrophes of demographic nature, I 
argue, represent the actualization and thereby reinstallation of the colonial 
proj ect of cap i tal ist modernity at the metaphysical level. They represent 
the positing of the world to the mea sure of colonial vio lence anew, in light 
of altered material and historical conditions. In the case of Puerto Rico, 
coloniality posits the colony anew. As a form of coloniality, debt posits the 
colony anew— within and through the strictures of financialized neoliberal 
capitalism. The pre sent is the past.
Second, and for this reason, decoloniality is a  matter of turning the pre-
sent into the past. It entails disorder, to recall Fanon. It entails “practical and 
metaphysical revolt,” as Maldonado- Torres suggests. Rather than liberation 
or freedom, however, I argue that decoloniality is a praxis that seeks to 
unbind the world of capital/coloniality, intervening in material conditions 
to dislocate modes of power, being, knowing, and sensing. Notions of lib-
eration or freedom must also be unbound from the image of the capitalist/
colonial world. Hence, I focus on variations of material praxis that attend to 
pre sent material conditions. Many of  these practices deploy the language of 
freedom, sovereignty, and solidarity, but the content of  those terms is pre-
figured, rather than stated, by the reor ga ni za tion of life itself. The content 
is articulated in and by a material praxis that alters the relation to land, the 
city, the coast, the ocean, the body, the other. Such approximation is sug-
gested through subversion, thus in complex proximity with that which it 
aims to dismantle. This is why such praxis is easily coopted, even complicit 
with capital/coloniality despite the fact that it seeks to disorder that very 
world.40 Land rescue/occupation, defiant refusal, queer laziness, as we  will 
see, are exemplary of attempts to unbind and bind anew, disarticulate and 
rearticulate anew, turn inoperative and initiate new forms of  doing, being, 
sensing— all in all, relating. The point  here, to recall Hartman, is “the detri-
tus of lives with which we have yet to attend, a past that has yet to be done.” 
Decoloniality is a material praxis that attends to the ongoing productivity 
of the demographic catastrophes that installed the modern cap i tal ist world, 
thereby interrupting the reinstallation of the metaphysical catastrophe that 
coloniality represents.
Subversive interruption can be seen as a form of historical reckoning, 
I thus argue in the chapters that follow. Interruption turns inoperative the 
work of coloniality in the pre sent juncture by inhabiting and subverting 
the strictures of debt. Decoloniality is a material praxis that turns colonial-
ity inoperative by short- circuiting its strictures. Interruption is subversive, 
rather than reifying, when it targets the reproduction of a race/gender/
class hierarchy through the asymmetry debt generates in the creditor- 
debtor relation, through the deferral debt requires to exercise control. A 
debt is a bind. In this context, it is a promise to repay that binds parties to 
a  future purportedly irrespective of changing conditions. Unpayable debts, 
unpaid debts, function as markers of culpability— a broken promise, a fail-
ure to meet oneself in the  future. Culpability legitimates the injunction to 
repay, installing modes of subjection through subjectivation that actualize, 
update, rearticulate race/gender/class in the colony. Culpability and the in-
junction to repay makes pos si ble, however, indexing material conditions 
that led to the promise and its fulfillment or failure. Financial debts leave 
a trace, then. They admit an audit. They are subject to accounting, to ac-
count giving. Subversion and refusal of repayment seek to turn the work of 
culpability inoperative by capturing account giving. They invert collection 
itself,  capturing accountability. They do so, moving from financial debts to 
historical debts. This move is not an exit from the histories that install spe-
cific material conditions. On the contrary. It has the power to interrupt the 
work of historical, indeed colonial, debts by capturing financial debts that 
posit the former anew. Audits can function accordingly, as a po liti cal tool 
of accountability rather than as a mechanism by which access to financial 
markets is regained.
In the case of Puerto Rico, to move from financial to historical debts 
is to address colonial debts. This shift makes pos si ble more than linking 
financial debts to government corruption or, more generally, the po liti cal 
economy of Puerto Rico  under US colonial rule. It makes pos si ble specify-
ing the work of debt as a form of coloniality, linking current financial debts 
with the reinstallation of a race/gender/class hierarchy in the colony. Mov-
ing from financial debts to historical debts makes pos si ble elucidating not 
only the effects but the effectivity of austerity, for example, through race/
gender/class. I suggest that subversive interruption can therefore be seen as 
spaces- times of confrontation with the colony as well as coloniality. Some 
of the cases I examine, in par tic u lar concerning the subversion of private 
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property, can even be said to turn decoloniality into a form of reparation. 
They do so, however, beyond the juridical paradigm of reparative justice. 
They invert the position of the creditor and the debtor, inverting who owes 
what to whom by taking back what is owed. They seek to posit life beyond 
the strictures of private property, challenging private property itself. They 
aim to generate infrastructures for a life yet to come from within material 
conditions  here and now. They affirm that we, in fact, are all heirs taking 
back rather than paying back.
ROADMAP
The conceptual perspectives described above are developed in detail 
throughout the chapters that follow. I offer them as provisional approxi-
mations in light of my engagement with the intellectual- practical produc-
tion in Puerto Rico about Puerto Rico at the center of the book. Concepts 
emerge from a specific historical, economic, po liti cal juncture,  whether 
that is made explicit or not.  Whether they elucidate other contexts is not 
a  matter philosophy or theory  ought to try to  settle, but rather for  those 
who are compelled or repelled by them to address. Puerto Rico is not a case 
study of the concepts developed in the chapters that follow, then. It is not a 
mere “example.” Neither is the specificity of Puerto Rico’s current predica-
ment universalizable, although this is not to say that Puerto Rico is marked 
by singularity. On the contrary. The chapters that follow seek points of con-
tact with as well as divergence from other histories of the production of and 
opposition to the world of capital/coloniality. They invite engagement with 
other histories within and beyond Puerto Rico.
“Neoliberal Coloniality,” chapter 1, examines Maurizio Lazzarato’s work on 
debt as an apparatus of capture and as a mode of subjection through subjecti-
vation in postfinancial crisis neoliberal capitalism. It moves from  Lazzarato’s 
account of the “making of the indebted man” (la fabbrica dell’uomo indebi-
tato) to Ariadna Godreau- Aubert’s notes  toward a “pedagogy of the indebted 
 woman” (una pedagogía de las endeudadas). For Lazzarato, debt intensifies 
core features of the neoliberal proj ect by reterritorializing value creation 
and the capture of value in apparatuses deemed as “destructive”: the tech-
nocratic state’s use of taxation and austerity and its modes of subjection 
in the figure of the “indebted man.” Verónica Gago, Luci Cavallero, and Rita 
Segato’s work presses us to rewrite Lazzarato’s account of the work of debt, 
specifying the way debt “lands [aterriza] in diverse territories,  economies, 
bodies, and conflicts,” to quote Gago and Cavallero. I extend this analy sis, 
arguing that debt should be understood as a form of coloniality. Aníbal 
Quijano’s notion of the coloniality of power and Nelson Maldonado- 
Torres’s Fanonian rendition of coloniality as a metaphysical catastrophe are 
key  here. I examine Godreau- Aubert’s exposition of the relation between 
debt, austerity, and coloniality in Puerto Rico. The cartography of debt that 
a pedagogy of the indebted  woman makes pos si ble maps the necropo liti cal 
effects of austerity, specifically in relation to  women, with par tic u lar atten-
tion to black  women, in the racial feminization of poverty and in femicide. 
It thereby maps the work of coloniality in the indebted colony.
Colonial Exceptionality, chapter 2, examines José Atiles- Osoria’s notion 
of a “colonial state of exception,” which seeks to illuminate Puerto Rico’s 
juridico- political status and the conditions of capture it generates. Atiles- 
Osoria draws from this discussion to develop the notion “neoliberal colo-
nialism,” which explains the installation of neoliberal rationality through the 
increase in use of declarations of states of emergency in the administration 
of the colony. I argue that the analytics of exceptionality does not track the 
relation between colonialism and coloniality through its material conditions 
and effects. Miriam Muñiz- Varela and Anayra Santory- Jorge’s conceptions 
of an “economy of the catastrophe” and “catastrophe by attrition,” in con-
trast, center material conditions and effects that exceed the decision of a 
sovereign. Their work elucidates the “slow death” of neoliberal colonial-
ity, as Lauren Berlant’s notion suggests, though Muñiz- Varela stresses the 
spectacular forms of vio lence that make up the ordinary in the indebted 
colony. I discuss Marisol LeBrón’s work  here as well, specifically in relation 
to the forms of “punitive governance” central to the economy of the catas-
trophe that Muñiz- Varela clarifies. I pay attention to how debt lands on 
black masculinity and masculinity racialized as nonwhite in this context. 
 These discussions transform Berlant’s notion of the “environment” of slow 
death in financialized capitalism into the “weather,” more specifically, the 
“climate” of indebted life in the colony. The latter draws from Yarimar Bo-
nilla’s engagement with Christina Sharpe’s work. I argue that the environ-
ment as climate, rather than political- juridical control, is the site of colonial 
exceptionality. It exhibits a state of emergency that is not the exception but 
the rule.
“Historical Reckoning,” chapter 3, explores the subversive potential of 
the reversibility of debt made pos si ble by its strictures. David Graeber’s 
account of the social logic of debt as a combination of equality and hier-
archy is insightful. It makes clear that debt operates by installing asym-
metry and deferral. I engage two critical theories of debt that draw from 
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Marx to elucidate debt as a site of subversion and social rearticulation. I 
examine two core assumptions that require attention in this context. Debt 
discloses irreducible social bonds or it indexes the material and historical 
conditions that produce a sociality reconfigured by debt. Debt is  either a 
site of restitution of a fundamental interdependence or a site of reckon-
ing with the potential to dismantle material and historical conditions that 
produced debt in the first place. Turning to Godreau- Aubert’s work on debt 
and coloniality in Puerto Rico once more, I argue that debt is a site of sub-
versive interruption that involves moving from financial debts to historical 
debts. This move remains an exposition of material conditions, however. 
Subversive interruption seizes the power to bind that instituted historical 
debts reproduced in financial debts. Historical reckoning is subversive if it 
interrupts modes of binding of a debt economy and the race/gender/class 
hierarchy that it reinstalls. I discuss debates concerning a debt audit in this 
context as well as interventions by la Colectiva Feminista en Construcción, 
a po liti cal proj ect that follows the tradition of black feminism in the strug-
gle against heteropatriarchy, antiblack vio lence, and capitalism, exemplary 
of historical reckoning.41
“Subversive Interruption,” chapter  4, explores the aesthetic/epistemic 
strictures of hopeful protest through a reflection on the po liti cal power of 
failure. Guillermo Rebollo- Gil’s notion of pasarse políticamente, to politi-
cally cross the line, specifies failed protest as the power of refusal as well 
as subversion of norms through which coloniality operates. The norm of 
productivity is central in this context. Productivity links race and gender 
in light of the specific economic, po liti cal, and historical juncture. Pasarse 
políticamente clarifies the inadvertent or explicit subversion or refusal of 
productivity that goes beyond normative mea sure. I begin with Rebollo- 
Gil’s account of the  2010–11  student strike at the University of Puerto 
Rico. This discussion maps the aesthetic/epistemic terrain in which oppo-
sition to austerity, the Fiscal Control Board, and government corruption 
has been pursued in the colony. I then examine the operation of the norm 
of productivity within the distinctively neoliberal work ethic that Miguel 
Rodríguez- Casellas calls echarpalantismo (forward- facing resilience). 
Mabel Rodríguez- Centeno’s extension of Rodríguez- Casellas’s critique of 
echarpalantismo in what she calls vagancia queer (queer laziness) clarifies 
strictures of the subversive interruption of productivity.42 In this context, I 
explore the subversive potential of the July 2019 protests that ousted Ros-
selló in challenging the aesthetic/epistemic coordinates of protest.
“Decoloniality as Reparations,” the conclusion to the book, discusses 
Maldonado- Torres’s distinction between decolonization and decoloniality, 
building on my suggestion that Quijano’s concept of coloniality of power 
should be understood in light of Hartman’s notion of the afterlife of slavery/
property. I argue that decoloniality is a material praxis that turns the pre-
sent into the past and explore the material praxis of land “rescue” (rescate) 
or “occupation” (ocupación) that seeks to unbind the world of capital taking 
back what is owed. Through a reading of Fanon’s engagement with the ques-
tion of reparations, I argue that  these can be seen as reparations beyond a 
juridical paradigm. In Puerto Rico, this material praxis challenges private 
property, seeking to build power in common by rescuing the common(s). 
It attempts to turn inoperative the reinstallation of the colony/coloniality 
through new rounds of enclosure in the context of the debt crisis and the 
aftermath of Hurricane María. Liliana Cotto- Morales, Érika Fontánez- 
Torres, Miriam Muñiz- Varela, and Marina Moscoso’s works are key  here. 
They assess the long- standing praxis in Puerto Rico of interrupting the co-
lonial lives of property through taking back land (toma de terrenos)— the 
countryside, the coast, the city. A new round of land rescue/occupation 
underway takes back what Muñiz- Varela calls the “taken island.” The terri-
tory is an occupied land through the multiple rounds of colonial/capitalist 
capture that comprise its history. It is taken and rescued/occupied anew in 
and through the current economic juncture. I end with a reflection on the 
notion of pessimism as the site of hope.
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Una deuda es una condición de lugar. Cuando son otros los que nos endeu-
dan, a pesar de nosotras, esa condición de lugar es también una manera de 
despojarnos del cuerpo aun que lo llevemos puesto.
A debt is a condition of place. When it is  others who place us in debt, in 
spite of us [ women], that place is also a way to get rid of the body even when 
wearing it.— ariadna godreau- aubert, Las Propias
in the foreword to her book Las Propias: Apuntes para una peda-
gogía de las endeudadas, Ariadna Godreau- Aubert writes that “to be in 
debt,” estar en deuda, is to “have something and, at the same time, to be 
dispossessed of something.”1 Debt is a social, economic, po liti cal relation. It 
is at once material and “affective.” As a relation, debt is irreducibly spatial and 
temporal. It is a state of being— something to traverse, undergo, surpass. Yet 
that is to say that it is a place, a location. It has spatial- temporal coordinates. 
It generates— indeed is—an environment. To be indebted, however, is to be 
“temporarily or permanently” “nowhere,” according to Godreau- Aubert. Debts 
are not accrued in a void.2 A debt is not a promise, even when it bears the 




In a chapter entitled “Nosotras que no nos debemos a nadie: Las Propias 
en tiempos de austeridad y deuda pública,” Godreau- Aubert returns to the 
spatial- temporal description of debt with which she opens the book. She 
indexes the space and time of debt to the case of Puerto Rico.4 To speak of 
debt from the colony, desde la colonia, is to speak of and from a place that 
has been “surpassed” (superado), she says. It is to speak from a place that 
“appears” “nowhere.” That is to say: debt structures space and time itself. “The 
colony,” she writes, “takes place [transcurre] in ‘repeated acts of capture.’ ”5 
In the case of Puerto Rico, “[t]he colony is that which appears nowhere, that 
which has been surpassed in discourse and practice: that which is substi-
tuted by the ‘post- colonial.’ The colony is that which is abandoned by every-
one [todas y todos], except by  those who keep finding how to exploit it.”6
In an article that distills the main arguments of his two books on debt, 
The Making of the Indebted Man and Governing by Debt, Maurizio Laz-
zarato writes: “The financial crisis, transformed into a sovereign debt crisis, 
has imposed new modalities of governmentality as well as new subjective 
figures, since it has determined, on the one side, the governors’ deployment 
of a ‘technical government’ and, on the other side, the transformation of 
the governed into the indebted man who atones for his error through taxa-
tion.”7 Debt functions as an apparatus of “capture,” “predation,” and “extrac-
tion,” intensifying a neoliberalism reconfigured by the financial crisis.8 Debt 
intensifies the neoliberal proj ect on two counts. Neoliberalism turns the 
state into an apparatus of capture that serves the rich, corporations, and 
creditors through tax cuts, tax exemption, and the creation of tax havens.9 
Debt expands this shift by externalizing the debt of banks, firms, and the 
state itself. It intensifies this shift by burdening individuals who must take 
on debt to meet basic needs such as housing, health care, and education 
and who must bear the burden of public debt through regressive taxation 
and austerity. Additionally, subjectivation within debt economies draws 
from the value of personal responsibility central to neoliberal ideology. 
Neoliberal subjectivity is no longer a  matter of homo economicus as entre-
preneur, however. It is a  matter of assuming and repaying debt accrued in 
consumption and shifted onto populations through regressive taxation and 
austerity. The entrepreneurial subject is necessarily an indebted subject. 
Indebtedness, however, is a form of abject subjectivity. The “indebted man” 
is a failed neoliberal subject, a failed enterprise. He is bound to the fate of 
capital through his failures.
In Puerto Rico, an unincorporated territory of the United States, the debt 
crisis binds subjects and populations by establishing that they are failed eco-
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nomic agents parasitic on federal “handouts.” Yet, in Puerto Rico, indebted-
ness is not only the fate of failed neoliberal subjects. It is the fate of failed 
colonial subjects, who affirmed cultural autonomy while purportedly reap-
ing the benefits of US economic prosperity with the creation of the Estado 
Libre Asociado (ela) in 1952. As an apparatus of capture, debt is a form 
of coloniality (colonialidad), to recall Aníbal Quijano’s term.10 Minimally, 
colonialism refers to a form of juridico- political subordination. Coloniality, 
in contrast, refers to a race/gender/class hierarchy produced by a colonial 
history, but one that exceeds colonialism as a juridico- political proj ect. 
To speak of coloniality in the colony, from the colony, to recall Godreau- 
Aubert once more, is to locate oneself within the no- place of colonial debts 
allegedly surpassed by the creation of the ela. It is to track the effectivity, 
the work, of coloniality within the spatial- temporal coordinates of the fis-
cally distressed colony. This means, however, that it is to track the unequal 
distribution of precariousness and vio lence in the indebted colony along 
race/gender/class lines.11 That debt reinstalls Puerto Rico’s colonial status 
by actualizing, updating, race/gender/class in altered material and histori-
cal conditions becomes clear when one considers the necropo liti cal effects 
of austerity implemented in response to the crisis.12
In contrast to Lazzarato, who offers an account of the “making of the 
indebted man” (la fabbrica dell’uomo indebitato), Godreau- Aubert  offers 
notes  toward a “pedagogy of the indebted  woman” (una pedagogía de las 
endeudadas). Such a pedagogy elucidates the relation between debt, aus-
terity, and coloniality. The “cartography of debt” that this pedagogy allows 
maps the production of a doubly abject subject central to the work of neo-
liberal coloniality. Nelson Maldonado- Torres draws from Quijano’s colo-
niality of power, specifying that coloniality is the articulation of existence 
in light of a race/gender hierarchy that marks bodies and populations as 
disposable.13 As an apparatus of economic capture, predation, and extrac-
tion, debt actualizes and intensifies the work of race/gender/class, posit-
ing bodies and populations as disposable. Debt allows the deployment 
of austerity as an injunction to pay, marking culpability. The injunction 
to pay actualizes, indeed updates, the work of race/gender/class, intensi-
fying its effectivity in the unequal distribution of precariousness, dispos-
session, vio lence. Debt and austerity disproportionately impact  women, 
especially black  women, in the territory, renewing a racial order in altered 
material and historical conditions. As Godreau- Aubert writes, “Blame in 
this country, or in any other, is never an orphan. She is poor, black, and 
a  woman.”14 Precarity and vio lence stem not from the colonial condition, 
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then, but from an ongoing coloniality that adapts race/gender/class accord-
ing to capital’s changing needs. Debt continues the no- place of life in the 
colony, the spatial- temporal coordinates of colonial life. Debt captures the 
body, the space and time, of the indebted “even when wearing it” (aun que 
lo llevemos puesto).
This chapter develops the concept of neoliberal coloniality by consider-
ing its manifestation in indebted life in the colony. The first section, Neoliberal 
Governmentality, tracks Lazzarato’s Deleuzian transformation of Michel 
Foucault’s account of neoliberal governmentality, emphasizing his exposi-
tion of the actualization of finance in a debt economy. Debt intensifies core 
features of the neoliberal proj ect by reterritorializing value creation and the 
capture of value in apparatuses of power that can be deemed as “destruc-
tive,” specifically, the technocratic state’s deployment of taxation and aus-
terity along with its modes of subjectivation. I transform Lazzarato’s account 
through Verónica Gago and Luci Cavallero’s feminist reading of debt, center-
ing the specificity with which the apparatus of debt “lands [aterriza] in diverse 
territories, economies, bodies, and conflicts.”15 The second  section, Neo-
liberal Coloniality, moves from neoliberal governmentality to neoliberal 
coloniality by considering Quijano’s conception of the coloniality of power 
and Maldonado- Torres’s Fanonian rendition of coloniality in the notion of 
“metaphysical catastrophe.” This discussion explicates the work of debt as an 
apparatus that actualizes, updates, reinstalls a race/gender/class hierarchy. 
It clarifies that the production of abject subjectivity, the failed neoliberal 
and colonial subject, works as an injunction to pay by marking racialized/
gendered populations as disposable. Key  here is Rita Segato’s work. The 
third and final section, A Cartography of Debt, examines Godreau- Aubert’s 
account of the indebted  woman in Puerto Rico. The cartography of debt that 
a pedagogy of the indebted  woman makes pos si ble maps at least two 
modalities of gender vio lence subtended by antiblack violence. The deep-
ening of the racial feminization of poverty and an increase of femicide in 
the indebted colony are exemplary of the necropo liti cal effects of neoliberal 
coloniality.16
NEOLIBERAL GOVERNMENTALITY
Throughout his books and articles on debt, Lazzarato argues that the neo-
liberal proj ect “comes to fruition” in debt economies and, especially, in debt 
crises. Debt crises are central to the reconfiguration of neoliberalism by 
the 2007–8 financial crisis. Debt intensifies the success and the failure of 
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the two main features of neoliberalism.17 Neoliberalism is understood  here 
as a set of economic policies that, from the 1970s onward, sought to shift 
the cost of social reproduction from the state to populations.  These poli-
cies promote privatization and subcontracting of public ser vices, taxation, 
and expenditure that  favor enterprise and the rich, and the deregulation of 
the financial sector. First, Lazzarato maintains, sovereign (or public) debt 
crises represent the full inversion of the Keynesian state.18 The state retains 
its central role in redistributing wealth, yet the “direction of re distribution 
has been inverted.”19 While neoliberalism turns the state into an appara-
tus of capture that serves the rich, corporations, and creditors, debt rep-
resents the success of the attempt to shift the cost of social reproduction 
from the state to populations. Yet debt expands and intensifies this shift. It 
expands the shift by externalizing not only the cost of social reproduction 
but also private and public debt: the debt of banks, firms, and the state itself.20 
It  intensifies the shift by burdening individuals who must take on debt to meet 
basic needs such as housing, education, and health care but must also assume 
public debt through regressive taxation and austerity.21
Second, key to neoliberalism is the affirmation of personal responsibil-
ity.22 Debt crises represent, at once, the fulfillment and failure of the value 
of personal responsibility. The state is an inverted “welfare” state whereby 
wealth is transferred from “non- owners” to “ owners,” Lazzarato argues.23 
In a post- Fordist context, the distinction between nonowner and owner is 
structured in terms of the “credit dynamic,” which binds debtors to the logic 
of capital through a neutralization of possibility.24 A new form of subjectiv-
ity, the “indebted man,” is thus central to a neoliberalism reconfigured by 
the financial crisis. Especially  after the financial crisis, neoliberal subjectiv-
ity is no longer a  matter of homo economicus as entrepreneur, no longer a 
 matter of responsibility for oneself as an enterprise. It is a  matter of assum-
ing and repaying debt— debt accrued in consumption and debt shifted onto 
populations by the state.25 On the one hand, the entrepreneurial subject is 
necessarily an indebted subject. He can only function as “ human capital” 
by taking on debt.26 On the other hand, indebtedness articulates a form of 
abject subjectivity. The indebted man is a failed enterprise. In debt crises, 
indebtedness is tantamount to culpability. The subject of debt is the subject 
of guilt.27 As culpable, subjects and populations are bound to the logic of 
capital through their purported failures.
In his books on debt, especially in Governing by Debt, Lazzarato pur-
sues a Deleuzian transformation of Foucault’s treatment of neoliberalism. 
Key  here is the notion of po liti cal rationality. This notion illuminates the 
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relation between liberalism and the state and the way in which that rela-
tion configures the relation between the economy and the po liti cal beyond 
the state. Following Gilles Deleuze, Lazzarato maintains that liberalism 
and neoliberalism are specific forms of state capitalism.28 The economy re-
quires po liti cal articulation irrevocably tied to the state. What interests me 
in this context, however, is Lazzarato’s rewriting of Foucault’s conception 
of po liti cal rationality. With this transformation,  Lazzarato accounts for 
the actualization of finance and thus the operation of debt through de-
structive and regressive features. This discussion is crucial for specifying 
the work of debt, its effectivity, as an apparatus of capture, predation, and 
extraction. Ultimately, this discussion  will allow me to speak of debt as a 
form of coloniality with necropo liti cal effects. To do so, greater specific-
ity on modalities of reterritorialization at the heart of the actualization of 
finance is needed.
Foucault’s concept of governmentality tracks the po liti cal rationality 
underpinning technologies of power.29 Rather than mea sure a certain 
“regime of rationality” against the value of reason, Foucault explains, “I would 
prefer to analyze it according to two axes: on the one hand, that of codifica-
tion/prescription (how it forms an ensemble of rules, procedures, means 
to an end,  etc.), and on the other, that of true or false formulations (how it 
determines a domain of objects about which it is pos si ble to articulate true 
or false propositions).”30 A rationality, then, concerns “the development of 
a series of knowledges,” although this claim bears ontological weight.31 It 
not only carves out a discursive field that articulates concepts, rules, pro-
cedures, goals, imperatives, modes of justification, modes of intervention, 
and so on. It also carves out a domain of objects to which  these refer. The 
point  here is to track the ways in which specific rationalities inscribe them-
selves in institutions, practices, regulations. Foucault’s analy sis of neoliber-
alism accordingly tracks the relation between an ensemble of institutions, 
procedures, calculations, tactics and po liti cal economy as a form of knowl-
edge. Within neoliberalism, the market functions as a “site of veridiction.”32 
The market “must tell the truth [dire le vrai]” in relation to governmental 
practice, since it produces a domain of objects and hence a specific mode 
of intervention.33
The institution of a domain of objects is also the production of a specific 
type of subjectivity and set of populations. The concept of governmentality 
thus also tracks the relation between forms of power and modes of sub-
jectivation whereby technologies of rule interlock with technologies of the 
self.34 Governmentality, according to Foucault, is a  matter of “the conduct 
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of conduct.”35 Foucault recalls us to the fact that up  until the eigh teenth 
 century, “government” is used in po liti cal but also religious, pedagogical, 
medical, and philosophical contexts.36 It referred not only to a po liti cal rela-
tion, but also to the prob lem of self- control, management of the  house hold, 
direction of the soul, and so on. The notion of government in question thus 
ranges from “governing the self” to “governing  others.” The modes of sub-
jectivation distinctive of liberal and neoliberal governmentality take heed 
from the market. They incite rather than subjugate or command. While 
liberalism’s notion of homo economicus is tied to a conception of freedom 
of exchange, neoliberalism’s notion is tied to a conception of enterprise, 
specifically, self- management.37
In “The Birth of Biopolitics,” the relation between apparatuses of govern-
ment and a po liti cal rationality allows Foucault “to show how the modern 
sovereign state and the modern autonomous individual co- determine each 
other’s emergence.”38 Crucial  here is the conception of the state that fol-
lows from Foucault’s insistence on examining technologies of power and 
subjectivation rather than the “institution.” The state, Foucault explains, “is 
nothing  else but the mobile effect of a regime of multiple governmentali-
ties.”39 It has no heart, Foucault says, in the sense of having an “interior.” It 
is “nothing  else but the effect, the profile, the mobile shape of a perpetual 
statification (étatisation) or statifications.” Although the state has no heart, 
it is the effect of a perpetual statification guided by the market as a site of 
veridiction.40 As an effect, the state is or ga nized in light of a goal or aim 
determined by “the market.”
Foucault explains neoliberalism’s transformation of classical liberalism 
by tracking its distinct organ izing princi ple, which shapes the relation be-
tween the state and the economy. Exchange is liberalism’s princi ple, which 
establishes freedom of exchange as the core of liberalism. In contrast, com-
petition is neoliberalism’s princi ple, which establishes enterprise as the 
core of the neoliberal proj ect. Exchange and competition not only guide 
the modes of intervention of the state but also bring into being a domain of 
objects, a type of subjects, and a form of “society.” Neoliberalism’s transfor-
mation of liberalism is thus not merely an inversion of the relation between 
the state and the market, but the transformation of po liti cal rationality that 
binds them.41 The state no longer merely carves out a space for the market 
to function, placing its authority  behind private property.42 Rather, it actively 
constitutes the market. It does so by extending an economic rationality to the 
social domain, tying the rationality of government to the action of individu-
als. Instead of ensuring the freedom of exchange, it promotes a “constructed 
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freedom” with its view of the self as an enterprise. It produces subjects re-
sponsible for self- management, hence responsible for modes of self- control 
that make pos si ble economic success.
Lazzarato follows Foucault’s analy sis of governmentality, tracking the 
form of government and modes of subjectivation distinctive of a neolib-
eralism reconfigured by the dynamic of credit and as a debt economy. He 
tracks the po liti cal rationality underpinning a neoliberalism first reconfig-
ured by the hegemony of finance, then in light of the economy of debt cri-
ses. The logic, the rationality, of finance is self- valorizing money.43  Recall 
that in Capital, Marx argues that despite interest- bearing capital being the 
most “irrational form of capital,” a “misrepre sen ta tion and objectification 
of the relations of production,” it is the starkest expression of the nature 
of capital as “value in motion.”44 The overall circulation pro cess of capital, 
that is, the circulation of value that is capital, is composed of valorization, 
realization, distribution, and the renovation of money as capital. As David 
Harvey explains, valorization is a  matter of the creation and extraction of 
surplus value in production.45 Realization is a  matter of the transformation 
of value “back into the money form” through the exchange of commodities 
in a market. Distribution is a  matter of disbursement of value and surplus 
value “among vari ous claimants.” Fi nally,  there is a return to valorization 
through “capturing” some of the money in circulation in order to convert 
it into money capital.
In “interest- bearing capital,”  these relations are in their “most superfi-
cial and fetishized form,” Marx argues,  because “self- valorizing value,” 
“money that produces more money,” is treated “without the pro cess that 
mediates the two extremes.”46 Marx explores the relation between com-
mercial and finance capital, for example, to point out the radical abstrac-
tion at work in the credit dynamic. This allows him to further explicate 
the relation between production and circulation.47 Credit plays an organ-
izing role in production, more precisely, finance capital in commercial 
capital. Credit assists production, financing the production pro cess itself.48 
Lazzarato draws on Marx but is interested in elucidating a post- Fordist 
context through the reconfiguration of the relation between finance and 
production by financial and monetary “axiomatics.”49 “With money, the dy-
namics of capital contains within itself its own end,” Lazzarato writes, “yet 
it is only with the cycle of finance capital (M- M') that the immanence of 
capital’s functions coincide with its concept.”50 In a post- Fordist context, 
finance not only “captures value.”51 It is the “principal producer of value.” It 
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not only appropriates capital flows, but “configures them for the sake of its 
own valorization.”52 Key  here is the actualization of finance.
Lazzarato draws from Deleuze’s “axiomatics” to theorize the actualiza-
tion of finance as a “dual movement”: a movement of abstraction or “deter-
ritorialization” and concrete realization or “reterritorialization.”53 This dual 
movement accounts for the institutional reconfiguration implied by the 
hegemony of finance, where in the very management of money and capital 
flows is turned into the central site of value creation. This reconfiguration 
installs debt as a central apparatus of capture within the neoliberal version 
of finance capital. Financialization first requires a pro cess of abstraction: 
“freeing up” value creation from the confines of territory, sovereignty, and 
nation, as well as from the qualification of production and hence  labor.54 It 
seeks to assure “only functions and relations between non- qualified flows.”55 
Financialization is thus a  matter of “decoding” in which “economic codes 
(full employment), social codes (the social state), and po liti cal codes (po liti-
cal parties) that governed social relations in Fordism” are “destroyed.”56 It is 
a  matter of mobility (liquidity), of a displacement of limits.57 Financializa-
tion not only shifts capital from one country to the next, one sector to an-
other.58 It  frees up the very movement of abstraction distinctive of capital, 
the “permanent disequilibrium, its systematic search for asymmetries and 
inequalities, [which are] the conditions of its valorization.”59 Decoding is a 
pro cess of destruction through disarticulation.
The actualization of finance requires a “reterritorialization,” however. 
It requires concrete institutional articulation through which value can be 
captured. Finance nestles what it liberates in other apparatuses of power.60 
Reterritorialization is also a movement of destruction, then, given the spe-
cific ways in which such apparatuses “land,” to recall Verónica Gago and 
Luci Cavallero’s term. In a financial and postfinancial crisis context, reter-
ritorialization exploits “regressive” features of capital expansion.61 Debt ap-
pears not as assisting the creation of value. Rather, unpayable debt itself 
appears as a site of value creation and extraction.62 Now, axioms “define 
princi ples.”63 They shape economic policy and thus forms of governmental-
ity. While axioms are “declared” by financial and transnational institutions, 
states are central to their deployment.64 Axioms are imperatives: “Repay 
creditors, increase taxes, cut welfare ser vices, streamline state bud gets, 
 etc.” They articulate a technocratic state guided by crisis management.65 
Within debt crises, actualization operates with fewer axioms: “Reimburse 
creditors, drastically reduce wages and social ser vices, and privatize the 
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welfare state.”66 The technocratic state functions through “simplifications, 
unilateral decision- making, and authoritarian decree.”67
Lazzarato argues that the capture apparatus of taxation monetized the 
debt crisis.68 He establishes its central role in concretely capturing value 
(reterritorialization) within the financial crisis. “By determining who must 
pay (certainly not  those responsible for the crisis) and where the money 
must go (to the creditors and the banks responsible for the crisis),” he 
writes, “taxation ensures the wholly po liti cal reproduction of an ‘economy’ 
which by itself would be incapable of functioning according to the fun-
damental po liti cal divisions that constitute it (creditors/debtors, capital/
labor,  etc.).”69 The crucial point is the link between taxation and austerity. 
Taxation is the “barometer” of austerity policies. Debt itself functions as 
an apparatus of capture through taxation: regressive taxation for popula-
tions, reduced taxation and tax exemption for the rich, creditors, and cor-
porations. It binds subjects and populations through austerity: reduced or 
altogether eliminated essential ser vices such as education or health care. 
Taxation is the apparatus by which wealth is captured in relation to current 
revenues within the credit dynamic, while austerity serves as an “injunction 
to pay.”70 Taxation and austerity are realizations of the technocratic state in 
its purported aim to manage fiscal crisis.
Forms of subjection through subjectivation are crucial to the work of 
debt as an apparatus of capture. While in Governing by Debt Lazzarato fo-
cuses on the deterritorialization of psychic and bodily subjectivity through 
Deleuze’s notion of the “dividual,” in The Making of the Indebted Man, he 
explores in greater depth the reterritorialization of the credit dynamic in 
the figure of the “indebted man.”71 The latter is most relevant. This discus-
sion elucidates the link between debt and guilt central to a debt economy. 
It clarifies the moralization of debt as the production of guilty subjects and 
populations who must pay. It explicates the transformation of neoliberal sub-
jectivity in a regressive key. Although we  will have to complicate Lazzarato’s 
account, moving from the indebted man to the indebted  woman, this dis-
cussion makes pos si ble an exposition of the specific ways in which debt 
operates concretely: exploiting difference, intensifying hierarchies, produc-
ing distinct modalities of vio lence.
As an injunction to pay, austerity requires the production of a culpable, 
and not merely a responsible, subject. The indebted man is a “regressive 
figure.”72 He failed to live up to the promise of neoliberal subjectivity: self- 
responsibility, self- management, indeed the self as enterprise. Unpayable 
debts restrict the promise of creativity, innovation, flexibility that self- 
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management made pos si ble in the first place. They capture the  future, pos-
sibility itself. The indebted man is a failed enterprise, then.73 He failed to 
capitalize on his investments, indeed on the “assistance” of credit/debt itself. 
Far from autonomous, unencumbered, sovereign, unpayable debt establishes 
him as radically dependent, fundamentally bound. His failure is thereby 
individualized. It does not index a system of social  labor. It points to an irre-
sponsible individual who was unable to “take on and confront risk” in gen-
erative ways.74 His are not only faulty choices but also corrupt  be hav iors. 
Unpayable debt thus indexes an undisciplined, corrupt individual. This is 
an abject subject, responsible for the failures of the neoliberal proj ect. As 
an injunction to pay, austerity is an opportunity for expiation. The indebted 
man must sacrifice himself, bear the cost of social reproduction through 
austerity. He is also subject to regressive taxation while the rich, creditors, 
corporations access tax exemptions.
Debt binds, captures, and extracts establishing culpability, then. Un-
payable debt forecloses the  future, yet as a mode of po liti cal control. By 
“training the governed to ‘promise’ (to honor their debt),” Lazzarato argues, 
capitalism exercises “control over the  future.”75 Debt allows calculation, 
the establishment of equivalences between current and  future be hav-
ior.76 It is an economic apparatus but also a “security- state technique of 
government” aimed at managing the uncertainty of time.77 In Governing by 
Debt, Lazzarato proposes refusal as a mode of interrupting such foreclo-
sure. He argues for the refusal of work beyond as well as according to the 
rules of “ human capital”: as “consumer, communicator, user, or unemployed 
person.”78 He adds that such refusal must expand to “normalized gender 
identities” and “a range of techniques of governmentality,  those of valoriza-
tion and  those of subjection/enslavement.” Such refusal  will need to be 
rethought beyond the strictures of exploitation, indeed as nestled in the 
dynamics of dispossession, expulsion, expropriation. The refusal to pay, 
the subversion of repayment, the seizing of the power to bind, the appro-
priation of the commons, I  will argue throughout this book, are modes of 
interruption that aim to turn the effectivity of debt inoperative beyond the 
dynamics of exploitation.
The claim that debt functions as an apparatus of capture in neoliberal 
financialized capitalism by binding taxation and austerity is key to an analy-
sis of the case of Puerto Rico, as we  will see throughout this book. Economic 
“development” based on tax exemption for corporations and tax- exempt 
financing has been central to the po liti cal economy installed by the colo-
nial relation  under US rule since the dawn of the twentieth  century.79 The 
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neoliberal rearticulation of this colonial po liti cal economy binds taxation 
and austerity with necropo liti cal effects. Taxation and austerity not only 
depend on but deepen the production of a regressive figure, an abject 
subject, that actualizes the technology of race/gender that grounds the 
colonial relation in the first place. The apparatus of debt “lands” in a way 
that capitalizes on and thereby exacerbates the relation of colonialism and 
coloniality in Puerto Rico, where unincorporation facilitates the repro-
duction of a race/gender/class hierarchy that itself organizes the political- 
juridical status. Debt thereby functions not only as an apparatus of capture 
but also as a form of coloniality. Through austerity, debt extends its reach 
to  those not even “worthy” of debt;  those not legible as “productive” mem-
bers of “society”;  those who are subject to predatory lending given their 
position in a race/gender/class hierarchy;  those who seek debt in informal 
economies, so on.80
It is thus crucial to complicate Lazzarato’s account, underscoring the 
necessity of specifying the distinct ways in which debt lands. In Una Lectura 
feminista de la deuda, Verónica Gago and Luci Cavallero reject Lazzarato’s 
account of the indebted man on the grounds that it posits a “universal sub-
jectivity distinctive of the creditor- debtor relation.”81 Lazzarato fails to take 
into account two “fundamental aspects” of the operation of debt within the 
neoliberal context: gender and the potential for disobedience internal to the 
work of debt itself.82 For Gago and Cavallero,  these two aspects are linked. 
Especially though not exclusively in Latin Amer i ca, the feminist response 
to the vio lence of neoliberalism, specifically in relation to the modalities of 
vio lence distinctive of debt, is evidence of such a link. More than a po liti-
cal fact, however, a feminist elucidation of the work of debt does not admit 
circumventing the specificity of its operation. It cannot ignore the diff er ent 
modalities of vio lence that it produces as well as the forms of disobedience 
that it makes pos si ble. In examining the productivity of debt on feminized 
bodies and in relation to a history of gendered exploitation where  women 
bear the burden of social reproduction, it becomes clear that the work of 
unpayable debt is not universalizable.
The operation and effects of debt differ along gender lines. Gago and 
Cavallero argue that debt operates in distinct ways due to “(1) par tic u lar 
modes of moralization directed at  women and feminized bodies; (2) differ-
ential modes of exploitation given the relations of subordination involved; 
(3) a specific relationship with debt given the tasks of reproduction; (4) a 
singular impact with re spect to sexist [machista] vio lence with which debt 
is articulated; (5) fundamental variations on pos si ble returns involved 
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in financial obligation in the case of feminized bodies.”83 As we  will see 
throughout this book, debt does not reduce but rather exploits difference, 
asymmetry, hierarchy. It does so in distinct ways in “domestic,” “popu lar” 
(or mostly unwaged), and “waged” economies.84 A feminist reading of debt, 
they thus argue, elucidates its work on  women and feminized bodies not 
only in relation to the financialization of basic ser vices. Gago and Caval-
lero show that it also clarifies debt’s relation to dependence on pesticides in 
farming practices, to mass incarceration and the economies inside and out-
side prisons, to what is incurred when abortion is clandestine, to unbridled 
consumption, to the recruitment of  labor at any price within  legal as well as 
illegal economies, to dispossession through housing crises, to the ubiquity 
of domestic vio lence and femicide exacerbated when  women are not able 
to exit the home.85
Quoting activists in Argentina, Gago and Cavallero note that debt is that 
which “does not allow us to say no when we want to say no.”86 Debt fore-
closes the  future, but it does so by “binding  women to violent relations, 
to sustaining broken links given financial obligation.” It “blocks economic 
autonomy,” but it does so ambivalently. Debt allows movement. It does not 
merely fix. However, in movement or fixity, debt exploits a  future possibil-
ity to work, it installs conditions that must be accepted.87 It assists exploita-
tion. Specifying modalities of exploitation, as we will see, requires indexing 
race as a vector of difference in the expression of the ambivalence of debt.88 
Now, recall that Gago and Cavallero argue that internal to the very work of 
debt are possibilities for its disobedience. To disobey debt, one must “nar-
rate” debt, give it body, establish its ubiquity, link its distinct modalities, 
make vis i ble its commonality across differences. To narrate debt is to chal-
lenge the vio lence of financial abstraction. Disobeying debt hence requires 
eliminating its “power of abstraction.”89 It must do so, however, within and 
not despite its ambivalence. To narrate debt, they underscore, is to resist 
the view that  women traversed by this apparatus are “ either victims or 
entrepreneurs.”
It is impor tant to amend Lazzarato’s account of neoliberalism empha-
sizing this ambivalence. In Neoliberalism from Below, Gago discusses the 
“baroque economies” that emerge in the neoliberal context in Latin Amer-
i ca. One key feature of Gago’s account is Foucault’s rendition of what she 
describes as a “nonantagonistic pair” at the heart of self- management: sin-
gularization and universalization. The “increasingly complex notion” of an 
individual is  here coupled with a “standard mode of collective functioning, 
which operates on the level of the population si mul ta neously demanding 
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and reducing the continuous singularization of each person.”90 Neoliberal 
subjectivity bears the burden of social reproduction  under the guise of self- 
responsibility, but it thereby becomes the site of “sovereignty.”91 Sovereignty 
 here is not the liberal unencumbered self, but a relationship to oneself in 
terms of “control, organ ization, and production of a territory that is the 
body itself, as a set of norms for its defense and enrichment.”92 Control over 
the body as territory is coextensive with subjection to the body- territory 
of a population. Such dynamic, Gago explains in her book with Cavallero, 
is one key “limit” that capitalism requires for its operation.93 It is therefore 
one key site of its subversion.
Gago insists that neoliberalism does not merely produce precarity, alto-
gether neutralizing the subjects and populations on which its apparatuses 
land. A view from Latin Amer i ca suggests a subversion, indeed seizure, of 
the modes of calculation at the center of neoliberal rationality. Calculation 
is key. It is not a  matter of reduction implied by commodification. It is a 
 matter of a subverted self- management. We must abandon the moralization 
of utilitarian anti- capitalist interventions, indeed abandon moralistic rejec-
tions of calculation, she argues. Neoliberalism from below allows a view of 
the “monstrosity” of the imperative to assume responsibility for conditions 
that “are not guaranteed” but that admit modes of collective articulation 
when navigating or subverting  these conditions. What is produced, Gago 
says, is a “relation of promiscuity” whereby “adaptation to the rule of con-
trol (or to normalization, the logic of security) [is also] production beyond 
mea sure, surplus, excess.”94 “This excess,” she stresses, “is not waste.” Self- 
management is turned into nonac cep tance. Calculation  here means “steal-
ing, working, making neighborly bonds, and migrating to live. It does not 
accept  dying or seeing life reduced to a minimum of possibilities.”95 Self- 
management turns into “undertaking, getting by, saving yourself.”
Baroque economies “mix logics and rationalities that tend to be por-
trayed (in economic and po liti cal theories) as incompatible.”96 They draw 
from re sis tance and survival in the colonial period and are “another name 
for the ‘mottleying’ (abigarramiento) of times and logics of operations.”97 
“In Latin Amer i ca,” Gago writes, “the baroque persists as a set of interlaced 
modes of  doing, thinking, perceiving, fighting, and working; as that which 
supposes the superimposition of nonreconciled terms in permanent re- 
creation.”98 Neoliberalism from below betrays a baroque articulation in the 
“strategic composition of microentrepreneurial ele ments, with formulas of 
popu lar pro gress, that compose a po liti cal subjectivity capable of negotiat-
ing and disputing state resources,” effectively overlapping traditional and 
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nontraditional contractual formats.99 Neither victims nor entrepreneurs, 
then, given the modes of subversion available within neoliberal rationality 
that exceeds its very logic. Such possibilities, such excesses, are internal 
to its operation in this postcolonial context.  These are power ful concepts, 
but they  will need to be amended, given the strictures of the case of Puerto 
Rico. Lacking  here is an exposition of the productivity of coloniality in and 
through baroque economies, in and through the ambivalence distinctive of 
their neoliberal expression, in a colonial context.100 Furthermore, it is nec-
essary to center race and, in the case of Puerto Rico, antiblack violence as 
key for understanding the production and productivity of gender, shifting 
thereby our conception of a feminist reading of debt.
NEOLIBERAL COLONIALITY
Nancy Fraser maintains that Marx offers a two- tiered account of capital in 
Capital.101 While the “front story” is a  matter of exploitation, which centers 
the dynamic of value creation and capture in production, the “backstory” 
is a  matter of expropriation, which centers the history of “conquest, en-
slavement, robbery, murder, in short, force” that makes exploitation pos-
si ble in the first place.102 The originary accumulation of capital entails a 
history of the creation of the worker through a pro cess of “becoming  free,” 
Marx argues with irony. Workers are  free “from, unencumbered by, any 
means of production of their own” and  free to sell their  labor power.103 Marx 
acknowledges that this pro cess is traceable not only to the enclosure of the 
En glish commons but also to the “discovery of gold and silver in Amer i ca, 
the extirpation, enslavement and entombment in mines of the indigenous 
population of that continent, the beginnings of the conquest and plunder 
of India, and the conversion of Africa into a preserve for the commercial 
hunting of blackskins.”104 The po liti cal relation that subtends exploitation, 
the own er/nonowner distinction, is installed through a history not merely 
of expropriation but of radical violent dispossession.105
Marx’s irony, however, addresses the qualified “freedom” of the worker—
of wage work. He writes that workers are “ free workers, in the double 
sense that they neither form part of the means of production themselves, 
as would be the case with slaves, serfs,  etc., nor do they own the means 
of production, as would be the case with self- employed peasant propri-
etors.”106 Paradigmatically, in being considered part of the means of pro-
duction, the enslaved is subject to modalities of vio lence of a radically diff er ent 
kind to  those established by the contract.107 We must move beyond Fraser 
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and recall Marx’s note that “the veiled slavery of the wage laborers in Eu-
rope needed the unqualified slavery of the New World as its pedestal.”108 
The creation of the worker through a pro cess of dispossession that posits 
the laborer as a commodity in a market, as subject to the strictures of wage 
 labor in a production pro cess structured by the contract, is bound to turning 
other bodies “fungible,” in Saidiya Hartman’s term.109 Fungibility indexes the 
simultaneous disposability and indispensability of captured and enslaved 
Africans, and the normative and affective economy made pos si ble by the 
economy of slavery.110 Distinct from the strictures of wage  labor, “the dis-
possessed body of the enslaved is the surrogate for the master’s body since 
it guarantees his disembodied universality and acts as the sign of his power 
and domination.”111 In the context of emancipation, she argues, this rela-
tion is retained rather than eliminated in the “rights of man and citizens” 
and in wage  labor. Hartman rewrites Marx’s quip on freedom accordingly. 
With the notion of “burdened individuality,” she notes the double bind of 
freedom as “freed from slavery and  free of resources, emancipated and sub-
ordinated, self- possessed and indebted, equal and inferior, liberated and 
encumbered, sovereign and dominated, citizen and subject.”112
Centering the dynamic of dispossession indicates not only capitalism’s 
need to posit limits that it  will transgress, hence the necessity of its logic of 
predation, extraction, expulsion, dispossession.113 Capitalism fundamentally 
requires the articulation of existence in light of the production of alterity 
and otherness, positing asymmetries that make pos si ble economic expan-
sion and that necessitate po liti cal control.114 Such alterity and otherness 
is instituted concretely, generating rather than collapsing an irreducible 
heterogeneity in modes of organ izing existence. More precision is needed, 
then, since capitalism does not merely operate through this dynamic. It oper-
ates through technologies of alterity and othering: race, and, along racial lines, 
gender, sexuality, class. It organizes existence in its heterogeneity through 
modalities of reterritorialization that ongoingly necessitate updating, adapt-
ing, actualizing the technology of race/gender/class. This is what Aníbal 
Quijano calls the “coloniality of power”(la colonialidad del poder).
Quijano argues that capitalism is a matrix or pattern (patrón) of domina-
tion/exploitation/conflict articulated around the axis of work that integrates 
all other historically known modes of organ izing  labor.115 Capitalism is articu-
lated, indeed installed, with the conquest and colonization of the Amer i cas, the 
invention of the Amer i cas, “disintegrating all previous patterns of power 
and absorbing and redefining  those structural ele ments and fragments that 
 were useful or necessary, and successfully imposed to date over all pos si ble 
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alternative patterns.”116 This means, however, that capitalism requires in-
commensurable yet simultaneous modes of organ izing production, circula-
tion, but also dispossession, enclosure, extraction. Wage  labor coexists with 
slavery, indentured servitude, debt peonage, small commodity production. 
 These discontinuous, indeed conflicting, modes of organ izing  labor respond 
to a “dominant logic” buttressed by the organ ization of authority and pro-
cesses of subjection and subjectivation along with its forms of knowledge 
and knowledge production, imagination, and sensibility. An account of 
capitalism hence accounts for the production of a global matrix of colonial 
power. A “historical- structural heterogeneity” (heterogeneidad histórico- 
estructural del poder) is its mark.117
Race, according to Quijano, is the central technology through which 
capitalism is articulated and installed in conquest, colonialism, and in de-
pen dence as well as updated and reinstalled ongoingly—in altering con-
ditions throughout time. The notion of coloniality of power is key to this 
account. It is instructive to consider it more closely. Power, according to 
Quijano, is the attempt to gain control over basic areas of  human existence. 
“As we know it historically, on a social scale,” Quijano writes:
power is a space and net of social relations of exploitation/domination/
conflict articulated basically in function of and centered around the dis-
pute over the control of the following areas of social existence: (1) work 
and its products; (2) given the former’s dependence on it, “nature” and 
its resources for production; sex, its products, and the reproduction of 
the species; (3) subjectivity and its products, material and intersubjec-
tive, which include knowledge; (4) authority and its instruments, in par-
tic u lar, of coercion in order to secure the reproduction of this matrix of 
social relations and to regulate its changes.118
Coloniality, in turn, is the form of domination distinctive of the global cap-
i tal ist order installed by conquest and colonization. It refers to (a) the clas-
sification of the world’s population by racializing the relation between the 
colonizer and the colonized; (b) the configuration of a new system of exploi-
tation that articulates  under one matrix or pattern, capitalism, all forms of 
control of  labor— wage  labor, slavery, indentured servitude, small commod-
ity production; (c) Eurocentrism as a new mode of production and control of 
subjectivity; and (d) the nation- state as a system of collective authority that 
excludes populations racialized as inferior.119 Whereas power articulates 
economic, epistemic, and po liti cal relations in historically specific ways, 
coloniality organizes existence ongoingly in light of the aims of capital by 
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updating a system of racial classification born from indigenous genocide, 
the  Middle Passage, and racial slavery. Eurocentrism is central to pro cesses 
of subjectivation, knowledge production, imagination, and sensibility that 
continuously shore up such a system. The coloniality of power and modernity/
rationality institute the coordinates of existence of the cap i tal ist world.
For Quijano,  labor, race, and gender are central “axes of articulation” 
around which capitalism develops, with which capitalism is anchored, and 
from which capitalism derives its authority.120 Now, labor and gender are 
central axes, given that they are purportedly tied to “social survival” and the 
“biological reproduction of the species.” Although  labor is a central axis, 
since it “implies control over the  labor force, its resources and products, 
including nature and institutionalized as property,” distinct modes of  labor 
and their modes of domination are produced in light of the technology of 
race. Control of “sex” and its products (“plea sure and offspring”) is for the 
sake of “property.” “Gender,” he argues, was always central to the repro-
duction of the species, hence social reproduction. Race, in contrast, was 
incorporated into the ends of  labor with the invention of the Amer i cas, in-
flecting the control of, he says, “sex.” A system of racial classification based 
on the distinction Eu ro pe an/American instituted racial categories such as 
“Indian,” “white,” “black,” and “mestizo,” he argues, central to both  labor and 
gender.  Labor, however, is a “central and permanent” relation in which dom-
ination makes exploitation pos si ble but differentially articulated in light of 
the newly created racial categories. Race and  labor are tightly bound, then, 
since racial identities are not only produced. They also function to distribute 
who is exploitable versus who is fungible— who has access to wage  labor, who 
is subject to slavery. “Sexual exploitation” is “discontinuous” with domination, 
purportedly, since it is essential for the “reproduction of the species.”121 Thus, 
race sustains the colonial proj ect that organizes  labor and inflects gender in 
light of the aims of capitalism.122 The naturalization of race, race understood 
as a “biological” category, is the key technology of cap i tal ist power, producing 
modalities of vio lence central to a functioning cap i tal ist system.
María Lugones challenges the asymmetry in Quijano’s treatment of race 
and gender.123 She points out that Quijano’s biological understanding of sex 
is already gendered: a construction of sexual difference as dimorphic and 
heterosexual as well as patriarchy as productive of a gender hierarchy cen-
tral to colonial power. Quijano’s conception of gender is based on claims 
about the reproduction of the species, missing that the global pattern of 
colonial power is in effect a “colonial/modern gender system.” Drawing 
from Paula Gunn Allen and Oyéronké Oyewùmi’s work, she argues that he 
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fails to consider that a dimorphic and heterosexual understanding of sex 
was not only imposed on indigenous populations, but that such imposi-
tion is an essential aspect of the colonial proj ect that he other wise care-
fully tracks. While Allen’s work elucidates how biological dimorphism was 
central to the productivity of race, Oyewùmi’s work clarifies the transfor-
mation of social relations  under a patriarchal system by the colonial proj-
ect. The coloniality of gender, then, elucidates that race organizes not only 
 labor but also sex/gender, installing the very category of  woman as bound 
to bourgeois whiteness. This gender norm— “ Woman”— produces alterity 
as well as otherness in positing racialized bodies, sexualities, and forms of 
relationality that cannot embody the norm, as Celenis Rodríguez Moreno 
argues.124 As such,  these bodies and populations are subject to forms of 
 labor, authority, vio lence beyond  those articulated by the race/gender 
norm.125 For   Lugones, then,  there is a “light/visible” and “dark/hidden” 
side of the colonial/modern gender system. For Rodríguez Moreno, the 
colonial/modern  gender system produces “obscure versions” of the gender 
norm that subtend it. The coloniality of gender actualizes or updates how 
the race/gender norm posits “incomplete subjects/partially  human” in an 
ongoing manner.126 It actualizes the content of incompleteness/partiality 
in reference to a race/gender norm replenished in light of altered material 
and historical conditions.
Rita Segato rejects the basis for Lugones’s critique, though she develops 
an account of the coloniality of gender as well. The claim that gender is 
a production of the modern colonial proj ect, she argues, is anthropologi-
cally unsound. She finds historiographic and ethnographic evidence of the 
existence of recognizable structures of difference, “which contain hierar-
chies of prestige along masculinity and femininity and are represented by 
figures that can be understood as men and  women.”127 We might call  these 
“preintervention” (colonial) distinctions “dual,” whereas we might under-
stand  those articulated by modernity/coloniality as “binary.”128 The dual 
is a “variant of the multiple” while the binary posits the “other” in order 
to reduce it to the same.129 The crucial point for Segato is that patriarchy 
was not installed by the modern colonial proj ect, but the latter “captured” 
and reconfigured it. “[G]ender relations proper to the colonial matrix,” she 
writes, “capture preceding forms of patriarchy which, although existent and 
hierarchical, did not obey the same structure, and they transform them into 
a much more lethal form of patriarchy, such as the modern.”130
I am interested in this aspect of Segato’s account. Her understanding 
of coloniality as the capture, actualization, and intensification of a hier-
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archy helps establish the work of debt as a form of coloniality. Let us set 
aside, then, questions about precolonial expressions of gender/sex. Let us 
set aside as well Quijano’s own treatment of  labor, race, and gender. Let us 
keep, however, Quijano’s view that  these are “axes of articulation,”  arguing 
with Lugones that race/gender is the central technology in the articulation 
of  labor differentially. Let us hold on to the thought that race/gender pro-
duces distinct modalities of dispossession and vio lence. Race/gender orga-
nizes  labor but also normativities, institutionalities, subjectivities, modes 
of  embodiment thus modes of knowing and sensing as well as their ongoing 
actualizations in the reproduction of the cap i tal ist colonial world. Race/
gender is for this reason central to the inscription of territories, economies, 
and bodies in which apparatuses of cap i tal ist capture, predation, and ex-
traction land. Debt lands not merely exacerbating a history of racial/ gender 
violence, then. It reinscribes it, actualizes or updates it, rearticulates its 
differences and intensities. Race/gender reinstalls the global cap i tal ist order 
according to the latter’s changing needs heterogeneously but continuously. 
Debt operates as a form of coloniality, accordingly, since it does more than 
capture value, land, the body, sensation itself. It captures, extracts, predates 
not merely “along” race/gender/class lines. It actualizes race/gender, initiat-
ing new or altered modalities of dispossession and vio lence. Yet it thereby 
also indexes sites and modes of interruption, disobedience, refusal.
With the pro cess of conquest and colonization, Segato argues, a “turn” 
that “exacerbates” the “originary” hierarchical pattern— one that she de-
scribes as a “low intensity patriarchy” (patriarcado de baja intensidad)— 
occurs.131 A gender multiplicity that admits of a “feminine/masculine” hier-
archy is reduced to a binary. This mutation of gender is accompanied by a 
transformation of the “field and meaning” of sexuality now pervaded by 
“harm and cruelty”: “not only the appropriation of bodies, their annexa-
tion qua territories, but also their damnation.”132 The hierarchy is “more 
lethal,” since the body now appears as territory within the logic of capital-
ist capture. In the context of neoliberal capitalism, what Segato calls the 
“apocalyptic phase of capital,” territoriality is exercised on  women’s bod-
ies.133 Examining femicide in Ciudad Juárez in the context of the North 
American  Free Trade Agreement (nafta), she argues that this mutation of 
capitalism can be said to return us to a logic of conquest instead of a sub -
limated coloniality.134 Bodies are marked as  women by being marked as terri-
tory in an updated economy of capture organized in light of the racial norm. 
Neoliberal trade agreements land not only through the  labor of  women, 
 women from the global South,  women at the border, mi grant  women. They 
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actualize race/gender in a way that intensifies their effectivity to the de-
gree that a specific modality of vio lence emerges. The “expressive vio lence” 
turns women’s bodies into the site through which impunity is constructed 
and communicated emerges. I come back to this point and discuss the link 
between debt and femicide below.
Coloniality operates by marking bodies and populations as disposable. 
Lazzarato argues that, in the context of debt crises, the biopo liti cal power 
to “make live and let die” means “if you can pay, you can live, and if you can-
not pay, you can die, insofar as your exposure to death, to the risks of social 
death (impoverishment, misery, exploitation, domination, inequalities) and 
po liti cal death (exclusion, rejection), increase.”135 Segato similarly argues 
that the “abyss” between  those who own the resources of the planet and 
 those who do not is precisely the power to decide to make live or let die.136 
This is not merely the decision of a sovereign, as we  will see in chapter 2. 
Neoliberal financialized capitalism trades on its necropo liti cal effects. Life 
is “subjugated to the power of death,” as Achille Mbembe puts it, through 
a po liti cal economy that depends on po liti cal and juridical institutions for 
its actualization.137 The point is that this po liti cal economy creates and 
extracts value from death itself.138 Precarization, expulsion, and death it-
self are key for the actualization of finance through multiple apparatuses. 
To make live or let die or to fully subjugate life to the power of death by 
 extracting value from precarization, expulsion, death itself generates dis-
tinct modalities of vio lence.
 These modalities of vio lence are the continuation of colonial vio lence, 
which produced a norm of humanity bound to bourgeois whiteness. 
Maldonado- Torres’s Fanonian concept of “metaphysical catastrophe” is in-
sightful  here. It rewrites Quijano’s notion of coloniality of power, specify-
ing the installation of a human/nonhuman distinction that subtends the 
continuation of the colonial condition. Maldonado- Torres argues that co-
loniality is a “veritable catastrophe,” a “down- turn.” It emerges from yet also 
advances catastrophes of a “demographic” nature that compose colonial 
vio lence in the early modern world: indigenous genocide, the  middle pas-
sage, racial slavery.139 Coloniality is a metaphysical catastrophe, however, 
since it is the “production” of a world not “according to practices or beliefs, 
but to degrees of being,  human.”140 Coloniality is the organ ization of exis-
tence, the meaning and relation of “thinking and being,” including “tempo-
rality and spatiality,” to the image of humanity bound to a racial order.141
We have seen that coloniality is the ongoing productivity of race/gen-
der, updating modalities of vio lence initiated by the installation of the 
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cap i tal ist modern proj ect in altered material and historical conditions. The 
coloniality of power organizes  labor and its modalities of vio lence, but it 
produces subjectivity and knowledge as well, including imagination, desire, 
and sense. Modernity/rationality shapes not only views of history (linearity, 
maturity), temporality (futurity), and universality inscribed in institutions 
such as the state. It shapes sensibility itself, trafficking with categories of 
intelligibility that capture the imagination, the body, memory, and sensa-
tion. A race/gender system of classification not only posits and actualizes 
a hierarchy, then. It turns unintelligible or coopts by rendering intelli-
gible  visions of the world, forms of knowing, sensing, experiencing, and 
relating as well as memory that exceed modernity/rationality. Race/gender 
organizes  labor, authority, subjectivity in terms of proximity or distance to 
humanity, a humanity bound to bourgeois whiteness.
The concept of metaphysical catastrophe develops further Maldonado- 
Torres’s notion of the coloniality of being. The coloniality of being tracks 
the “misanthropic skepticism” that establishes degrees of humanity through 
the technology of race/gender. One must trace the birth of the modern 
capitalist colonial world to the “slave-trading system out of Africa” initi-
ated by the Portuguese in 1441, as Sylvia Wynter notes.142 Quijano stresses 
the Valladolid debate, wherein the  legal and moral status of the conquest 
was debated in light of the humanity of indigenous  people, as key to bind-
ing humanity, rationality, and bourgeois whiteness. Enrique Dussel devel-
ops the thought, arguing that the Cartesian ego cogito, the founding gesture 
of modern rationality through the question of certainty, was built on the 
ego conquiro, the historical ground of modernity.143 Modern rationality de-
pends on a structure of conquest that institutes alterity only to destroy it. 
Certainty is only thereby guaranteed. Maldonado- Torres rewrites Dussel’s 
suggestion, arguing that the Cartesian “I think therefore I am” should be 
rewritten in an ontological key as “I think ( others do not think, or do not 
think properly), therefore I am ( others are- not, lack being, should not exist 
or are dispensable).”144
Misanthropic skepticism is not a  matter of epistemic or juridical doubt. 
It names the production of a world through a distinction between being 
 human and “not being  human” that stems, according to Maldonado-Torres, 
from turning the exceptional conditions of war into ubiquitous features of 
the experience of the colonized. “While in war  there is murder and rape,” 
he writes, “in the hell of the colonial world murder and rape become day- 
to- day occurrences and menaces.”145 Through the naturalization of colonial 
vio lence the colonized are seen as “inherently servants,” “their bodies come 
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to form part of an economy of sexual abuse, exploitation, and control.”146 It is 
important to note that ubiquitous violence operates differentially, tracking 
distinct histories hence distinct logics of colonial capture, commodification, 
disposession. For Maldonado-Torres, the point is that for the colonized the 
ubiquity of violence ongoingly normalizes “questioning one’s humanity.”147 
The colonized “exist in the mode of not- being  there, which hints at the 
nearness of death, at the com pany of death.” The colonized is “ either invisible 
or excessively vis i ble.”
I come back to Maldonado- Torres’s discussion in the conclusion to this 
book.  Here, I seek to retain the critique of po liti cal economy central to 
Quijano’s work. The normalization of war should be understood rather as 
the naturalization of dispossession, expulsion, precarization. To be sure, 
Maldonado- Torres notes that the colonized “are meant to be bodies with-
out land,  people without resources, and subjects without the capacity for 
autonomy and self- determination whose constant desire is to be other than 
themselves.”148 “Like colonialism,” he adds, “coloniality involves the expro-
priation of land and resources” and its continuation within “the market and 
modern nation- states.”149 Building on this discussion and recalling Segato’s 
work, I suggest that coloniality updates and intensifies the work of race/
gender through a reterritorialization that involves establishing the dispos-
ability of bodies and populations in altered historical and material condi-
tions. Debt actualizes race/gender in positing anew certain bodies and pop-
ulations as disposable, amenable to more than po liti cal control but rather 
vio lence, expulsion, precarity, outright death. Debt marks disposability by 
establishing culpability, I want to suggest accordingly. Culpable subjects are 
abject subjects. They threaten identity, system, and order, but they thereby 
function as economic opportunities: to be appropriated, put on reserve, 
expulsed, exploited, or altogether eliminated.
Disposability as abjection is key to the account of subjection through 
subjectivation that links debt and guilt. The apparatuses of cap i tal ist cap-
ture, such as debt, land on bodies and populations producing space and 
time, body and sense, to the mea sure of colonial vio lence. They inscribe 
race/gender/class by producing abject subjects— the indebted man, the 
indebted  woman.  These subjects are not disposable in general. They are 
marked as such by race/gender/class. They are marked as other in excess 
of the race/gender norm that binds productivity, propriety, and whiteness. 
They are marked by given concrete capitalist/colonial ends. Subjects are not 
killable in general, but killable  because they are perceived as “dangerous,” 
as we  will see in chapter 2, or as “defiant,” “excessive,” as we  will see below. 
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Subjects are not dispossessed in general, but subject to the extirpation of 
material conditions for life in austerity given their “irresponsibility” or “la-
ziness” or “corrupt” be hav ior. Subjects are not exploitable or displaceable in 
general, but  because they are posited as responsible for social  reproduction 
by “nature.” In each case, the operation of race/gender is updated, adapted, 
reinstalled. Each is a site in which coloniality operates. A cartography of 
debt maps  these instances in their specificity.
A CARTOGRAPHY OF DEBT
In Las Propias, Godreau- Aubert speaks of debt from the colony, desde la 
colonia. The colony, recall, takes place, happens (transcurre), in repeated 
acts of capture. “Indebted life,” she writes, “is the continuation of colo-
nial life.”150 In the case of Puerto Rico, the colony is that which appears 
 nowhere, that which is “substituted by the ‘post- colonial.’ ” To speak from 
the colony of Puerto Rico is to speak from a place “abandoned by every-
one, except by  those who keep finding how to exploit it.”151 It is to speak 
from a no- place (no- lugar). To be in debt (estar en deuda) is to be located 
in a space and time of capture, dispossession, expropriation. A cartogra-
phy of debt locates, ubica, bodies and populations in the no- place of debt. 
It maps being placed in the no- place of debt, being occupied by debt. It 
locates “colonial power.”152 It tracks the productivity of coloniality. This 
cartography maps where debt lands, the way it updates and reinstalls 
race/gender/class, the modalities of vio lence such actualization produces. 
This mapping, however, is done “knowing that we do not owe ourselves 
to anyone.”153
A debt is a condition of place, Godreau- Aubert argues. “When it is 
 others who place us in debt, in spite of us,” she writes, “that place is also 
a way to get rid of the body even when wearing it.”154 Godreau- Aubert’s 
conception of the body, cuerpa, is crucial. In a footnote, she writes that 
with the term cuerpa she understands the “nominal, material, spiritual, and 
po liti cal entity from which we situate ourselves when we identify as  women 
or at the margins of the coordinates, traditionally demarcated, for bodies, 
genders, and sexes.”155 She adds, “a body [una cuerpa] is also a degenerate/
degendered [una degenerada] that occupies or is occupied by.”156 The latter 
is key. Una cuerpa is not merely the material/symbolic site of “ women,” cis 
and trans. It is the site of occupation that produces race/class, binding the 
category of  woman to bourgeois whiteness. But it is therefore also a site of 
the subversion or refusal of material and symbolic/normative occupation 
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itself, as we  will see. In Puerto Rico, the body- territory of  women is a place 
for the adaptation and reinstallation of the relation between colonialism and 
coloniality.157 In con temporary Puerto Rico, what is “announced” in the body- 
territory, more precisely, body- colony of  women is the continuation of colo-
nial life through debt. But it is also the site of taking back, refusal, subversion.
Austerity, to recall, functions as an injunction to pay. It binds debt and 
guilt, turning debtors into culpable subjects that must pay. Unpayable debt 
indexes an irresponsible individual unable to thrive on  human capital. Such 
failure is also of a population that must bear the burden of the cost of so-
cial reproduction, especially in times of economic downturn. The indebted 
man is an abject subject, but an account of the effects of such injunction 
on  women reveals that the nature of this abjection cannot be universal-
ized. In Puerto Rico,  these differences multiply. Unpayable debt is not only 
the fate of failed neoliberal subjects— men or  women. It indexes the fate 
of failed colonial subjects who affirmed a qualified autonomy for the pur-
ported benefits of US economic prosperity with the creation of the Estado 
Libre Asociado. Debt binds establishing the failure of economic agents 
parasitic on federal “handouts,” recalling a history of racial justification for 
juridical- political subordination and control, as we  will see in chapter 2. In 
the colony, culpability explic itly actualizes race/gender/class.
In the colony, the abject is the failed neoliberal but also failed colonial 
subject. As such, abjection marks a site of economic opportunity— some 
 thing, some one to be captured, put on reserve, expulsed, or altogether 
eliminated. Abjection is the mark of a body or a population that admits of 
modes of control, vio lence, expulsion. It marks the body of the “degener-
ate/degendered” that is “occupied by.” Disposability generates a prob lem of 
visibility. It generates “hypervisibility” in the Fanonian sense. To be seen 
is not to appear. It is rather to be reduced to an object indexed by race/
gender/class. The colonial subject, the failed colonial subject, only appears 
racialized/gendered as nonwhite, though not all colonial subjects appear 
likewise. In the colony, antiblack violence organizes the racial hierarchy 
that structures the colonial relation beyond juridical- political control. Debt 
 intensifies this hypervisibility when it updates, adapts, race/gender/class in 
altered material conditions. This hypervisibility sustains the modalities of 
vio lence that austerity produces. Godreau- Aubert’s work maps the work 
of coloniality in the racialized feminization of poverty. Segato’s work and 
interventions by la Colectiva Feminista en Construcción name the opera-
tion of coloniality in femicide.  These are the necropo liti cal effects of debt’s 
reterritorialization— its landing— on  women.
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The work of debt can be mapped through the “pornography of auster-
ity,” Godreau- Aubert maintains.158 This pornography “uses” the body of the 
indebted  woman to “anchor uncertainty.” It thereby serves as the “injunction” 
(exigencia) to pay. The pornography of austerity has two ele ments: the “co-
lonial condition” and “footage of poverty and numbers.”159 The former tracks 
indebted life as the continuation of colonial life. The latter tracks the produc-
tion of culpability, establishing amenability for technocratic control. The 
colonial condition makes debt invisible as an apparatus of capture. It makes 
debt illegible as a form of coloniality. With austerity, however, such invis-
ibility gains “pornographic” visibility. Godreau- Aubert focuses on the dou-
ble invisibility that results from Puerto Rico’s juridico- political lack of sov-
ereignty. While the United Nations  adopted princi ples on sovereign debt 
restructuring pro cesses,  these address sovereign nation- states.160 Puerto 
Rico was removed from the United Nations list of non- self- governing ter-
ritories in 1953. International forums that purport to monitor the effects 
of debt repayment are out of reach. Such invisibility is also expressed in 
the institution of a Fiscal Control Board through promesa, as we  will see 
in chapter 2. The board is tasked with achieving “fiscal responsibility” and 
“ access to capital markets,” irrespective of social costs.
The double invisibility of Puerto Rico’s colonial condition gains por-
nographic visibility in austerity. It is exposed in the reduction of the lived 
experience of the indebted  woman to “photos and numbers,” to the jour-
nalistic picture and the statistic amenable to technocratic control.161 This 
reduction exposes “induced poverty,” a poverty that must be understood as 
“vulgar”  because it is “induced.” The hypervisibility gained in photos and 
numbers makes pos si ble mapping the work of coloniality. Godreau- Aubert 
maps debt’s landing on  women, especially black  women in the territory, 
accordingly.162 She discusses two examples. First, a 2016 New York Times 
article that portrays Puerto Rico as a “showcase of the surreal” in which 
“patriots” shop at Walmart and 12  percent unemployment is coupled with 
“unwillingness” to harvest coffee.163 The photos that accompany the article 
portray “principally  women: resting, sitting, hungry, unoccupied, never 
working.”164 This is an “imaginary of debt” that “insists on its legitimacy 
insofar as it feminizes the face of the bully, ‘happiness,’ the culpable.”165 
Poverty is situated in a refusal to work— a defiant refusal.  Women are at 
the same time hungry, resting, happy. They become the image, indeed the 
face, of a colonial condition maintained by  these  women.  These  women are 
purportedly complicit with the colonial relation by depending on federal 
“handouts”— welfare.166 This dependence  couples hunger and happiness. 
1.1  Source: “A Surreal Life on the Precipice,” The New York Times,  
August 6, 2016.
1.2  Perla Bowl, San 
Juan, Puerto Rico. 
Skateboarding bowl 
and pool built in 2006 
in La Perla commu-
nity by artist Chemi 
Rosado- Seijo with 
Roberto “Boly” Cortés 
and neighbors of La 
Perla community, 
July 23, 2017. Source: 
Bowl La Perla Face-
book page.
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 These  women are culpable of their own fate. Hypervisibility indexes a cul-
pable subject, material conditions for life itself to be cut in austerity.
Second, poverty is mea sured in numbers. In austerity, the lived experi-
ence made invisible by the statistic gains hypervisibility. In vari ous writings, 
Godreau- Aubert invites the reader to consider that a box of tampons costs 
around $7 without tax.167 With promesa’s austerity plan, minimum wage 
could be reduced to $4.25 an hour for workers  under the age of  twenty- 
five.168 Given federal cuts in the Nutritional Assistance Program, a  family 
might have access to as  little as $36 in cash (from $60).169 The statistic gains 
pornographic visibility in the stain, in the calculus involved at the bodily 
level of hygiene. Culpability and responsibility produced by disgust. The 
“vulgarity” of an induced poverty turned into the “vulgarity” of the person 
who bleeds— a cis  woman, a trans man, a nonbinary person unemployed, 
on welfare, but also the teacher or nurse who must supplement what is lack-
ing in a crumbling infrastructure with their own body. Photos and numbers 
feed the “controlling image” of the “welfare queen” in Puerto Rico.170
In a chapter entitled “Esa tipa es una yal; el chiste, la pobreza, y la negritud 
sin retorno,” Godreau- Aubert discusses the production of female blackness 
in Puerto Rico in the criminalization of poverty.171 Black  women are posited 
as “maintained body” (cuerpa mantenida), body on welfare. In “Degradando 
a la ‘yal’: Racialización y violencia antinegra en Puerto Rico,” Katsí Yarí 
Rodríguez- Velázquez explains that “la yal” is a ste reo type of poor racial-
ized  women living in caseríos or public housing.172 La yal is “poor, lazy, 
indecent, hyper- fertile.”173 She is unproductive, “irresponsible,” “unhealthy,” 
suspicious, “availed.” In her landmark work, Zaire Dinzey- Flores shows that 
public housing is key for the production of race in Puerto Rico, specifically 
through the criminalization of poverty.174 The latter draws from a long his-
tory of antiblackness tied to slavery and made invisible through an ideology 
of lo criollo that has dominated discussions of race in Puerto Rico.175 As la 
Colectiva Feminista en Construcción writes:
In the colony of Puerto Rico, the racial state operates with diverse log-
ics. The criollo imaginary reproduces racial narratives of a mixture that 
does not recognize the anti- Black vio lence that it entailed. It is hidden 
as well,  behind the mixture of races, the confinement of Black bodies/
territories to the marginalized, the expropriable and the criminalized. 
Just as is hidden the fixing of mestizo bodies/territories with white aspi-
rationism in diff er ent dimensions: from the aesthetic to the economic. 
Likewise,  behind the mixture of races, is hidden the devaluation of the 
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work carried out by visibly Black  people and how their bodies are turned 
disposable in the face of physical, economic and environmental vio lence 
perpetrated by the racial state.176
Since the 1990s, as Dinzey- Flores shows and as we  will see in chapter 2, 
crime-fighting policies in the context of the rise of a drug economy are 
vital to the production of a racial hierarchy based on antiblackness.177 State 
vio lence against drug- related vio lence within public housing, coupled with 
state- sanctioned private housing in gated communities owned by mostly 
middle- and upper- class white Puerto Ricans, spatially as well as ideologi-
cally posited black and brown men as “dangerous, violent, poor.”178 Public 
housing, however, is mostly inhabited by  women, thereby seen as living in 
the site of drug and crime.179
Godreau- Aubert argues that when one says “yal,” one is indexing the 
“geographic coordinates of the country”: public housing, el barrio, the 
street (la calle).180 Yet that is to say that one is indexing the “unmea sured 
intervention of the police and the media.”181 She writes: “to receive social 
assistance locates  these  women in a diffuse space in between the private 
and the public, a space that seems to be open to judgment and active inter-
vention by those- who- are- not- a- yal. If feminist geographies begin with the 
body— la cuerpa— the first space of poor black  women in the country [el 
país] is that of an occupied zone [zona ocupada].”182 The term yal indexes 
“the outside [el afuera],” Godreau- Aubert notes. La yal is a limit that the 
race/gender/class norm posits to capture, exploit, displace, or altogether 
eliminate. More precisely, la yal is the other that the race/gender norm that 
binds “ woman” to whiteness, work, propriety requires for its functioning. 
To map the geographic coordinates of the country, then, is to track the op-
eration and actualization of whiteness, its ongoing need to shore itself up 
by producing modalities of antiblack vio lence. As Rodríguez- Velázquez ar-
gues, the yal must thus be understood in the impossibility but also in the 
refusal to embody the race/class norm that establishes propriety in terms 
of white bourgeois ethics/aesthetics, cisheteronormativity and the nuclear 
 family, and the “advanced, civilized, on the way to pro gress.”183
Debt and austerity intensify a second modality of vio lence: femicide. In 
2018, twenty- four  women  were killed by husbands, partners, or ex- partners.184 
One hundred and eighty of reported cases of domestic vio lence  were perpe-
trated by police officers. Approximately 2,554 sexual assault forensic exams 
remain unpro cessed to this day. Although the numbers are alarming, they are 
part of a pattern of gender vio lence where, for example, twenty- five  women 
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 were killed by their intimate partners in 2011. From 2018 to 2019, sexual 
vio lence increased by 7  percent.185 In Puerto Rico, only 2  percent of cases 
of rape and sexual vio lence are reported; only 7  percent of  those are in-
vestigated and clarified. Edda López- Serrano states that  these numbers 
are akin to the sexual vio lence within a state of war.186 Vio lence in the 
 immediate aftermath of Hurricanes Irma and María disproportionately im-
pacted cis and trans  women, especially poor  women, the el derly, girls, and 
immigrants— specifically Dominican immigrants.187 Emergency 911 calls 
related to domestic vio lence tripled.188 Lacking money due to lack of work, 
many  women strug gled to access food and basic resources. Trans  women 
reported that they  were particularly vulnerable, given a collapsed electrical 
grid and discrimination at refuge centers.189
On November  23, 2018, la Colectiva Feminista en Construcción per-
formed a sit-in, Plantón Feminista, in front of la Fortaleza, the official 
residence of the governor of Puerto Rico.190 With the sit-in, la Colectiva 
brought an Executive Order to Declare a State of Emergency regarding gen-
der vio lence to then-governor Ricardo Rosselló. The sit-in lasted for three 
days. No government official interacted with la Colectiva, though  there was 
confrontation with the Tactical Operations Unit of the police, la Fuerza 
de Choque, on November 25, the International Day for the Elimination of 
Vio lence against  Women. Shariana Ferrer- Núñez, cofounder, explains that 
la Colectiva’s intervention sought to connect information about gender 
vio lence circulating in the media and addressed by feminist organ izations, 
making vis i ble the systemic nature of intimate partner killings, unpro cessed 
sexual assault forensic exams, and cases of domestic vio lence. La Colectiva 
thereby sought to hold the state accountable for gaps in resources, educa-
tion, and other modes of addressing gender vio lence and femicide. As Eva 
Prados emphasizes, the impact of austerity is clear in resource allocation 
to address gender vio lence, from the dismantling of education with gender 
perspective, impunity to government and law enforcement officials with 
rec ords of domestic and sexual vio lence, to governmental and nongovern-
mental campaigns and prevention efforts.191
La Colectiva’s use of the category of femicide is key.192 They employ the 
category in a confrontation with the state, aiming to capture the norms of 
the state by calling for a declaration of a state of emergency. El Plantón sub-
verts the state’s main mechanism for installing neoliberal rationality in the 
colony, namely, declarations of states of emergency, as we  will see in detail 
in chapter 2.  Here, the declaration aims to interrupt impunity. Segato’s work 
is decisive at this juncture. She develops the notion of “expressive vio lence” to 
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specify the work of femicide, distinguishing expressive from “ instrumental 
vio lence.”193 Instrumental vio lence pursues a specific aim while expressive 
vio lence articulates determined and comprehensible relationships between 
bodies, particularly around the hierarchies of a territory. This modal-
ity of vio lence is expressive in producing implicit rules and regulations 
through which  legal and nonlegal power circulates, as Gago puts it.194 Se-
gato maintains that gender vio lence writes a message on the  woman’s body 
and, I add, on bodies that challenge the white bourgeois cisheteronorma-
tive order. That message has to do with impunity. She does not argue that 
impunity is the cause of femicide. On the contrary, femicide (re)produces 
impunity. This impunity is not merely an institutional prob lem— something 
to be mea sured and, through structures of accountability, ameliorated. It is 
transversal, producing sensibility itself.
Expressive vio lence is part of a “pedagogy of cruelty.” “ Every act of vio-
lence, as a discursive gesture,” Segato writes, “bears a signature.”195 The 
necropo liti cal operation of coloniality is clarified in femicide’s display of 
“vertical” power.196 This is a modality of power— the power of patriarchy, 
of capital— “spectacularized.”197 Impor tant  here is not the subject that 
signs— a toxic, violent masculinity, patriarchy itself.198 Crucial  here is the 
“message to peers” that expresses itself in impunity, an impunity that mani-
fests itself when the neighbor as well as the state remain  silent in the face 
of gender vio lence. It is  here that we find the subject that signs. Dispersed, 
although at the same time precise. This is the horizontality of gender vio-
lence, according to Segato, one that cannot be separated from the verti-
cal deployment of sexist vio lence (violencia machista). Such horizontality 
manifests a cruelty at the level of the sensible, a sensibility trained to the 
“not- binding,” el no- vincular.199
Godreau- Aubert speaks of a “pedagogy of the indebted  woman” as an 
act of “healing.” It names what has already been announced in the body 
of  women: that indebted life is “dehumanizing,” “illegitimate.”200 Like Gago 
and Cavallero, she argues that such a pedagogy narrates indebted life in 
the colony, resisting its abstraction. It resists the broken, fragmentation of 
debt. A cartography of debt “tells” (dice)— names, narrates— indebted life 
in the colony “in pieces,” en pedacitos.201 To tell the “broken time” of debt, 
she writes in a footnote, is not a marginal note about “social fragmenta-
tion.”202 To write about crime in Puerto Rico, she adds, is not a note on 
“street vio lence” (violencia callejera). It requires breaking with a discourse 
that “condemns imperialism and at the same time buttresses the murder-
ous, patriarchal vio lence of banking.” She elaborates what it might mean to 
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tell or narrate indebted life in pieces: like finding a corpse. It has the weight 
of “supreme loss.” To realize “one of your own” is culpable is even worse.203 
What is found is the corpse of a postcolonial in its afterlife.
The colony is no- place, except for  those who keep finding how to exploit 
it. The colony “is never a safe space: for  women, it is hostile territory, quali-
fied [matizado] by the increase of gender vio lence, precarity, the criminal-
ization of protest, the impunity of a public official who has raped  women 
and of a church that prays for him and his  family. The island is no- home [ La 
isla es un no- hogar],” Godreau- Aubert writes.204 The no- place of debt is nev-
ertheless the location from which to interrupt the colony, the operation of 
coloniality. Activists in Puerto Rico have deployed a variety of tactics locat-
ing themselves within the strictures of debt in order to subvert it. Refusal, 
nonpayment, subversion, rescue/occupation and other forms of interrup-
tion, as we  will see, exploit the asymmetry of the injunction to pay. The 
subjects of guilt are not merely subjected to debt. They interrupt the work 
of debt through a defiant affirmation of nonpayment, moreover, through 
a reversal of culpability. We  will need to move from an economic to a his-
torical understanding of debt, however, from debts to capital to historical, 
indeed colonial, debts to be settled in order to consider the power of  these 
modes of interruption. In the case of Puerto Rico, such a move first requires 
shifting from an account of colonial exceptionality to an exposition of the 
slow death of neoliberal coloniality.
El desastre es la colonia.
The disaster is the colony.
— JORNADA: se acabaron las promesas
La invasión no es un evento, es una estructura.
The invasion is not an event, it is a structure.
— anayra santory- jorge, “Lo prometido es deuda”
The tradition of the oppressed famously teaches us that the “state of  
emergency” in which we live is not the exception but the rule.
— walter benjamin, “On the Concept of History”
in january of  1899, the United States made official exchange rates for 
the multiple currencies circulating in the newly acquired colony of Puerto 
Rico. The Puerto Rican peso was deemed to be worth 60 cents. James Dietz 
explains that the devaluation of the Puerto Rican peso facilitated the pur-
chase of land by American sugar corporations, and it created conditions for 
predatory lending by the American Colonial Bank.1 The latter, in turn, fed 
the former. Small landowners would come to default on their loans or sell 
their lands to sugar corporations when faced with the prospect of default. 
The reduction of wealth and the creation of conditions for the continued 
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capture of wealth and land can be understood as the first act of capture by 
the new colonial regime.2
With the Treaty of Paris of  1898  that ended the Spanish- American 
War, Spain ceded Puerto Rico to the United States.3 Congress ratified the 
Treaty on April 11, 1899, setting in motion more than a  century of juridico- 
political control inseparable albeit distinguishable from economic capture. 
The Foraker Act of 1900, the Insular Cases of 1901–1922, the Jones Act 
of 1917 and 1920, Law 600 of 1950, the Supreme Court’s Puerto Rico v. San-
chez Valle ruling in 2016, and promesa of 2016 articulate the strictures of 
Puerto Rico’s status as an unincorporated territory of the United States. 
 These laws and court decisions concretely shape conditions for capture, 
predation, and extraction discussed in chapter 1. Examining Puerto Rico’s 
juridico- political status is thus a necessary starting point for assessing the 
debt crisis.
José Atiles- Osoria argues that the concept of “state of exception” illu-
minates Puerto Rico’s juridico- political status and the conditions of cap-
ture that it generates.4 He develops the notion “colonial state of exception,” 
which is at once juridical and ontopo liti cal.5 Law, politics, and economy in-
tersect in the creation of an unincorporated territory, producing a colonial 
social, economic, and po liti cal real ity.6 Although Atiles- Osoria does not 
fully account for the correlation economy- exceptionality, he draws from his 
discussion of unincorporation to develop the notion “neoliberal colonial-
ism.”7 The latter sheds light on the way in which neoliberal rationality was 
installed as the dominant logic of colonial exceptionality.8 Neoliberal colo-
nialism tracks the increase in use of declarations of states of emergency in 
the administration of the colony, reconfiguring conditions of capture made 
pos si ble by Puerto Rico’s juridico- political predicament.
While neoliberal colonialism illuminates key features of colonial excep-
tionality, the analytics of exceptionality do not account for the “slow death” 
of neoliberal coloniality. It does not track the relation between colonialism 
and coloniality through its material conditions and effects, focusing instead 
on exceptional mea sures made pos si ble by the political- juridical apparatus. 
I turn to Miriam Muñiz- Varela and Anayra Santory- Jorge’s conceptions of 
an “economy of the catastrophe” and “catastrophe by attrition” to center ma-
terial conditions and effects that exceed the decision of a sovereign.9 Lauren 
Berlant’s notion of slow death and her critique of exceptionality are insight-
ful  here.10 To speak of “crises,” “declarations of emergency,” the “event,” the 
“sovereign who decides,” indeed the “state of exception,” she argues, is to 
speak of the intensification of an environment in which the  reproduction 
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of life involves the attrition of life. As Muñiz- Varela makes clear, the po-
liti cal economy of Puerto Rico has always been the “destruction of general 
conditions of life” in its purported attempt to articulate  those very condi-
tions. In contrast to Berlant, Muñiz- Varela illuminates the normalization 
of spectacular vio lence as part of the ordinary in the no- place of life in the 
indebted colony.
This chapter is composed of three sections. The first section, Colonial 
State of Exception, examines Atiles- Osoria’s notion of a colonial state of 
exception in light of his critique of Charles Venator- Santiago’s work on 
 exceptionality in Puerto Rico.11 While Atiles- Osoria underscores the ad-
ministrative use of declarations of states of emergency, Venator- Santiago 
stresses the production of liminal juridical spaces that create conditions 
for economic capture. In line with Venator- Santiago, the second section, 
Colonial Exceptionality, moves from Atiles- Osoria’s notion of neoliberal 
colonialism to Muñiz- Varela’s exposition of an economy of the catastrophe. 
The latter maps modalities of vio lence distinctive of post- Fordist Puerto 
Rico. Marisol LeBrón’s work is helpful  here.12 She discusses what she calls 
“punitive governance” in this political- economic economy. State mea sures 
against drug- related crime not only increase but also cause a vio lence that 
is both “spectacular and quotidian.” I pay attention to the production of 
racialized masculinity that binds criminality and blackness in this context. 
Such production indexes the actualization of race/gender/class through 
 exceptional mea sures. The last section, Slow Death of Neoliberal Colonial-
ity, examines the slow death of neoliberal coloniality in the indebted colony 
through an engagement with Muñiz- Varela, Santory- Jorge, and Yarimar 
Bonilla. It rewrites Berlant’s critique of the analytics of exceptionality and 
her conception of slow death. The environment of indebted life in the col-
ony admits of spectacular forms of vio lence as part of the ordinary. Bonilla’s 
reference to Christina Sharpe is crucial  here as well. The no- place of in-
debted life in the colony is more precisely understood as the “climate” gen-
erated and sustained by the logic of disposability distinctive of coloniality. 
This, I maintain, is the site of colonial exceptionality: a state of emergency 
that is not the exception but the rule.
COLONIAL STATE OF EXCEPTION
Atiles- Osoria and Venator- Santiago transform Giorgio Agamben’s notion 
of the state of exception to examine Puerto Rico’s status as an unincorpo-
rated territory of the United States. Agamben draws from Carl Schmitt’s 
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understanding of the sovereign as “he who decides on the state of excep-
tion.”13 For Schmitt, the state of exception designates the suspension of the 
law in times of war, civil unrest, or, more generally, po liti cal threat. Agamben 
understands exceptionality more broadly, attempting to track the creation of 
a juridical void crucial to the maintenance of the status quo. Exceptionality 
thus refers to a space in which the force of law exists without the law, a 
space in which the “rule maintains itself in relation to the exception in the 
form of suspension.”14 The possibility of suspending the law is internal to 
“liberal, demo cratic states,” since it is a mea sure for addressing crises or 
situations that exceed normality.15
Atiles- Osoria and Venator- Santiago seek to develop Agamben’s under-
standing of the liminal logic of exceptionality. Agamben describes the state 
of exception as “neither external nor internal to the juridical order, and the 
prob lem of defining it concerns precisely a threshold, or a zone of indiffer-
ence, where inside and outside do not exclude each other but rather blur 
with each other.”16 The state of exception is the creation of a juridical void 
of “being- outside, and yet belonging,” as Venator- Santiago puts it.17 Or, 
as Atiles- Osoria puts it, “the exercise of sovereign power is the inclusive- 
exclusion or the inclusion that excludes.”18  Here we begin to see a difference 
in emphasis. Venator- Santiago underscores the space of anomie instituted 
by the sovereign, whereas Atiles- Osoria is interested in the sovereign who 
decides. This difference is decisive. Rather than the seat of sovereignty, as 
we  will see, focus on the material conditions and effects of the liminal logic 
of exceptionality should be centered. The point  here is that the liminality 
distinctive of the state of exception is well suited for assessing Puerto Rico’s 
status as an unincorporated territory that “belongs to” but is “not a part of” 
the United States.19
Atiles- Osoria launches impor tant criticisms of Agamben’s genealogy of 
the state of exception. Agamben traces it to the Roman iustitium, discussing 
its deployment in the global North.20 Atiles- Osoria notes the Eurocentrism 
of this genealogy, pointing out Agamben’s failure to consider non- Western 
experiences decisive for its development.21 Atiles- Osoria’s critique of Agam-
ben’s treatment of the state of exception in the United States is most rel-
evant. Agamben considers the suspension of habeas corpus during the 
Civil War as well as exceptional mea sures during the First World War, the 
 Great Depression, the Second World War, and the War on Terror.22 Yet 
he forgoes reflection on US imperial practice as an impor tant pre ce dent 
for or extension of the creation of spaces of anomie. Exemplary  here is 
the 2008  Supreme Court ruling on Boumediene v. Bush, which established 
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the  Insular Cases as the legitimating jurisprudence for the detention camps 
in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.23
Although critical of Venator- Santiago, Atiles- Osoria draws from his 
work. Venator- Santiago documents the creation of anomalous  legal spaces, 
stressing the significance of the generation of narratives of space for the 
United States’ nation- building agenda.24 The doctrine of territorial incor-
poration is crucial for the acquisition and administration of “ ‘borderland’ 
territories,”  those situated in liminal constitutional spaces.25 The United 
States’ proj ect of nation- state building has many simultaneous starting 
points. However, three juridico- political and socio- historical experiences 
are crucial, according to Venator- Santiago. The territorial conquest of indig-
enous populations establishes the foundational character of a settler colo-
nial proj ect; court decisions that created a zone of indifference between the 
international and the domestic; doctrines that sought to retain the  union 
within the Civil War are key.26 Only the third explic itly deploys a decla-
ration of a state of emergency. Venator- Santiago focuses on the first two, 
centering the strictures of  these spaces of anomie.
Venator- Santiago’s account is based on a distinction between what he 
sees as the United States’ colonial, imperialist, and postcolonial traditions 
of expansionism.27 While the nineteenth- century colonial proj ect sought 
to annex new territories that would be subsequently or ga nized into new 
states and  were thus treated as parts of the United States for constitutional 
purposes, the imperialist proj ect was based on the occupation of territories 
ruled as possessions and situated outside the United States for constitutional 
purposes regardless of their geographic location.28 Between 1898 and 1901, 
the United States developed a new tradition of expansionism, which al-
lowed it to “annex new territories without binding Congress to colonize 
them into states of the Union.”29 Territories acquired within this post-
colonial tradition  were ascribed a borderland status for constitutional pur-
poses. All three traditions build on a race/gender system of classification 
based on the federal government’s treatment of indigenous populations.30 
The subordination of nonwhite populations is inherent to the creation of 
such spaces of anomie, given the eminently settler colonial character of US 
expansionism.
Four colonial and imperial experiences, Venator- Santiago argues, frame 
the juridico- political perspective at work in the Spanish- American War. 
First, the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 provided the juridico- political jus-
tification for a spatial conception of government and the nation’s outward 
expansion. The Indian Boundary Line of 1816 epitomizes this spatialization. 
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The ordinance established a pro cess of settlement that would place ter-
ritories in a “temporary status of development.”31  Those residing within 
 these territories  were subject to a diff er ent set of laws.32 This was a deeply 
racializing/gendering pro cess, which rearticulated prein de pen dence and 
postin de pen dence repre sen ta tions of indigenous  people as “savages.”33 The 
ordinance drew on debates that instituted a distinction between “civilized/
friend” and “savage/enemy.” It also established equivalence between matu-
rity and “manhood” for purposes of annexation.34
Second, Venator- Santiago discusses the creation of the anomalous 
status “Domestic Dependent Nation” within the Marshall Trilogy.  These 
cases established indigenous nations as domestic for federal and interna-
tional concerns but not for constitutional purposes.35 They secured the 
property rights of white expansionists, seeking to legitimize the capture 
of indigenous lands. Third, he considers the treatment of black  people in 
light of US territorial law.36 Already in the ordinance  there was a demar-
cation between slave and  free territories while at the same time affirming 
the powers of state- funded “fugitive slave bounty hunters.”37  After the Civil 
War and Reconstruction,  these spatial narratives  were replaced by spatial 
constructions in Jim Crow laws.38 Fourth, Venator- Santiago discusses the 
experience of “imported workers” in the so- called Guano Islands during 
the nineteenth  century. The Guano Islands Act protected  those who “dis-
covered” the islands and the economic interests at hand but did not extend 
constitutional rights or guarantees to workers.39
Puerto Rico is central to the articulation of the third tradition of expan-
sionism, which appropriated territories without creating a path to annexa-
tion.40 Key  here is the creation of a distinction between incorporated and 
unincorporated territories in 1901. Recall that Spain ceded Puerto Rico to 
the United States in 1898. The Supreme Court considered Puerto Rico  under 
the Territorial Clause. The clause explic itly treats territories as property.41 It 
establishes the power of Congress over new territories. This entailed a repu-
diation of Dred Scott princi ples, “which subordinated congressional powers 
to the Constitution.” A military government administered the territory  until 
the Foraker Act came into effect in 1900. Narratives of American expan-
sionism informed the military administration of the territory. Occupation 
was seen as a civilizing mission. “Savages” unfit for self- government populated 
Spanish colonies.42 Circumventing naturalization of a non– Anglo Saxon pop-
ulation, the United States granted protection to Spanish subjects and created 
a Puerto Rican national status.43 Though not sovereignty, Puerto Rico had 
gained autonomy from Spain a year before the occupation.
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The Foraker Act established colonial administration  under a civil gov-
ernment  until the ratification of a Puerto Rican Constitution in  1952. It 
neither contained a Bill of Rights nor extended the US Bill of Rights to 
the territory.44 It also defined key economic structures.45 Puerto Rico was 
incorporated into the US monetary system, devaluating the Puerto Rican 
peso. Puerto Rico could not negotiate commercial treaties with other 
 nations;  neither could it determine its taxes and duties. The act established 
strictures of  free trade between Puerto Rico and the United States,  imposing 
duties on Puerto Rican commodities entering the United States. It estab-
lished the collection of taxes as well, which created a condition of taxa-
tion without repre sen ta tion. As Dietz explains, as a result of the  Foraker 
Act, Puerto Rican producers  were not only competing with the fastest- 
developing cap i tal ist nation without the possibility of elaborating means of 
protecting local industry and commerce.46 The law established conditions 
of exploitation by its more power ful neighbor by designing modes of cap-
ture intrinsic to the territorial status.47
Puerto Rico’s status as an unincorporated territory was clarified by key 
Supreme Court decisions within the Insular Cases.48  These cases con-
sidered  whether the Constitution “follows the flag.” They “constructed a 
pattern of exclusive inclusion,” as Atiles- Osoria puts it, “founding the axi-
ological paradigm of the relations of exception” that still defines the rela-
tion between the United States and Puerto Rico.49 Downes v. Bidwell (1901) 
is perhaps the most impor tant case. It concerned collection of duties and 
taxes but raised questions about the constitutionality of the Foraker Act. 
Justice Brown wrote the court’s opinion. Citing congressional powers 
 established by the Territorial Clause, the case affirmed the act’s constitu-
tionality.50 It maintained that the Constitution’s Uniformity Clause does 
not apply to Puerto Rico, since it is a “territory appurtenant and belong-
ing to the United States, but not a part of the United States.”51 Puerto Rico 
was deemed a foreign country for constitutional purposes, yet  under the 
sovereignty of the United States. Justice White further legitimized the con-
struction of this liminal space by drawing a distinction between incorpo-
rated and unincorporated territories. Congress was granted the power to 
decide  whether a territory would be considered incorporated or unincor-
porated.52 The Bill of Rights and constitutional limitations would apply to 
incorporated territories, while only fundamental restrictions on govern-
ment power would apply to unincorporated territories. An unincorporated 
territory was not on the path to statehood. It could be kept in colonial sub-
ordination in defi nitely.
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Venator- Santiago highlights narratives of space central to the institution 
of liminal juridical spaces.  These narratives generate political- economic 
strictures specific to  these borderland spaces. Venator- Santiago stresses 
that attention to  these narratives clarifies rights and protections as well 
as lack of rights and protections for citizens and noncitizens in occupied 
territories.53 Atiles- Osoria argues that Venator- Santiago’s analy sis is overly 
legalistic, forgoing an account of exceptionality’s ontopo liti cal status.54 
Rather than regulating, the creation of a liminal space produces a po liti cal, 
economic, and social real ity. Examining such productivity is crucial. The 
Foraker Act is the first law of exception in Puerto Rico. It produces territo-
riality but also colonial subjectivity at the turn of the  century.55 Congress is 
posited as the seat of sovereignty.
This operation is repeated in subsequent laws that redefine the po liti cal, 
economic, and social real ity of Puerto Rico through the liminal character of 
unincorporation. The Jones Act of 1917 extended US citizenship to Puerto 
Ricans while forgoing a path to annexation. In addition to blocking po liti cal 
participation and repre sen ta tion in the United States for citizens residing 
in the territory, US citizenship blocked the possibility of economic and po-
liti cal participation in Puerto Rico for  those who de cided to opt out.56 The 
Jones Act of 1920, which regulates maritime commerce in US  waters and 
between US ports, deepened the conditions of capture instituted by the 
Foraker Act.57 The Jones Act established that goods transported must be 
carried on ships built, flagged, and crewed by the United States. The cab-
otage laws— still in effect— raise the cost of commodities for Puerto Rico 
considerably.
Law 600 of 1950 consolidated colonial exceptionality. Congress allowed 
Puerto Rico to draw up a Constitution while leaving its territorial status 
intact.58 The Estado Libre Asociado (ela) was established in 1952   after a 
contested referendum in 1951 yielded a favorable vote.59 Congress required 
the exclusion of Section 20, which established employment and adequate 
standards of living as rights to be guaranteed through economic devel-
opment. Congress also required the addition of a disposition where no 
“ future amendments to the constitution could alter the relation with the 
United States.”60 The ela came into effect once  these changes  were made. 
Although the terms of the territorial status remained intact, the ela pur-
portedly represented a “compact” with the United States.61 The latter was 
cited for Puerto Rico’s elimination from the United Nation’s list of non- self- 
governing territories in 1953. As recently as June 2016, however, it became 
undeniable that no such symmetry had been achieved, no pro cess of decolo-
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nization had occurred. The Supreme Court’s decision in Puerto Rico v. San-
chez Valle, a double jeopardy case, made clear that the seat of sovereignty 
remains with Congress.62
While Atiles- Osoria’s account is insightful, I move away from his  emphasis 
on sovereignty. His insistence on the ontological status of exceptionality 
is impor tant. It is necessary to stress that unincorporation produces an 
economic, po liti cal, and social real ity. However, the effectivity of colonial-
ity exceeds a decision by the colonial juridico- political apparatus even if 
such decision installs its strictures. Atiles- Osoria locates sovereignty too 
narrowly, then. Now, Atiles- Osoria does not develop his account in rela-
tion to the “status question,” which has been the center of debates about 
decolonization in Puerto Rico for over a  century.63 Understanding sover-
eignty nevertheless narrowly leads us to  these debates, shifting attention 
to the question of annexation or in de pen dence. Yet neither annexation nor 
in de pen dence by necessity neutralizes the work of coloniality. Specifying 
the effectivity rather than source of the productivity of coloniality before 
entering  those debates is, in my view, key.
COLONIAL EXCEPTIONALITY
Consider key features of the po liti cal economy articulated by Puerto Rico’s 
status as an unincorporated territory of the United States. Rafael Bernabe 
explains that Puerto Rico’s economy has been “ shaped by the priorities of 
US capital” since  1900.64 US corporations have not only owned but also 
determined the main sectors of the territory’s economy: the sugar planta-
tion before the Second World War; light manufacturing from the 1940s to 
the 1970s; and intensive manufacturing, especially phar ma ceu ti cals, from 
the  1980s to the pre sent.65 This orientation has resulted in an economy 
based on unilateral specialization geared  toward exportation. This, in turn, 
has created the need to import the  great majority of what is consumed 
in Puerto Rico, including food.  Today, 85   percent of what is consumed is 
imported.
In this po liti cal economy, profits generated in the territory necessarily 
“escape” predominantly to the United States.66 “At pre sent,” Bernabe writes, 
“it is estimated that more than 35 billion dollars leave the island  every year, 
in the form of dividends and other payments to external investors. This 
is around 35  percent of Puerto Rico’s gross domestic product. This figure 
includes both profits generated in Puerto Rico as well as declared  there 
for tax avoidance purposes.”67 The flight of profit generates unemployment 
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in Puerto Rico, since capital is not reinvested in the territory. Unemploy-
ment has been a permanent fixture of Puerto Rico’s economy, even in times 
of postwar expansion, when Puerto Rico was presented as a showcase for 
the success of democracy and capitalism in the Ca rib bean. Unemploy-
ment has been offset by mass migration to the United States since the early 
twentieth  century.68 Throughout the last de cades, unemployment hovers 
around 13  percent, though in 1985 it reached 21.8  percent.69 Only 40  percent 
of the population is part of the workforce; 60  percent is neither working nor 
searching for work. Decline in unemployment signals a shrinking popula-
tion, especially  after Hurricane María. The debt crisis has led to migra-
tion patterns that exceed the  Great Migration.70 Between 2011 and 2013, 
for example, Puerto Rico’s population decreased by fifty thousand  people 
 annually. Two hundred thousand  Puerto Ricans migrated in the months 
following María, with 130,000 relocating permanently.71 Around 45  percent 
of the population and 55  percent of  children live below the federal poverty 
line.72 Economic development, impoverishment, and expulsion are two 
sides of the same coin even in times of purported economic thriving.73
Bernabe underscores that Puerto Rico’s territorial status has generated 
conditions of capture through taxation.74 Puerto Rico’s po liti cal economy is 
based on a strategy of foreign investment through tax exemption since the 
Jones Act of 1917, which instituted  triple tax exemption on bonds. However, 
as José I. Fusté notes, a congressional report argued in  favor of develop-
ing infrastructure in Puerto Rico and other territories through  triple tax 
exemption on bonds in 1906.75 Muñiz- Varela highlights Section 931 then 
936 of the Internal Revenue Code, which offered federal tax exemption on 
profits generated by US corporations in the territory since 1920.76 Before 
the  establishment of the ela in 1952 and with Manos a la Obra (Operation 
Bootstrap) specifically through capital subsidies from 1947 onward, the cen-
tral “axis” of Puerto Rico’s “economic discourse” was “to be a tax haven.”77 
Most relevant for our purposes is Section 936, in effect since 1976 and pro-
gressively eliminated from 1996 to 2006. It gave US corporations exemp-
tion on income earned  whether from production or interest on local bank 
deposits, thereby promoting the flight of profit and the disparity in taxation 
between corporations (9  percent) and the general population (33  percent).78 
The elimination of Section 936 sent the territory into recession.79 Rather 
than revisit taxation laws to address the flight of capital, the government 
 responded by issuing more debt and increasing regressive taxation.80 A 
sales tax in effect since 2006, for example, is currently at  11.5   percent.81 
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As we  will see, Act 20/22 of 2012 continues the pattern of tax exemption in 
the realm of real estate, driving displacement, dispossession, and expulsion.
Atiles- Osoria draws from his analy sis of the colonial state of excep-
tion to develop the notion of neoliberal colonialism. Neoliberal rational-
ity was installed through an “internal state of exception”—by local elites.82 
The 2006 declaration of fiscal crisis and the ensuing government shutdown 
initiated an intensification of the use of declarations of states of emergency 
for economic administration.83 Subsequent administrations further inten-
sified  these efforts. Seeking to secure good standing in the eyes of credit 
agencies, in 2009 the government declared a state of fiscal emergency. This 
declaration allowed the government to pass Law  7, which implemented 
austerity mea sures that included steep government worker layoffs, a reduc-
tion of the University of Puerto Rico’s bud get, and heightened privatiza-
tion.84 In 2010 an energy crisis was also declared. Aiming to purportedly 
reduce the use of fossil fuels, the newly created Energy Affairs Administra-
tion generated a set of profit- driven proj ects and contracts for local elites. 
The mea sures excluded citizen participation, which resisted  these proj ects 
on ecological grounds.85
Recent administrations have relied on emergency- exceptionality most 
heavi ly. In 2014, Puerto Rico’s credit ratings faltered, leading to a declara-
tion of emergency that established fiscal recovery as a government prior-
ity. That year, Law 71 articulated a local bankruptcy pro cess. The federal 
court, then the US Supreme Court, rejected this attempt in a 2016 ruling, 
citing a 1984 decision to exclude Puerto Rico from chapter 9.86 The local 
government’s response was more austerity.87 In 2015, a report on Puerto 
Rico’s fiscal crisis by former International Monetary Fund (imf) function-
ary Anne Krueger determined that Puerto Rico’s debt was unpayable, an 
assessment echoed by then-governor Alejandro García Padilla. In light 
of this assessment, a series of laws  were passed that further dismantled 
demo cratic participation, consolidated technocratic power, and rein-
forced narratives of fiscal responsibility as a public priority.88  These uses of 
emergency- exceptionality prepared the ground for the Puerto Rico Over-
sight, Management, and Economic Stability Act (promesa), yet they are 
also necessary for the latter’s operation. In June 2019, Governor Ricardo 
Rosselló employed Law 5 of 2017, extending the state of fiscal emergency 
to the end of the year.89 Law 5 was amended by Law 46 in July 2017, which 
amended the Internal Revenue Code and expanded the extension period for 
declarations of states of emergency. One key rationale for Laws 5 and 46 is 
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the ability to meet the demands of promesa and thereby facilitate the work 
of the Fiscal Control Board.
promesa is a US federal law passed in 2016. Through promesa, the 
US Congress instituted a Fiscal Control Board known in the territory as 
la Junta. The board comprises seven unelected members to oversee a debt 
 restructuring pro cess.90 The seven members, six men and one  woman, 
 were appointed by then-president Barack Obama.  Because Puerto Rico has 
no voting repre sen ta tion in Congress and does not cast a presidential vote, 
the institution of the Fiscal Control Board represents the collapse of a pur-
ported democracy in the colony. promesa overrides any law or regulation 
understood to be incompatible with debt repayment. Conflicts of interest 
have been noted in the case of vari ous board members.91 Lack of access 
to information and transparency are main features of the evisceration of 
democracy. A citizen debt audit is a key demand within citizen, student, 
and worker re sis tance to the Fiscal Control Board, as we  will see in chap-
ter  3.92 In May  2017, Puerto Rico filed for bankruptcy  under Title III of 
promesa, placing its fate in the hands of US District Court Judge Laura 
Taylor Swain. Litigation not only with creditors but also between Puerto 
Rico’s government, legislature, and the board continues to articulate the 
strictures of exceptionality in the indebted colony.93 More than two hun-
dred  lawyers, con sul tants, and other contractors compose the workforce of 
the board, spending at least 80 million in Puerto Rico taxpayer dollars by 
August 2018.94
Atiles- Osoria’s notion of neoliberal colonialism sheds light on the con-
tinuation of the colonial condition through the institution of the Fiscal 
Control Board. It centers the role of local elites. This is an impor tant per-
spective. However, local elite management of the colonial condition through 
po liti cal positions and government contracts represents a reinstallment of a 
race/gender/class hierarchy within the territory by the po liti cal economy of 
the colony. Atiles- Osoria argues that given the complicity with neoliberal- 
colonial control, we should “abandon” the law. 95 Yet illuminating the nature 
of such juridico- political operation and imagining modes of interruption, 
which might be better served by subverting rather than abandoning the law, 
requires examining its material conditions and effects.96 Given its focus 
on the juridical- political apparatus, “neoliberal colonialism” is  limited. The 
institution of a Fiscal Control Board intensifies the operations of colonial 
power through debt, but it does so by drawing on forms of capture made 
pos si ble by Puerto Rico’s liminality. The board is tasked with achieving fis-
cal responsibility and access to capital markets irrespective of social costs. 
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It pursues tax and austerity mea sures that rearticulate the structures of 
capture already in place.
Muñiz- Varela’s work is key  here. In Adiós a la economía, she discusses 
the economic crisis as part of the regulation of accumulation in a post- 
Fordist context driven by financialization. She highlights the significance 
of the use of declarations of state of emergency and the increase of polic-
ing systems, though she stresses that  these are operations of coloniality in 
this po liti cal economy.97 In this context, the role of the state and the  legal 
apparatus are subordinate to coloniality, even when they are necessary for 
the actualization of finance in and through the colonial condition.98 The 
modern category of sovereignty and the investment in locating its seat is 
abandoned, then, given the dispersed nature of coloniality.99 If the case of 
Puerto Rico can “serve as an example” of the operations of neoliberal finan-
cialized capitalism, Muñiz- Varela writes, it is  because the “coloniality of 
power has  little to do with the quota of autonomy that states exhibit.”100 “It 
is precisely coloniality,” she continues, “that maintains what has been and is 
the ‘truly existing development.’ ”
Muñiz- Varela situates the po liti cal economy of Puerto Rico within the 
increased hegemony of finance throughout the twentieth  century, mapping 
the transformation of notions of economic development in the unincorpo-
rated territory.101 Puerto Rico is not an “anomaly,” the Ca rib bean miracle 
declared in the mid- twentieth  century. Rather, economic downturn, thriv-
ing informal economies, vio lence, corruption, and precarization establish 
it as a “mirror” of the transformations of capital. Neoliberal financialized 
capitalism is a perpetual originary accumulation not “content with exploi-
tation.”102 Its “movement,” Muñiz- Varela writes, is the “destruction of the 
general conditions of life.” This is an economy of the catastrophe in which 
the creation and the capture of value is bound to vio lence and decay in 
everyday life. “A death vector,” she adds, “and a drive to terror impose them-
selves  today as part of the speculation and power of capital.”103 Society must 
not be defended, but destroyed. Accumulation is tied to regulation and 
control with necropo liti cal effects.
Muñiz- Varela’s crucial insight, however, is a move from necropo liti cal to 
necroeconomic effects. In her book and in other essays, she argues that we 
must move from biopolitics to bioeconomy, from necropolitics to necro-
economy. Rather than the management of populations in the state’s control 
over life, hence over death, it is through the commodification of life itself 
that modes of control embedded in and beyond the juridico- political ap-
paratus operate.104 This is key for understanding not the control of life and 
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hence death through the regulation of a population, but the destruction of 
life in the very reproduction of life. In a post- Fordist context, nothing and 
no one is “unproductive.” In Adiós a la economía, she writes: “the marginal, 
the unemployed, the illegal, the informal, the disabled, the incarcerated, 
the loose [al garete], the autonomous, but also the sick, the half- alive or 
half- dead all contribute [abonan] to abundance.”105 In a recent essay on the 
current debt crisis, she reiterates the point: “The times  today called post- 
political, could be understood . . .  as the dominion of bioeconomy, which 
makes life a monetary value, ranging from pharmaco/biotechnology and 
technoge ne tics to diff er ent forms of indebtedness. Although curiously and 
paradoxically [it] coexists and promotes forms of necroeconomy, which 
also links debt with depredation, impoverishment, expropriation and the 
abandonment of life. Puerto Rico has a hefty rec ord of  these varied forms 
of commodified life, even at the extremes of abandonment and death.”106 
Bernabe and Atiles- Osoria underscore the impact of the elimination of 
Section  936  when explicating the debt crisis. Muñiz- Varela explores this 
impact as well, helpfully situating it within Puerto Rico’s transition to a 
postindustrial context with and  after the elimination of oil import quotas 
and the opec oil embargo in 1973. The oil crisis launched a new form of 
accumulation in Puerto Rico. In 1976, the US Congress increased federal 
transfers, especially nutritional support, and enacted Section 936. The dis-
appearance of nine Puerto Rican banks from 1973 to 1983 is relevant  here as 
well. It initiated the now hegemony of Puerto Rico’s Banco Popu lar. More 
importantly, it installed American banks as the center of financial capital 
in the territory, “turning Puerto Rico into a center of international finan-
cialized capitalism and a bridge for the transfer of earnings to the United 
States.”107 It is in this context that debt begins to subsidize the state itself.
Contraction in waged work, increase in public and private debt, fluctua-
tion in federal transfers, and continued patterns of unbridled consumption 
established in de cades of supposed economic prosperity are the coordi-
nates of economic downturn through economic “development” thereafter, 
Muñiz- Varela explains.108 The identification of work ethic with propriety 
and the “American way of life” are crucial to modalities of regulation and 
control at work in each. The elimination of Section 936 did not end Puerto 
Rico’s status as a tax haven, reinstalled first with Clause 30- A and  today 
with Act 20/22, for example. It nevertheless provided a “discursive shift” 
in notions of economic development in an increasingly financialized 
economy. The events of 1973 and then 1976 generate a context in which 
Puerto Rico’s informal economy grows.109 This informal economy did 
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more, however, than absorb the “surplus population” in a postindustrial 
context. A thriving drug economy became an economic motor comparable 
with the 936.110 In 1997, the flight of capital made pos si ble by the drug econ-
omy was $16.0 billion, matching the estimated $16.5 billion made pos si ble 
by the 936.111
Muñiz- Varela draws attention to the discursive shift in ideas of develop-
ment in a post-936 world.112 The po liti cal economy of Puerto Rico is explic-
itly understood as requiring forms of regulation and control that manage 
the  human and nonhuman “waste,” “excess,” and “surplus” it generates.113 
Citizenship, for example, has always been “surplus- waste citizenship,” a 
form of managing “an incomplete salaried society.” Yet in a post-936 world 
 there is an imperative to manage an unsalaried population tied to con-
sumption, dependent yet  free to move.114 The collapse of the figure of the 
worker and the American dream is shifted onto “unproductive lives.”115 The 
crucial point  here is that this shift guides modes of “ordering” (poner en 
orden) populations posited as culpable for economic downturn, the rise of 
an informal economy, and crime.116 Muñiz- Varela discusses the impact of 
this discursive shift on  women, racialized single  mothers who defy “work, 
 family, security and law.”117 The thriving informal economy drives condem-
nation of a purported abandonment of work,  family, and law.118 As we saw 
in chapter 1,  these  women are posited as culpable in  great part through the 
spatial articulation of race that links poverty and crime to public housing.
Recall that Muñiz- Varela underscores the significance of regulation and 
control in the use of declarations of states of emergency and the increase 
of policing systems in the economic context she reconstructs. LeBrón’s no-
tion of “punitive governance” is  here insightful. Both Muñiz- Varela and 
 LeBrón elucidate not only the ubiquity of vio lence tied to a shifting po liti-
cal economy in Puerto Rico, one that thrives on the destruction of general 
conditions of life. They also, crucially, consider its normalization. In her 
work, LeBrón recounts the production of “common sense” around outright 
vio lence, incarceration, and premature death of abject populations. She con-
siders the production of racialized masculinities by policing initiatives to 
intervene in drug- related vio lence. This discussion adds to Muñiz- Varela’s 
analy sis, where ubiquitous vio lence ranges from the spectacular to the or-
dinary. The point is that the spectacular is part of the ordinary in the slow 
death of neoliberal coloniality. This vio lence cannot be accounted for in 
light of the analytics of exceptionality that Atiles- Osoria develops, though 
it involves modes of regulation and control tied to the state and the  legal 
apparatus.
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In Policing Life and Death, LeBrón traces the rise of punitive governance 
to Mano Dura contra el Crimen (Iron Fist against Crime). Mano Dura is an 
anticrime mea sure that, through 1993 to 2000, deployed police and mili-
tary forces in public housing and low- income spaces.119 Governor Pedro 
 Rosselló ran on a campaign of Mano Dura in  1992, pledging to institute 
 legal reforms and new law enforcement policies, “including allocating more 
funds to the police department and doubling the size of the force, limit-
ing the constitutional right to bail, federalizing crimes involving firearms 
(thereby making them eligible for the death penalty), and even activating 
the Puerto Rican National Guard.”120 Rosselló’s rhe toric within and beyond 
his campaign turned citizens into victims of crime while building on ideas 
of poverty as disorder. His administration represents a crucial turning point 
in the criminalization of poverty in the territory. In  1993, soon  after his 
election, Rosselló signed an executive order activating the National Guard 
to intervene in drug- related crime, LeBrón notes, consolidating the notion 
of the criminal as the  enemy of the state.121 As LeBrón clarifies, “although 
mano dura was short- lived, lasting from approximately 1993 to 2000, for 
many Puerto Ricans with whom I spoke, it marked a turning point when 
the state increasingly relied on punitive power to demonstrate its capacity 
and maintain social control.”122
Mano Dura is exemplary of “punitive governance,” LeBrón argues. Pu-
nitive governance refers to the ways in which “the Puerto Rican state . . . 
reassert[s] itself in the lives of Puerto Ricans through technologies of pun-
ishment such as policing and incarceration, as well as the vio lence (state 
sanctioned and other) they often provoke.”123 LeBrón draws from Stuart 
Hall, who argues that, during economic crisis, “panic over crime and vio lence 
can ‘serve as the articulator of the crisis, as its ideological conductor.’ ”124 The 
state responded to the informal economy that grew into an economic driver 
in ways that posited populations living in poverty— especially,  those living 
in public housing—as “criminal,” “dangerous.” Conversely,  these mea sures 
posited middle- and upper- class Puerto Ricans living in gated communi-
ties as threatened, in need of “security.”  These spatial distinctions not only 
install a racial hierarchy. They are actualizations of race/gender/class, as 
we began to see in chapter 1 with Zaire Dinzey- Flores’s work.  These spa-
tial distinctions link blackness, poverty, and crime while binding whiteness, 
upward mobility or affluency, and work ethic. The state, itself implicated 
in illicit or illegal activities, “turned to punitive governance to suture the 
ruptures of colonial capitalism.”125
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Mano Dura deployed punitive logics and practices that are “spectacular 
and quotidian.”126  Today, Puerto Rico’s murder rate is four times that of 
the United States, the New York Times reports, roughly  twenty  murders 
per hundred thousand  people.127 The Associated Press reports that in the 
first weeks of 2019, at least thirty  people  were killed. In 1994, 995 hom i cides 
 were recorded. This was the highest in the history of the territory at the 
time.128 Administrations previous to Pedro Rossello’s, specifically  Rafael 
Hernandez Colón’s, had already acknowledged that police intervention in 
the drug economy exacerbated its vio lence. In addition to police vio lence 
itself, shifting territories generated  battles internal to this economy.129 In-
carceration only embedded this vio lence in prisons, though  60   percent 
of individuals incarcerated on drug- related offense are users.130 As in the 
United States, black men and individuals from low- income communities 
are overrepresented in Puerto Rico’s prisons. In Puerto Rico as well, profits 
from incarceration and security- related ser vices are substantive.131 Mano 
Dura’s explicit use of force in police intervention and deterrence turned 
drug- related hom i cide, shootings, and raids into the ordinary.
The crucial point is that punitive governance “marks” how life and death 
are “understood and experienced” in Puerto Rico.132 Mano Dura operated 
2.1  150 police agents took over Lopez Nussa Housing Proj ect in Ponce, 
May 31, 2002. Photo by Gary Gutierrez.
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through an unequal distribution of risk, harm, and death.133 The deaths of 
 those involved in economies related to drug trafficking  were “naturalized,” 
LeBrón writes, “as expected outcomes of police work and a necessary com-
ponent of a crime prevention and deterrence strategy.”134 The state thus 
advanced policies that “ ‘let’ alleged dealers and criminals die.” Given Mano 
Dura’s spatial inscription of danger/security, the naturalization of vio lence 
and death is more precisely the naturalization of premature death of black 
and brown men now associated with the narcoeconomy, despite the fact 
that this economy’s main agents lived neither in poverty nor in public hous-
ing. The policing of black and brown “youths,” LeBrón notes, generated a 
form of “hypervisibility” that obfuscates the role of the state not only in 
exacerbating but also provoking such vio lence with its mode of interven-
tion.135 A tacit ac cep tance of the harm and death of this population was 
thereby installed. The association of blackness, poverty, and crime, despite 
racial identification of individuals living in public housing, established 
 these spaces and  people as targets not only of regulation and containment 
but of outright vio lence and death now perceived as normal.
Common sensibility articulated within the context of Mano Dura and its 
aftermath, then, binds poverty, blackness, and crime. It posited black mas-
culinity as “dangerous.” In chapter 1, I argued that the spatial racial, specifi-
cally antiblack, feminization of poverty is linked to the production of black 
and nonwhite masculinity.  Here we see the inverse. The hypervisibility of 
black masculinity in police intervention and deterrence established men as 
the only victims of police vio lence. Yet mostly  women head  house holds in 
 these targeted spaces. Moreover, as LeBrón also notes, the hypervisibility 
of racialized masculinity makes invisible the forms of sexual vio lence that 
 women experienced in National Guard and police raids as well as in other 
violent mea sures implemented within Mano Dura. To be sure, as LeBrón 
also points out, racially and eco nom ically marginalized men  were subject 
to unparalleled scrutiny and vio lence by law enforcement and fellow citi-
zens.136 Yet such scrutiny impacts the racialization of  women posited not 
only as natu ral  bearers of social reproduction but also as targets of surveil-
lance and state sexual vio lence.
The state of emergency is not the exception but the rule, then. The 
juridico- political apparatus is necessary for the actualization of an econ-
omy of the catastrophe, and the use of declarations of emergency certainly 
establish its significance. However, the effectivity as well as effects of any 
mea sure are the site of the features of colonial exceptionality, hence of the 
reproduction of the colony. An exposition of colonial exceptionality should 
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thus pay heed to the effectivity of coloniality rather than the installation of 
its conditions. Tracking material conditions and effects of an economy of 
the catastrophe calls for an account of the environment generated by neo-
liberal coloniality: the spectacular and quotidian vio lence that composes 
the ordinary in the no- place of life in the indebted colony. Berlant’s critique 
of an analytics of exceptionality and her notion of slow death are insightful 
 here. They help articulate the work of colonial exceptionality as the attrition 
of life within the building of life, as the destruction of general conditions of 
life within the very reproduction of life. We  will have to complicate Berlant’s 
analy sis, nevertheless. She polarizes exceptionality and ordinariness, disal-
lowing an exposition of the ordinariness of the spectacular distinctive of 
colonial exceptionality in Puerto Rico. This requires moving from the en-
vironment to the climate, as explicated by Christina Sharpe, of neoliberal 
coloniality.
SLOW DEATH OF NEOLIBERAL COLONIALITY
In her recent work, Muñiz- Varela describes Puerto Rico as a “taken is-
land.”137 Financialization intensifies an ongoing expropriation through the 
“axiomatic of property in the mortgage” and the “apparatus of the capture 
of life through debt,” specifically debt restructuring deals. While declarations 
of a state of emergency from 2008 onward confiscate through privatiza-
tion, layoffs, dismantling of  labor rights, and pension reform, tax exemption 
remains the central apparatus of capture. Debt continues to be accrued 
through  triple exempt bonds; regressive taxation continues to subvent part 
of the debt; Act 20/22 reboots tax haven conditions in the realm of real estate. 
This, Muñiz- Varela points out, is added to the $3 billion granted annually to 
corporate capital in approximately 70 tax exemptions.138 A “shy” 4  percent 
tax was imposed on the “old world phar ma ceu ti cal enclave.” The intensifica-
tion of the capture of the  future, the body, land, and public wealth through 
taxation comes into focus.
First, the island is “taken and sold” through the axiomatic of property 
in the mortgage.139 Once a refuge for corporations and a successful narco-
economy, the debt crisis turns the territory into a site for the “new  owners 
of global ‘real estate.’ ”140 Crucial  here is Act 20/22 of 2012. Consistent with 
the po liti cal economy of the colony since 1917, it installs Puerto Rico’s tax 
haven status in the realm of real estate. It would purportedly attract foreign 
investment and create jobs by providing tax breaks for wealthy elites from 
the United States residing in Puerto Rico for at least half a year. The piece of 
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legislation exempts new residents from paying federal and local taxes, capi-
tal gains tax, and taxes on passive income  until the year 2035, regardless of 
 whether they generate employment or invest in the local economy, as Yari-
mar Bonilla and Marisol LeBrón explain.141 It is the only place in the United 
States where such income is not taxed. Note, however, that the 2008 mort-
gage crisis decreased the value of property in Puerto Rico by 40  percent, 
initiating a new round of displacement and expulsion through foreclo-
sures and the acquisition of devalued or foreclosed property. A housing 
crisis is unfolding with an estimated  250,260  homes currently at risk.142 
Between January and February of 2019, banks seized 459 homes, of which 
60  percent of  those have been abandoned by their  owners, Muñiz- Varela 
notes. An average of fourteen families lose their homes  every day. Relevant 
 here as well are the Opportunity Zones installed by Donald Trump’s tax 
reform.  These are investment areas eligible for tax benefits. The incentives 
purport to promote “economic development” in “depressed areas.” In the 
United States, Joel Cintrón Arbasetti reports, local governments desig-
nated 25   percent of the territories they qualify. In contrast, an exception 
from Congress allowed for the designation of 98   percent of the territory 
as an Opportunity Zone. It is not clear how municipalities or communi-
ties navigating the impact of large- scale investments  will benefit from such 
purported stimulus.
Second, debt restructuring is successfully inversely redistributing wealth, 
to speak with Lazzarato. Muñiz- Varela discusses the Urgent Interest Fund 
Corporation (Corporación del Fondo de Interés Apremiante, cofina) 
deal, but the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (prepa) deal is also rel-
evant. A public corporation, cofina was formed in 2006 to issue bonds 
to refinance the extra- constitutional debt.143 The source of repayment for 
 these bonds is the sales tax presently at  11.5   percent. The February  2019 
restructuring deal establishes that, for the next  forty  years, a handful of 
investors  will receive 53  percent of Puerto Rico’s sales tax revenues. prepa 
also reached a restructuring deal in 2019.144 Investors  will exchange their 
bonds at 67.5 cents on the dollar for new Tranche A bonds and 10 cents 
on the dollar for new Tranche B bonds.145 The latter would be contingent 
on full payment of Tranche A bonds and  future electricity demand on the 
territory. prepa  will pay off the new bonds through a special charge levied 
on its customers starting at approximately 1.000 cent per kilowatt hour 
prior to the deal’s closing, increasing to some  2.768  cents per kilowatt 
hour upon closing and gradually increasing to approximately 4.552 cents 
per kilowatt hour during the expected forty- year lifespan of the bonds. 
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As Muñiz- Varela puts it, the debt is paid with life— very concretely, sales 
tax, foreclosure, utility costs.
In “Destruir un país es un asunto de hombres,” Anayra Santory- Jorge 
argues that we should understand Puerto Rico’s debt crisis as a “catastrophe 
by attrition.”146 She draws from Rob Nixon’s notion of “slow vio lence.”147 
Nixon builds on Berlant’s conception of slow death in order to name a form 
of vio lence that “occurs gradually and out of sight, a vio lence of delayed 
 destruction that it disperses across time and space, an attritional vio lence 
that is typically not viewed as vio lence at all.”148 Rather than “immediate 
in time,” “explosive and spectacular in space,” slow vio lence is “incremen-
tal and accretive.” Its repercussions are felt in diff er ent “temporal scales.”149 
Slow vio lence, then, is not neatly bounded in time or space. For this rea-
son, it  faces “repre sen ta tional, narrative, and strategic challenges.”150 It is 
not readily graspable, chipping away at life in the everyday.151 Santory- Jorge 
extends the meaning of the term, arguing that slow vio lence names a dis-
simulated quotidian real ity disclosed in the event. Hurricane María, as we 
 will see, revealed institutional collapse and precarious conditions in the ter-
ritory already underway.  These conditions are dissimulated in the everyday 
effects of austerity. Populations paying the debt with life endure catastro-
phe by attrition.
In Cruel Optimism, Berlant argues that the “genre of crisis can distort 
something structural and ongoing within ordinariness into something that 
seems shocking and exceptional.”152 It is a “heightening interpretive genre,” 
which turns an “ongoing condition” into an “intensified situation.”153 The 
extensive is turned into the intensive, the structural and the ordinary into 
the shocking and the exceptional. Rather than exceptional, crises corre-
spond to a “logic of adjustment.”154 Such logic is at work when navigating 
what is “overwhelming” across space and time. The exceptional marks shifts 
in something ongoing, yet it obfuscates an unfolding already pre sent.155 
Slow death refers to the “physical wearing out of a population in a way 
that points to its deterioration as a defining condition of its experience and 
historical existence.”156 It names an experience that is “si mul ta neously at an 
extreme and in a zone of ordinariness, where life building and the attrition 
of  human life are indistinguishable.”157 Neoliberal financialized capitalism, 
she adds, does not produce waste, but slow death— the attrition of subjects 
and populations through the determination of value.158
I  will come back to Berlant’s critique of crisis, which she more precisely 
develops as a critique of exceptionality. I  will come back to her distinction 
between the production of waste and slow death as well. For the moment, 
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I want to suggest that operation of colonial power, of colonial exceptional-
ity, should be understood as the coextensive unfolding of the extreme and 
the ordinary in the coextensive reproduction of life building and the attri-
tion of  human life. What appears as a crisis, hence as requiring exceptional 
mea sures, is the rearticulation of pro cesses that make up the ordinary to 
greater degrees for some populations.159 It is a reinstallment of terms that 
have already been endured extensively by  those populations, though they 
appear in need of exceptional mea sures in a moment of generalized inten-
sification.  These junctures are occasions for instituting or deploying new 
modalities of capture. The point, however, is that such rearticulation is only 
clarified by attending to ongoing structures that make it pos si ble in the 
first place. It is only clarified by mapping ongoing material effects of  those 
structures.
Berlant argues that notions of sovereignty and the event are central to 
crisis as an interpretive genre. In this context, sovereignty is a  matter of 
“events of decision- making.”160  Whether individual or state sovereignty, 
at work  here is a notion of agential “control.” This obscures the work and 
 effectivity of agency, however. Sovereignty should thus be doubly rethought. 
Practical sovereignty, she writes, is a “shape made by mediating conditions 
of zoning,  labor, consumption, and governmentality, as well as unconscious 
and explicit desires not to be an inflated ego deploying power and mani-
festing intention.”161 Mediating social and material conditions are the site 
of practical sovereignty. Activity that is not life building, forward intend-
ing, control seeking should be thought of as agency. The former leads to a 
displacement of the centrality of the event and  toward a consideration of 
an “environment.” The latter leads to a consideration of “management” as a 
form of agency in the context where life building and the attrition of  human 
life are not only coextensive but also indistinguishable.
The event is an analytic of the immediate— intensities, impact.162 An 
 environment, by contrast, “denotes a scene in which structural conditions 
are suffused through a variety of mediations, such as predictable repeti-
tions and other spatial practices.”163  These might go  under the radar, she 
says. They might simply not take the form of an event. An environment “can 
absorb how time ordinarily passes, how forgettable most events are.”164 In 
an environment, an event is an “episode,” “occasions that frame experience 
while not changing much of anything.” The crucial point is that slow death 
“prospers” in the spaces- times that compose the ordinary. Crisis, emer-
gency, the event attempt to make an environmental phenomenon “ appear,” 
calling for a decision, for an intervention. Yet this is not the stricture of slow 
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death. Slow death, the “structurally induced attrition of persons keyed to 
their membership in certain populations,” is “neither a state of exception 
nor the opposite, mere banality, but a domain where an upsetting scene 
of the living is revealed to be interwoven with ordinary life  after all.”165 A 
coextensive death and living on might appear as an event, but it does not 
unfold as an event.
An environment constructs a space and time of agency that defies 
notions of sovereignty as control. An environment is the “domain of liv-
ing on” in which “diverse temporalities” and “horizons of the taken- for- 
granted” are lived through.166 Slow death, then, renders subjectivity as the 
site of  intention inadequate. Sovereign subjectivity assumes that agency 
is a  matter of “self- extension,” embedded in a proj ect of seeking to “lock 
in the will- have- been of  future anteriority.”167 Viewed in light of sovereign 
subjectivity, any “lack of self- cultivating attention can easily become recast 
as irresponsibility, shallowness, refusal, or incapacity.”168 The subject in the 
environment in which slow death thrives does not manage its condition 
with heroic gestures. However, this individual does not lack agency. The 
subject of capital’s attrition seeks “survival” in forms of perceived passivity. 
Agency  here is a  matter of “maintenance,” of “self- continuity.” Rather than 
“impassivity,” “alienation,” “coolness,” “detachment,” or “distraction,” activity 
is “directed  toward making a less- bad experience.”169
I want to rework key ele ments of Berlant’s discussion in light of Muñiz- 
Varela’s and LeBrón’s. Berlant contrasts slow death with the production of 
waste. She argues that neoliberalism embeds a logic of attrition in the very 
reproduction of life. It does not merely discard and expulse. In the case of 
Puerto Rico, life building and the attrition of  human life are indistinguish-
able in a po liti cal economy that produces waste, the disposable, the abject 
as a feature of life building and where spectacular vio lence is a ubiquitous 
feature of modes of economic and po liti cal unfolding. The zone of ordi-
nariness is composed of the normalization of vio lence, though in vastly 
diff er ent degrees across race/gender/class lines. Modes of living on appear 
as impassivity, laziness, dependence, neutralized or criminalized defiance. 
 These are more than modes of reproducing life nonheroically, simply liv-
ing on. As I  will argue in chapter 4, they are also modes of interruption 
rather than mere management. Slow vio lence is attritional, not spectacular, 
according to Nixon. Yet in the case of Puerto Rico, spectacular vio lence 
composes the zone of ordinariness and follows a logic of attrition. It is tied 
to the reproduction of life in conditions of expropriation, dispossession, 
expulsion. It is key for the reinstallment of a race/gender/class hierarchy at 
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the center of an economy of the catastrophe, more precisely, for the actual-
ization of race/gender/class. Vio lence is ubiquitous and spectacular yet at 
the same time dissimulated, gone unnoticed, normalized. It might appear, 
though it is not grasped. Despite  these differences, I argue that spectacular 
vio lence and abjection are “slow,” then,  because they are not grasped as the 
effectivity of neoliberal coloniality. They go unnoticed, they are normalized, 
embedded in the everyday.
Santory- Jorge begins her essay recalling that, in January  1899, the 
United States made official exchange rates for the Puerto Rican peso.170 
In April  1900, Congress passed the Foraker Act, authorizing the Trea-
sury to exchange pesos for dollars  until July of that year.171 At the end of 
the  period, the Puerto Rican peso would hold no value. Debts incurred in 
pesos would become debts to be paid in dollars. Santory- Jorge also recalls 
that on  August 8, 1899, Hurricane San Ciriaco devastated Puerto Rico. On 
 September  18, 1899, the New York Times published “Suffering in Puerto 
Rico: Hurricanes Deprived Lower Classes of all Means of Livelihood.”172 
The article distinguishes between  those who suffered damages to their 
property and  those who, “bordering on absolute poverty,”  were faced with 
threatened starvation. The storm “affected the two classes very differently,” 
given the economic and po liti cal context in which it landed. San Ciriaco hit 
in a moment of “standstill.” A new po liti cal economy was being articulated 
by a new colonial power. At a standstill, “the merchants of Puerto Rico had 
been patiently waiting for the United States to give them relief.” In the con-
text of the hurricane, both classes waited for relief efforts, albeit managing 
radically diff er ent conditions.173
On September 20, 2017, four months  after Puerto Rico filed for bank-
ruptcy  under Title III of promesa, María made landfall. María revealed 
an already collapsed infrastructure. It revealed the impact of auster-
ity, the necropo liti cal/necroeconomic effects of the debt crisis. A year 
 earlier, a three- day blackout announced a faltering electrical grid. Reports 
that 99.5   percent of the territory’s drinking  water was in violation of the 
Safe Drinking  Water Act had already surfaced.174 A study by Harvard pub-
lished in the New  England Journal of Medicine estimates that approxi-
mately 4,645  people died prematurely “as a result of the slow institutional 
collapse that María accelerated.”175 “The disaster is not natu ral,” “El desastre 
no es natu ral,” was a central slogan within a protest or ga nized by la Col-
ectiva Feminista en Construcción days  after the hurricane.176 The disaster 
is the unequal distribution of precariousness along race/gender/class dis-
closed by the hurricane’s impact. It is the consequence of an economy of 
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the catastrophe intensified but not produced by mea sures implemented in 
response to an unpayable debt, heightened in the context of disaster relief. 
Santory- Jorge moves to speak about risk, underscoring the “collective irre-
sponsibility” and the further erosion of democracy evident in risks taken by 
a government— specifically, “men”— that accrued an unpayable debt with-
out the consent of  those who would pay with life itself. Any such risk, like 
any such decision, should be assessed in light of the account of the environ-
ment of which María was an event.
Yarimar Bonilla describes the temporality of disaster in the wake of 
María.177 She explores the way in which the aftermath of the hurricane 
“ operated as a moment of temporal rupture.”178 In describing the wait 
(weight) of disaster, she maps the environment of an economy of the catas-
trophe intensified in hurricane relief. Bonilla argues that a “temporal mode 
that we can call emergency” characterized Puerto Rico post- María.179 This 
mode is a heightened awareness, a quickening of pace, a need to move, save, 
fix, repair. However, this temporal mode was met with “a crushing wall of 
inaction.”180 She writes:
For weeks on end  there was no school, no work, no power, no lights, 
no phones, no internet, no tele vi sion, no public ser vices. With hospitals 
closed or able to attend to only the most critically ill, sick patients  were 
2.2  Hurricane María. Yabucoa, Puerto Rico, September 26, 2017. Source: As-
sociated Press.
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sent home unable to receive  things such as cancer treatments or dialy-
sis. Without electricity, funeral homes  were unable to embalm the dead. 
Although given the impassable roads, many are said to have buried the 
dead in their own backyards. For weeks on end, roads remained blocked; 
food,  water, and gasoline  were scarce, and cell towers  were down render-
ing most phones inoperable.
The wait of disaster, a temporal mode of “standstill” where Puerto Rico 
seemed trapped in a stalled pre sent,” set in.181 The pre sent no longer gave 
way to a  future. It “linger[ed] longer than it should.”182  Those who had sav-
ings and  were able to participate in the hurricane economy waited in line 
for hours for food, gas, cash. Many had not worked since Hurricane Irma 
weeks before, so had no money waiting to be withdrawn. The state’s aban-
donment filled the pre sent. Bonilla continues:
Government trucks did not turn up to clear the debris— instead, neigh-
bors had to clear their own paths with machetes. Tankers of drinking 
 water  didn’t appear—so residents headed to the river with buckets, or 
built their own make- shift infrastructure out of pvc pipes connected 
directly to mountain springs. They drank rain  water or opened up wells 
that  were  later revealed to be toxic. Food was not delivered for weeks—
so community kitchens sprung up, sometimes feeding a single block, 
sometimes feeding half the town. For weeks on end  there  were no aid 
workers, no he li cop ters, no military hospitals, no distribution centers— 
the state simply left its citizens waiting. When government aid fi nally 
arrived it came as a slow and insufficient trickle, with none of the “shock 
and awe” that many had come to associate with the “most power ful 
military in the world.” Some meal boxes distributed held offered only a 
can of sausages, a bag of skittles, a roll of paper towels— this is not the 
 imagined bounty of empire.183
The wait of disaster does more than disclose abandonment, decay, pre-
carization. It is a point in which the extensive turns into the intensive, 
where the logic of attrition is experienced, felt, all at once. Bonilla notes 
that “emergency is not expected to be an enduring state” and points out 
that this is what Christina Sharpe calls “the weather.”184 I discuss Sharpe in 
the conclusion to this book.  There, I build on her account of Saidiya Hart-
man’s notion of the “afterlife of slavery” to specify coloniality as the afterlife 
of colonialism that reinstalls the colony in the case of Puerto Rico.  Here, 
the turn from environment to weather, specifically climate, is insightful. 
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It captures what, as we saw in chapter  1, Ariadna Godreau- Aubert calls 
the no- place of life in the indebted colony. Climate names the spectacular 
as part of the ordinary, mapping the coordinates that bodies and popula-
tions marked as disposable navigate in multiple intensities. María laid bare 
the logic of attrition at work in austerity, but it heightened the spectacular 
forms of vio lence also distinctive of the economy of the catastrophe. In the 
wake of María, for example, calls related to domestic vio lence tripled, trans 
 women reported being particularly vulnerable to vio lence and discrimina-
tion, suicide increased.185
Sharpe builds on Hartman’s notion of the afterlife of slavery to elucidate 
the ubiquity of antiblack violence. This vio lence is at once attritional and 
spectacular. Mass incarceration, police killings of black men and  women, ma-
jority killing of black trans  women are coextensive with redlining, a racially 
coded gi bill, predatory lending, racial bias and discrimination. As Hart-
man writes in Lose Your  Mother, “This is the afterlife of slavery— skewed life 
chances,  limited access to health and education, premature death, incarcer-
ation, and impoverishment.”186 In In the Wake, Sharpe writes, “The weather 
is the totality of our environments; the weather is the total climate; and that 
climate is antiblack.”187 Sharpe makes a distinction between the singular 
and the singularity of slavery in the United States. The event is understood 
as singular even in its duration throughout time. Yet this obfuscates the 
strictures that produce and sustain it as it changes in new material condi-
tions. Slavery, she argues, is often understood as a singular event. However, 
it should be understood as a “singularity— a weather event or phenomenon 
likely to occur around a par tic u lar time, or date, or set of circumstances.”188 
Slavery is thus most properly understood when we think of the weather as 
pervasive in terms of “climate.” Climate is precisely where antiblack violence 
is located. Climate is the “atmospheric condition of time and place” that 
maintains black lives “imperiled” and “devalued.”189
In the case of Puerto Rico, weather as climate names the logic of dis-
posability at work in the dispersed, pervasive operation of coloniality. It 
names the productivity of the economy of the catastrophe distinctive of 
coloniality in a neoliberal financialized context, not merely the decision of 
 those who install the colony time and again through decisions embedded 
in the politico- juridical apparatus. There is a racial calculus involved, to be 
sure, where élites criollas realize the conditions that imperil and devalue 
black and nonwhite lives. However, weather as climate indexes the coordi-
nates, hence the strictures, that compose the environment of colonial ex-
ceptionality. Such environment sustains an attritional vio lence that includes 
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the  spectacular. It is likely to become graspable in the event, not merely 
 hypervisible in its unfolding. But it can also become hypervisible in the 
event itself— for  example, through the axiomatic of property and the ap-
paratus of the capture of life that is debt in the wake of a hurricane. An 
account of the slow death of neoliberal coloniality allows us to map an attri-
tion that is as spectacular as it is unperceived. It is not eventful, even when 
spectacular. It structures the ordinary. Its visibility also turns on a hypervis-
ibility, remains the site of invisibility through normalization, through the 
production of a common sense that tacitly accepts it. Even when intensified 
in an event— María, any occasion for a declaration of a state of emergency, 
so on— the point is to locate its effectivity in its extension.
The wait of disaster is only one modality of the temporality of the slow 
death of neoliberal coloniality. Muñiz- Varela speaks of the temporal logic 
of carceral waiting, which is not merely the wait of a sentence to be com-
pleted, parole granted.190 It is also the wait of vio lence and inhuman condi-
tions within prisons.191 We must also speak of the wait of gender vio lence, 
for example, of intimate partner killings increased in times of austerity and 
in the aftermath of the hurricane. It is the wait of a necropo liti cal state that 
does  little to eradicate gender vio lence. It is the wait of trans  women and 
men who navigated discrimination at refuge centers as well as loss of access 
to hrt for months, compounding heighted precarity with lost access to 
health care and misgendering.192 We should also speak of the wait of drug- 
related crime and of police intervention and deterrence that exacerbates it. 
This would in turn require that we track the wait of spatial racialization and 
modes of surveillance and public scrutiny of  those who live in public hous-
ing or barrios versus  those who live in gated communities. We might con-
sider as well the wait of bureaucracy, of access to essential ser vices, basic 
resources.193 We might speak of the temporality of displacement,  whether 
in the form of rising evictions or the disarticulation of a community that 
results from school closures or mass migration to the United States.194 Clo-
sures entail the wait of transportation to other neighborhoods or munici-
palities to access education. Closures entail the further deferral of po liti cal 
participation, since schools serve as voting centers. Closures drive mass 
migration— expulsion.  These are the spatio- temporal coordinates of the 
no- place of indebted life in Puerto Rico. They are some of the coordinates 
of the slow death of neoliberal coloniality within the indebted colony pre- 
and post- María.
Walter Benjamin wrote that the “tradition of the oppressed famously 
teaches us that the ‘state of emergency’ in which we live is not the exception 
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but the rule.” For the oppressed, the state of emergency is the ordinary, the 
everyday. The no- place of indebted life in the colony is a space- time struc-
tured by the destruction of life within the very reproduction of life. It is an 
environment but, more precisely, a climate in which bodies and populations 
navigate the impact of a po liti cal economy that thrives on a logic of dispos-
ability. Declarations of emergency and exceptional mea sures intensify the 
slow death of neoliberal coloniality, but they disclose the norm. They build 
on conditions already in place, already at work. Declarations of states of 
emergency, decisions in the face of emergency, are already too late. They 
are not the site of agency,  whether we are speaking of the management of 
the ordinary or the exercise of colonial power. Punctual intervention has 
the power to rearticulate conditions to differing degrees, yet it draws from 
the strictures that I have argued are the site of colonial exceptionality.
The extensive nature of an economy of the catastrophe, the slow death 
of neoliberal coloniality, presses us to move from an economic to a histori-
cal understanding of debt. A critique of debt must reckon with historical 
debts that not only produce financial debts but also are debts consum-
mated in financial debt. Historical reckoning, however, requires reversing 
the purported powerlessness of the indebted through practices that subvert 
repayment.  These practices do not seek forgiveness or reconciliation. They 
seize the power to bind that instituted historical debts consummated in 
financial debts in the first place. Seizing the power to bind entails appropri-
ating more than the power to decide. It requires dismantling the structures 
of neoliberal coloniality sustained by colonial exceptionality.
Que paguen los culpables.
Let the guilty pay.
— anonymous
Nos deben a nosotras.
They owe us [ women].
— colectiva feminista en construcción
Es hora de cobrar todo lo que nos deben.
It is time to collect every thing we are owed.
— Jornada Se Acabaron Las Promesas
in 1789, Saint-Domingue was the most lucrative colony in the Amer i cas, 
supplying two- thirds of the overseas trade of France.1 Its exports to France 
exceeded total exports of all thirteen American colonies to  Great Britain.2 
St. Domingue was also the greatest individual market for the Eu ro pean slave 
trade, as C. L. R. James explains.3 Between 1697 and 1804, 800,000 captured 
Africans  were shipped to and enslaved in St. Domingue’s plantations.4 
Anthony Phillips notes that a complete turnover in the slave population 
occurred  every twenty years, given the death rate that resulted from par-
ticularly cruel conditions.5 In 1791, the enslaved defeated local whites and 
soldiers of the French monarchy, a Spanish invasion, a British expedition, and 
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a French expedition. Each expedition was composed of approximately sixty 
thousand  men.6 In  1803, Napoleon Bonaparte’s expedition was defeated, 
marking the single successful slave revolt in history. In 1804, the Republic 
of Haiti, the first black republic in the Amer i cas, was established.7
In 1825, France and Britain demanded reparations for former slave  owners 
in exchange for official recognition of the nation- state of Haiti.8 With a flo-
tilla of French warships surrounding the young republic,  Jean- Pierre Boyer 
signed Charles X’s Royal Ordinance.9 French diplomatic recognition of Haiti 
was granted in exchange for a  50   percent tariff reduction on French im-
ports and 150 million francs indemnity payable in five annual installments. 
Reparations would compensate planters for “lost property”: land and slaves. 
The amount exceeded estimates of the “losses” by 50 million francs. Haiti 
borrowed the 30 million francs due on December 1825 from France itself, 
considerably increasing what is referred to as the “in de pen dence debt.”
The in de pen dence debt operated as an apparatus of economic capture 
and po liti cal control.10 The only successful slave rebellion in history was 
neutralized through debt. The population of Haiti  today continues to resist 
subjection to the interests of capital managed by states and international 
institutions such as the imf. In 2003, Jean- Bertrand Aristide declared that 
France, not Haiti, is the debtor.11 Haiti would sue France over that “long-ago 
heist.” He argued that  because the debt accrued was based on the threat of 
reenslavement at a time when the international community regarded slavery 
as an evil, as Naomi Klein explains, the contract was invalid.12 No such law-
suit took place. Aristide was, in fact, removed from power. During his visit to 
Puerto Rico in December 2018, Camille Chal mers noted that the strug gle for 
the restitution of $24 billion, the amount estimated to have been paid over a 
 century, continues in Haiti.13
How we are oriented, where we are located, when we speak of debt, 
Shariana Ferrer- Núñez rightly underscores, is crucial.14 The case of Haiti 
is exemplary of the operation of debt as an apparatus of capture and pre-
dation, but also as a form of coloniality. The concept of coloniality names 
the afterlife of the colonial proj ect of cap i tal ist modernity in post colonial 
contexts. It clarifies the race/gender/class hierarchy installed by this proj-
ect but that continues, rearticulated, in diff er ent historical and material 
conditions. In Puerto Rico, one must track the relation of colonialism and 
coloniality. This relation varies given the operation of capital. “The colony,” 
Ariadna Godreau- Aubert writes, recall, “is what happens [transcurre] in 
‘repeated acts of capture.’ ”15 “Indebted life,” recall as well, “is the continua-
tion of colonial- life.”16
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Debt captures time and space, body and social bond. It generates a 
“ no- place,” as Godreau- Aubert says. Debt, I add, captures value through 
deferral. It captures, it is a form of predation, by taking advantage of a tem-
poral gap. It operates through diversion. Debt exercises control through 
the generation of asymmetries: the creditor, the debtor. It links to a certain 
 future. That is to say, it has the capacity to deprive us of the  future itself.17 It 
can strip us of the body itself “even when wearing it.”18 Haiti is exemplary, 
furthermore, of the reversibility of debt. Debt is not reversible  because it 
can return us to a previous state of affairs. It is reversible  because it is pos si-
ble to invert the positions it generates, the power it exercises. The deferral, 
the diversion, that debt produces in order to exercise its power can open 
spaces- times of reckoning, of giving accounts, of holding accountable.
Maurizio Lazzarato argues that debt is an apparatus of capture and a 
mode of subjectivation, thereby linking debt and guilt, as we have seen. 
Austerity works as an injunction to pay, establishing populations not only 
as responsible but also as guilty. The production of the indebted through guilt, 
I add, updates race/gender/class, reinstalls a race/gender/class hierarchy. It 
is  here that we can locate the continuation of colonial life, the operation of 
coloniality. Debt captures, but it does so by augmenting blame. Payment is 
not its end. It generates precarity, identifying thereby economic opportuni-
ties. But it therefore leaves a trace, revealing more than financial transac-
tions. Financial debt indexes historical debts, I want to suggest. In the case 
of Puerto Rico, it indexes colonial debts.
Debts are reversible, not merely cancelable. Minimally, an audit— a citi-
zen audit— establishes  whether a debt is illegal, illegitimate, odious. It does 
so for the sake of cancellation. Such intervention interrupts the necropo liti-
cal effectivity of debt: the impacts of austerity on already precarious popu-
lations given their position in a race/gender/class hierarchy articulated by 
capital. An audit would point out the agents of capital by their first and last 
name— banks, law firms, politicians. Their decisions nourish some while 
stripping  others of the body itself. An audit would moreover shed light on 
the po liti cal economy that makes interventions by the agents of capital pos si-
ble in the first place. However, debt admits of much more, I want to suggest. 
It makes pos si ble giving accounts, holding accountable, reversing who is 
creditor and who is debtor, who is the one who has to pay.
The reversibility of debt enables subversive interruption. When activists 
in the unincorporated territory of Puerto Rico demand that “the guilty pay,” 
that “they owe us,” and that “it’s time to pay,” they locate themselves within 
the asymmetry distinctive of debt to subvert it. This is a taking, a seizing, 
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of the normativities of debt itself, moving from economic to historical 
debts— that is, colonial debts. They challenge the perception of the indebted 
as neutralized, without power, merely bound to economic/historical/colo-
nial debts. They not only invert who is creditor and who is debtor. They 
affirm dismantling the po liti cal economy that sustains the colonial condi-
tion through an ongoing coloniality. They seek to dismantle race/gender/
class hierarchies in their multiplicities, intensities, differences. They seek to 
interrupt the actualization of race/gender/class. They go beyond cancella-
tion, therefore, nevertheless recognizing its urgency.
In previous chapters, I have discussed the logic of capture and preda-
tion of a debt economy in the context of financialized neoliberal capital-
ism. In this chapter, I explore the logic of reckoning generated within debt 
itself given its asymmetry and deferral. I do so through an engagement with 
two critical theories of debt that, drawing from Marx, understand debt as 
a site of subversion and social rearticulation.19 We find two core assump-
tions that require attention. Indebtedness  either discloses irreducible social 
bonds that follow from interdependence or it indexes the material and his-
torical conditions productive of a sociality reconfigured by debt. Indebt-
edness is  either a site of restitution of a fundamental interdependence or 
a site of reckoning with the potential to dismantle material and histori-
cal conditions that produced debt in the first place. While the first version 
relies on a theory of recognition, the second considers indebtedness as a 
thoroughgoing historical phenomenon. Defending a historical rather than 
moral critique of debt is necessary when specifying the nature and possi-
bilities of debt. Rejecting accounts that seek a moral ground for a critique 
of debt allows an assessment of its subversive possibilities, which depend 
on interrupting the work of the race/gender/class norm vital to coloniality.
The first section, Debt, considers David Graeber’s account of the social 
logic of debt as a combination of equality and hierarchy.20 Graeber’s ex-
position makes clear that debt installs and operates through asymmetry 
and deferral. This discussion allows me to specify the reversibility of debt. 
The second and third sections, Recognition and History, respectively, ex-
amine two versions of a critique of debt that highlight logics of restitution 
or reckoning generated by debt itself. First, I examine Federica Gregoratto’s 
engagement with Marx’s 1844 “Comments on James Mill.” For Gregoratto, 
Marx develops a conception of recognition that elucidates how debt ex-
ploits and thereby distorts interdependence. Second, I examine Richard 
Dienst’s discussion of Marx’s Capital, where debt indexes a history of ma-
terial conflict. In Capital, debt is the ongoing “enclosure of the body that 
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capital takes for granted.”21 The last section, Reckoning, develops Dienst’s 
account in a diff er ent direction. Returning to Godreau- Aubert’s work on 
debt and coloniality in Puerto Rico, I argue that indebtedness is a potential 
site of subversive interruption that involves moving from financial debts 
to historical, indeed colonial, debts. I suggest that subversive interruption 
should be understood as a mode of historical reckoning. I assess claims for 
a debt audit in this context and move to a discussion of two interventions 
by la Colectiva Feminista en Construcción exemplary of historical reckoning. 
The Feminist Embargo is key  here.
DEBT
Debt is a social relation. It has received cosmological, theological, and eco-
nomic articulation for centuries.22 Yet, at its core, debt is a form of social 
binding, hence a social bond.23 Ostensibly, debt is a promise to repay. It is a 
social bond that binds an individual or a population to a determined  future 
purportedly irrespective of changing circumstances. Debt is a fundamentally 
ambivalent relation, then. It is necessarily “bilateral,” as Godreau- Aubert 
puts it, generating a universe of obligations between parties, implying an 
irreducible relationally.24 At the same time, it is fundamentally “unilateral,” 
she adds, since repayment institutes an asymmetry between parties.
Godreau- Aubert argues that repayment can generate two distinct types 
of social logics.25 It can set in motion logics of capture, punishment, and 
debasement, but it may also provide an opportunity to reckon with what is 
owed. More precisely, then, debt is a mode of social power. It can exploit 
interdependence, but it can also generate a space and time of reckoning 
with material and historical debts. This ambivalence can be put in temporal 
terms. Debt can foreclose the  future for  those bound to past conditions. It 
can also generate possibilities by reckoning with past binds that foreclose 
pre sent and  future bonds. The debtor’s  future can be in the hands of the 
creditor. The creditor’s grip can be dissolved through reckoning with a past 
that is the pre sent.
Graeber frames his study of the long history of debt, Debt: The First 
5,000 Years, as an exposition of the relation between economies and “ human 
economies,” the economy of obligation and actions. Debt is an instance 
of the economic subsumption of a  human economy. Debt is a promise to 
repay, to recall. It holds moral authority within purportedly strictly eco-
nomic contexts. The fact that some debts are considered more “sacred” 
than  others, such as the imperative to repay creditors at the expense of 
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a population’s basic needs and rights through austerity, betrays an entan-
glement of morality and economy that requires illumination. To this end, 
 Graeber sketches three “main moral princi ples” on which economic relations 
are founded: “communism,” “exchange,” and “hierarchy.”26 Communism, 
exchange, and hierarchy represent “rough- and- ready” ways to “map out” 
social interactions of the type “tit- for- tat,” which represents the most rudi-
mentary economic interaction.
Communism, “any  human relationship that operates on the princi ple of 
‘from each according to their abilities, to each according to their needs,’ ” 
is the foundation of all  human sociality.27  Unless the other is considered 
an  enemy, if the need is  great enough and the cost reasonable enough, the 
princi ple applies. Graeber is not speaking of reciprocity  here, but rather 
of equality. What is equal is the knowledge that the other person would do 
the same.28 Communism represents the priority of “immediate and practical 
questions of who has access to what sort of  things and  under what condi-
tions.”29 Unlike communism, exchange is based on equivalence. Equivalence 
is never exact, however.30 Competition is internal to exchange. Exchange 
requires that both parties “are keeping accounts.”31 Unlike communism, 
which has no temporal restriction, relations of exchange can be “canceled 
out,” “ either party can call an end to it at any time.”32 This is crucial.  Because 
exchange is an interaction that can be completed, it can also bring to an end 
the relation between parties. Completing an exchange “ frees” individuals 
from the economic and social bond. Equivalence is doubly formal, then. It 
abstracts from the social relation to the point of ending all relation as well 
as from the incommensurability between objects and the  labor they embody. 
Hierarchy, in contrast, works on a “logic of pre ce dent.”33 Lines of “superiority 
and inferiority” follow a logic of pre ce dent, since an expectation is insti-
tuted. Hierarchy is the opposite of reciprocity. It lacks social bonds even if 
lines of superiority are no longer maintained by force. They can be main-
tained, rather, by habit or custom. Hierarchy is a relation among  people 
that have no social relation, then,  whether we are speaking of “plunder” or 
“selfless charity.”
Debt is “always a combination of equality and hierarchy.”34 Debt requires 
“a relationship between two  people who . . .  are . . .  potential equals.”35 They 
“are not currently in a state of equality,” but “ there is some way to set  matters 
straight.”36 Debt is an exchange that has not been brought to completion. 
During the time that the debt remains unpaid, the logic of  hierarchy “takes 
hold.”37 The logic of exchange makes debt repayment and cancellation in-
herent to the very relation.  There is thus no such  thing as a debt that cannot 
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be paid or canceled, a relation that cannot be “restored.” This is crucial for 
understanding the moralization of financial debt. Debt is a negative  thing 
 because it implies payability. Given this inherent payability, the inability to 
pay one’s own debts signals that one must be culpable, guilty. Culpability is 
moralized as the inability to meet oneself in the  future. The logic of hierar-
chy preys on the logic of exchange, then. Debt is a combination of equal-
ity and hierarchy not only  because it is based on an interaction between 
equals that has yet to come to fruition. It assumes that the debtor can 
give back what is owed, that the debtor is responsible for their own fate. 
At the heart of financial debt is thus an atomistic conception of sociality 
that assumes that “we all start out as individuals who  don’t owe each other 
anything.”38
Financial debt, in sum, represents a colonization of equality by the logic of 
exchange and intensified by the logic of hierarchy. Now, although  Graeber’s 
account of the logic of debt establishes that it is an entwinement between 
equality and hierarchy, he highlights the logic of exchange as the mediating 
 factor when specifying the nature of the social relation that debt represents. 
He argues that “debt is just the perversion of a promise . . .  by both math 
and vio lence.”39 Debt reduces “ human cooperation, creativity, devotion, 
love and trust back into numbers.”40 Markets “drift freely” from their “vio-
lent origins” and can produce new forms of social bonds, but they reduce 
 those very bonds to economic calculation. Challenging debt therefore re-
quires resisting economic reduction. Graeber overemphasizes exchange, in 
my view, downplaying the hierarchy distinctive of debt. This compromises 
the diagnostic power of his critique of debt.
Emphasizing economic reduction does not capture the ambivalence 
distinctive of debt.41 As an entwinement of equality and hierarchy, debt 
is a social relation the sociality of which has been evacuated. Rather than 
replaced by instrumental relationality, the bilateral nature of sociality is 
turned unilateral, expectations of reciprocity foreclosed. Reading Graeber 
against Graeber, we might say that while equality is mediated by the equal-
izing logic of exchange, exchange is mediated by the differentiating logic of 
hierarchy. The logic of hierarchy institutes a “superior/inferior” distinction, 
as he puts it, that makes pos si ble unilateral relationality in the first place. 
The point  here is not the social ground of any economic interaction— what 
Graeber discusses  under the rubric of moral princi ples. Rather, the point 
is the ambivalence generated by the combination of equality and hierar-
chy that Graeber theorizes. This ambivalence establishes the reversibility of 
debt, hence the possibilities of subversion within.
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Debt exploits the temporal gap opened up by the lack of completion of 
an exchange. A hierarchy is installed by the deferral of such completion, 
binding the debtor to a determined  future but also to specific conditions. 
Debt is an economic bond, then, that binds through the very evacuation of 
sociality through such deferral: for the time being,  until the debt is repaid. 
Debt turns social binds into economic bonds between parties that are not 
on equal standing: creditor, debtor. During this time, parties are keeping 
accounts. A debt can be paid or canceled, the hierarchy displaced, but such 
displacement requires accounting for who has to pay. Precisely  because 
of the temporal gap and the material conditions that set its strictures, the 
hierarchy can be subverted. Restoring equality, reciprocity, is not merely 
the consequence of payment or cancellation. It does not necessarily follow 
from letting go of the bind at hand. It requires giving accounts, holding 
accountable, establishing who is creditor, who is debtor, who owes what to 
whom. It requires tracing the history of the hierarchy at hand— its install-
ment, its reproduction, its effectivity, its work.
Highlighting the asymmetry characteristic of debt allows reflection on 
the logic of restitution or reckoning generated within. This reflection, how-
ever, requires examining assumptions about the relation between  human 
economies and a debt economy at work in a critique of debt. Key  here is 
examining the assumption that interrupting modes of capture and control 
made pos si ble by the hierarchy distinctive of debt requires moral restitution 
rather than historical reckoning. This assumption is most clearly pre sent in 
Frederica Gregoratto’s essays on a critical theory of debt. She emphasizes 
the restitution of interdependence appealing to a theory of recognition in 
early Marx. Any such restitution, I maintain in contrast, should be specified 
concretely— through an exposition of the material conditions productive of 
debt in the first place.
RECOGNITION
In “Debt, Power, and the Normativity of Interdependence,” Gregoratto  argues 
for a return to Marx’s 1844 “Comments on James Mill” to articulate the 
“normative ground” of a critical theory of debt.  Because debt is a  matter 
of an asymmetry, it leads to an account of social power.42 Critical theories 
of debt, however, fail to conceptualize debt as a form of social power 
intersubjectively instituted and sustained. They thereby fail to account for 
the nature of debt and its subversive possibilities. Specifying the nature of 
debt requires more than an exposition of the structure of the social relation 
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expressed by debt— the “intersubjective financial bond,” as she puts it.43 It 
requires an exposition of the distortion of sociality that debt represents.
Gregoratto reads Marx against Lazzarato. Gregoratto focuses on 
 Lazzarato’s account of subjectivation, arguing that it lacks a conception of 
the intersubjective relation that the production of the indebted man  requires. 
Lazzarato discusses debt in light of a “supraindividual” conception of 
power, assessing the “bundle of practices, strategies, techniques, dispositifs, 
axioms (‘axiomatics’)” that “mold” a subject that feels compelled to pay an 
individual and collective debt.44 But he does not, she argues, provide an 
account of the relation between debtor and creditor that mediates the “su-
praindividual” and the individual.45  Because Lazzarato forgoes an account 
of the relationality of debt, he conceives of the creditor as power ful and 
the debtor as fundamentally powerless. The one- sided nature of Lazzarato’s 
account is due in  great part to his allegiance to Nietz sche’s conception of 
debt within his discussion of Schuld (guilt) in On the Genealogy of Moral-
ity.46 Nietz sche allows Lazzarato to account for the emergence of a type of 
subject that holds itself culpable, compelled to repay its debt.
Marx’s discussion of credit in the “Comments” is helpful, Gregoratto 
maintains. Recall that the “Comments” are part of Marx’s early discussion 
of alienation (Entfremdung).47 Marx famously argues that,  under cap i tal ist 
conditions,  labor is alienated  labor. He distinguishes between objectifica-
tion (Vergegenständlichung) and alienation. As embodied, living creatures, 
 human beings necessarily have a metabolic relation to nature. Productive 
activity, objectification, is hence essential to what it is to be  human. The 
notion of alienation tracks the ways in which the aim of capitalism, the ac-
cumulation of profit, distorts the  human’s relation to (1) the product of 
 labor, (2) productive activity itself, (3) nature, (4) and other  human beings. 
The product of  labor appears as autonomous, as a lord over the producer. 
Productive activity, the source of  human realization, is turned against the 
 human through wage  labor and dehumanizing working conditions. Na-
ture appears as something to exploit. The life of the species is turned into a 
means for individual life. Capitalism, in short, distorts the fact that  human 
beings produce as a species and for the species.
Marx begins his “Comments” articulating the nature of money as a form of 
alienation. The “essence of money,” however, is not that “property is alienated 
in it.”48 Rather, the “mediating activity . . .  , the  human, social act by which 
man’s products mutually complement one another, is estranged from man 
and becomes the attribute of money, a material  thing outside man.” Money 
turns the nature of social bonds against  these very bonds,  establishing 
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 financial relationality as something beyond individuals.  Human bonds are 
mediated by an abstraction, then. They are turned into an abstraction. In 
credit, however, it seems as if the “power of the alien, material force  were 
broken,” the alienation “abolished.”49 Credit, it seems, reestablishes  human 
bonds.  Because credit requires trust, it centers the interdependence of 
creditor and debtor. It makes explicit the relation of recognition that struc-
tures sociality.
Yet this is merely an “appearance,” Marx argues.50 He writes:
Credit is  the  economic  judgment on the  morality  of a man. In credit, 
the man himself, instead of metal or paper, has become the mediator of 
exchange, not however as a man, but as the mode of existence of capi-
tal and interest. . . .  Human individuality,  human morality itself, has be-
come both an object of commerce and the material in which money ex-
ists. Instead of money, or paper, it is my own personal existence, my flesh 
and blood, my social virtue and importance, which constitutes the mate-
rial, corporeal form of the spirit of money. Credit no longer resolves the 
value of money into money but into  human flesh and the  human heart.51
Credit is the further reduction of social bonds. It turns bonds, indeed 
 individuals themselves, into the medium of exchange. The crucial point 
 here is that credit preys on trust. It uses trust as a medium of exchange. 
Credit is thus the epitome of capital’s rearticulation of social bonds in light 
of the logic of exchange. It is the pinnacle of the instrumental rationality 
distinctive of capital. The “alienation, the dehumanization, is all the more 
infamous and extreme,” Marx concludes, since “ under the appearance of 
man’s trust in man . . .  is the height of distrust.”52
Note that credit is and does much more, according to Marx. Credit is 
the institution and maintenance of a fundamental asymmetry. It inscribes 
the economic and po liti cal hierarchy distinctive of capital within the very 
bonds of  human sociality. It does so in a “double way,” Marx says.53 The 
bonds of trust become an opportunity to drive the “antithesis between cap-
i tal ist and worker” even deeper.54 Credit is an opportunity for the rich to 
accumulate wealth while the poor find themselves at the “arbitrary discre-
tion of the rich” who  will “confirm or deny [their] entire existence.”55 While 
credit seems to be based on trust (of repayment), it is in fact an exercise of 
power  because it binds the poor to the rich, the worker to the cap i tal ist. 
What is more, a “man without credit . . .  possesses no trust, no recogni-
tion.”56 He is a “social pariah, bad man,” adding insult to injury.57 Credit, 
therefore debt, turns the poor into a “counterfeit coin,” seeking to obtain 
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credit by any means.58 Fi nally, credit turns the state into “the plaything of 
businessmen.”59
Gregoratto understands debt as an asymmetrical relation, although she 
does not stress the po liti cal asymmetry that Marx tracks. She highlights 
Marx’s account of the reduction of sociality into a means of exchange, 
 arguing that it sheds light on debt’s “distortion of that relation of recogni-
tion that best defines  human nature.”60 To be sure, Marx ends “Comments” 
with an articulation of interdependence in its idealized form. In “ human 
production,” Marx famously writes, each would have “affirmed himself and 
the other person.”61  Human production would not only be a “manifesta-
tion of my life,” I would have mediated “another man’s essential nature,” 
and I would have served as a “mediator between you and the species.”62 
So conceived, Gregoratto maintains, interdependence allows us to track its 
“disruption” “in production and exchange and in the credit system—as it 
becomes a power relation.”63 An idealized account of sociality, then, is nec-
essary for a critical theory of debt.
Now, Gregoratto maintains that rather than merely unilateral, power is 
relational.64 Power is “exercised by A over B when A is able to put B in a 
position of de pen dency. De pen dency means that B needs A, and the prod-
ucts of A’s activities, in order to satisfy her needs (and desires).”65 She adds 
that “power exercised by A over B consists also in . . .  subjectivation pro-
cesses [that] make and govern needs and desires as means for attaching B 
in a position of de pen den cy.”66 The crucial point is that debt is a form of 
“domination” when the creditor’s power results from “the impossibility for 
the debtor to counter- balance” it.67 However, given the relational nature of 
power, the debtor is not powerless, as Gregoratto argues Lazzarato “hast-
ily” assumes.68 The direction of power can be “reversed.”69 Such reversal is 
not an expression of domination when it resists the type of “forgetting” dis-
tinctive of alienation, the obfuscation of interdependence that comprises 
alienation. Such reversal restores rather than exploits interdependence.
Gregoratto’s re sis tance to considering the debtor as powerless is impor-
tant, yet the premise that understanding the nature of the credit- debt relation 
requires an account of the “basic social bond and its internal  normativity” 
should be rejected.70 I am not arguing against interdependence as the 
ground of sociality or as the ultimate goal of emancipatory or subversive 
practices. The worry  here is about the claim that a moral ground is needed 
for a critique of debt, one found in an account of interdependence that does 
not track its own relation to the race/gender/class norm. Gregoratto’s as-
sumption that a critical standpoint that articulates an “ethically meaning 
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good” tied to the “realization of the essence of  human beings” or the “social 
grammar of recognition” treats normativity as if it  were exempt from the 
exercise of power distinctive of capital/coloniality.71 This assumption gives 
primacy to the restitution of interdependence without first engaging the 
material and historical conditions not only productive of debt but that are 
debts reflected in or expressed by financial debt. Lacking this materially 
and historically indexed reckoning, restoring interdependence becomes 
empty, normalizing, violent. It reinstalls the race/gender/class norm cen-
tral to the work of coloniality. In Contract and Contagion, Angela Mitro-
poulos cautions against the “inclination  toward normative rectification that 
is more or less violent in its requirements and decidedly transcendental 
in its vantage point.”72 By not working through hierarchies that are debts, 
restitution reproduces forms of sociality that are “modes for the legitimate 
distribution of property and right”: “(contractual) exchange conceived as 
the form of relation; of productivity as its premise and promise; and of the 
subjective homologies of marital, wage, social, and fiduciary contracts.”73 
Such reproduction, as I have argued in chapters 1 and 2, shores up the race/
gender norm vital to the work of coloniality.
I come back to Mitropoulos below.  Here, in contrast to Gregoratto, I 
suggest that indebtedness reverses its purported powerlessness through 
practices of subversion that reckon with what is owed. The work, the 
 effectivity, of subversion is a  matter of reckoning with concrete race/gen-
der/class asymmetries installed by material, po liti cal, historical conditions 
not only productive of debt, but that are debts consummated in financial 
debt.74 Any conception of normative sociality deployed in a critique of debt 
should be elaborated in a second step, through historical reckoning and as 
a result of a po liti cal pro cess of contestation of terms involved in that reck-
oning. In Capital, Richard Dienst argues, Marx treats debt historically, tied 
to the ongoing logic of dispossession. Drawing from this aspect of Marx’s 
corpus, I suggest, provides the proper framework for articulating the sub-
versive possibilities within debt itself.
HISTORY
In The Bonds of Debt, Dienst suggests that debt “articulates the historicity 
of life.”75 Debt is “basic to the experience of social being as a dimension of 
historicity.”76  These are not abstract claims, however. Dienst discusses debt 
as a form of sociality central to capitalism. He calls attention to three dis-
tinct “moments” in Marx’s corpus useful for elaborating the nature of debt: 
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a philosophical moment, found in the “Comments”; an economic moment, 
found in Grundrisse: Foundations of the Critique of Po liti cal Economy and 
volumes 1 and 2 of Capital; and a po liti cal “even utopian” moment opened 
up in volume 3 of Capital. The speculative language of Marx’s early work, 
he argues, does not allow us to materially index debt as “constitutive of the 
social body . . .  registered as a material conflict.”77 The economic- political 
treatment of debt, in contrast, centers debt as the product of such mate-
rial conflict. Dienst locates Marx’s treatment of debt in the accounts of 
originary accumulation and the reserve army of  labor. Marx’s suggestion 
that we find radical prospects in the “most advanced edge[s] of cap i tal ist 
logic,” he also maintains, gains significance in this context.78 Debt is one of 
 those edges.
In the Grundrisse, Dienst writes, “Marx offers a derisory portrait of the 
cap i tal ist who thinks the worker ‘owes an obligation to capital for the fact 
that he is alive at all.’ ”79 Dienst draws from this moment in the Grundrisse to 
track debt in Capital, where it is tied to the originary accumulation of capi-
tal. As we saw in chapter 1, Marx’s account of originary accumulation traces 
the history of “conquest, enslavement, robbery, murder, in short, force” that 
accounts for the original accumulation of capital.80 It describes the history 
of the creation of the worker through a pro cess of becoming  free from any 
means of production in order to become  free to sell their  labor. This pro-
cess is not only traceable to the enclosure of the En glish commons, recall. 
It is bound to conquest, genocide, slavery, colonial vio lence. It tracks the 
modalities of vio lence of dispossession, which exceeds  those made pos-
si ble by the contract. Debt, accordingly, is the result of the creation of 
“ free” subjects released from feudal obligations and slavery.81 Debt is now 
an obligation to capital, Dienst maintains, given the worker’s release from 
 these modalities of vio lence. It is a violently enforced obligation, however, 
where the worker is punished if they fail to comply by the terms of the 
contract. Thus, in Capital, debt appears as the “loss of self- sufficiency.”82 
The point is not dependence, but variations of dispossession and created 
misery.83
This origin story allows Marx to highlight that dispossession is necessar-
ily ongoing.84 As the result of the history and ongoing logic of disposses-
sion, debt is precisely what “capital takes for granted at  every level.”85 The 
binding of the worker to the logic of capital is not only a  matter of subjec-
tivation, however. It is a  matter of subjection. In Capital, Dienst suggests, 
debt is indexed to a “primary enclosure of the lived body.”86 Enclosure is not 
only a  matter of the capture of land but also of body, activity, and time. For 
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Dienst, this means that the worker is bound to capital not only by the con-
tract that binds  labor and right but also the ever- present threat of impover-
ishment and misery.87 This is, of course, an induced misery. An example of 
the legacy of originary accumulation, Dienst thus argues, is Marx’s notion 
of a reserve army of  labor.88 It articulates capture as the “socialization of 
misery.”89 The mode of cap i tal ist production, according to Marx, necessar-
ily generates poverty. The notion of a reserve army of  labor explains the 
necessity, to an “increasing extent,” of a laboring population that is “super-
fluous”.90 Such population addresses the changing needs of capital through 
the creation of a “mass of  human material always ready for exploitation.”91
With this discussion, Marx makes two points. First, an army of laborers 
serves to consolidate exploitation. The creation of a relative surplus popu-
lation is the “background against which” the law of supply and demand of 
 labor works.92 It is a central tool of control over  labor in confining the “field 
of action of this law” to “capital’s drive” to exploit and dominate workers.93 
“The over-work of the employed part of the working class,” Marx writes, 
“swells the ranks of its reserve, while, conversely, the greater pressure that 
the reserve by its competition exerts on the employed workers forces them 
to submit to over-work and subjects them to the dictates of capital.”94 
“Enforced idleness,” then, is key to the asymmetry distinctive of capital.95 
Second, Dienst argues, the creation of an unproductive sector submits 
workers and nonworkers to the logic of debt. Marx clarifies that the worker’s 
superfluousness is a condition to which all workers are subjected. Yet it 
is expressed more precisely in “floating,” “latent,” and “stagnant”  reserves of 
unproductive, inactive workers.96 The floating reserve moves in and out of 
employment while the latent reserve is thrust out of work by the expansion 
of capital beyond cap i tal ist sectors.97 The stagnant reserve, in contrast, is 
chronically underemployed and falls into poverty. Marx famously writes: 
“Pauperism is the hospital of the active labor- army and the dead weight of 
the industrial reserve army. Its production is included in that of the relative 
surplus population, its necessity is implied by their necessity; along with the 
surplus population, pauperism forms a condition of cap i tal ist production, 
and of the cap i tal ist development of wealth. It forms part of the faux frais of 
cap i tal ist production: but capital usually knows how to transfer  these from 
its own shoulders to  those of the working class and the petty bourgeoisie.”98 
The issue is not merely that idleness and poverty are necessary features of 
the cap i tal ist mode of production. The point is that “unproductive bodies” 
can only be “fed by submitting to the law of debt.”99 Debt is the “means by 
which misery becomes socialized.”100
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Debt actualizes dispossession. In this context, it binds through the so-
cialization of capture within the cir cuit of wage  labor. This form of binding 
exhibits a logic diff er ent from the equalization distinctive of exchange. As 
we have seen, in his early work, Marx argues that credit distorts sociality 
in order to “perfect it.”101 Money reduces sociality to an abstraction ame-
nable to the logic of exchange.  Under the guise of relational purity, credit 
consummates this rationalization. It organizes a “hitherto chaotic pro-
cess.” It mobilizes “vast untapped resources” necessary for value creation 
and the capture of value. As such, credit operates in a fetish- like manner.102 
In Capital, in contrast, indebtedness is not a “formal or spiritual position,” 
hence not a  matter of the reduction of sociality to the instrumentality of 
exchange. Debt, in other words, is not a  matter of the obligation to express 
every thing in the form of value. It bespeaks an asymmetry that subjects 
such reduction to an alternative logic.  Under cap i tal ist conditions, as 
Dienst writes,  there is “credit without debt for the few (who can wield the 
power of investment without accountability) and debt without credit for 
the many (who bear the  hazards without exercising choice).”103
Dienst points to a third moment in Marx’s discussions of not debt 
per se, but rather credit. In Capital, credit is the site of a po liti cal, “even 
utopian,” moment, though for diff er ent reasons than  those offered in the 
“ Comments.”104 Dienst quotes volume 3 of Capital, where Marx writes:
The credit system . . .  accelerates the material development of the pro-
ductive forces and the creation of the world market, which it is the his-
torical task of the capitalist mode of production to bring to a certain 
level of development, as material foundations for the new form of pro-
duction. At the same time, credit accelerates the violent outbreaks of 
this contradiction, crises, and with  these ele ments the dissolution of the 
old mode of production.
The credit system has a dual character immanent in it: on the one 
hand it develops the motive of cap i tal ist production, enrichment by the 
exploitation of  others’  labor, into the purest and most colossal system 
of gambling and swindling, and restricts ever more the already small 
number of the exploiters of social wealth; on the other hand, however, it 
constitutes the form of transition toward a new mode of production.105
The fictionality of credit contains transformative potential, according to 
Dienst. It represents a site of undoing of capital’s “strictest bindings” from 
within capital’s actuality.106 In presenting the im mense “productivity as a 
collective conjuration,” credit is able to reveal what has been “accomplished 
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by the  whole system of social  labor.”107 Yet the fictitious character of credit 
does more.108 In “ these living acts of the imagination,” we can “find a way to 
recall and reclaim their own creative powers.”109 Credit not only makes vis i ble 
the fictitious character of value itself. In making vis i ble the imaginary pro-
duction of a  whole system of value— a production with violent grounds and 
effects— credit makes the reconfiguration of social  labor pos si ble.
While Dienst’s suggestion does not reproduce the prob lems that Grego-
ratto’s normative elaboration of credit generate, I nevertheless argue that 
Marx’s discussion of debt in Capital is more promising. Dienst’s own 
analy sis provides impor tant clues. He writes: “If credit is understood as the 
sweeping gesture with which capital lays claim to the pre sent in the name 
of the past and the  future, debt may be seen as a mark of the nonsynchro-
nous, the stubborn insistence of every thing resistant to economic rule. If 
creating credit ex nihilo is a sublime projection of an economic order and 
system, indebtedness must be the deferral or withdrawal of value, a way 
to play for time in order to keep something alive.”110 Unlike the temporal 
logic of exchange, which binds by reducing the past and  future to a pre sent 
abstraction, the temporal logic of debt binds by resisting such reduction 
through a deferral, by interrupting the completion of any such exchange. 
Debt requires a deferral within limits, however, indexed to specific mate-
rial and historical conditions. If it actualizes dispossession, if it indexes the 
heterogeneity as well as interdependence of exploitation and dispossession 
by centering the latter, then debt allows for historical reckoning. It makes 
pos si ble concrete modes of accounting as well as specific modes of inter-
ruption that range over the economic, the po liti cal, and the historical.
It is crucial to underscore that the po liti cal moment is not a  matter of 
temporality as such. Focusing on temporality would introduce a formality 
that dispossession and capture refute. It is neither merely a  matter of inter-
rupting the consummation of an exchange, thereby resisting the economic 
reduction of social relations. Merely unmasking the fictitious character of 
the system of social  labor such that another can be  imagined and installed 
in its place is not enough. Although it is that too, interruption  here is a 
 matter of reckoning with historical debts inscribed in, indeed expressed by, 
a race/gender hierarchy that made pos si ble debt’s function as an apparatus 
of capture and predation in the first place. The temporal gap opened up by 
the deferral necessary for the very work of debt is thereby grasped as a site 
of interruption.
The nonsynchronous, stubborn re sis tance to economic rule, the with-
drawal of value opens up a space and time of reckoning. Debt appears as 
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a site of subversion. It is pos si ble to invert the positions it generates, the 
power it exercises. The deferral that debt produces to exercise its power can 
open spaces- times of reckoning—of giving accounts and holding accountable. 
Debts are seen in their double actuality then, financial and fundamentally 
historical, expressing past and pre sent modes of dispossession. Dienst sug-
gests that, understood as the articulation of the historicity of life, indebted-
ness leads us to “won der . . .  whether our historical situation can be grasped 
only when we try to take all of our debts into account, and . . .  whether all 
of our ideas of ‘history’ or ‘the world’ are not, before all  else, debts we take 
on (or not) in  every act of thinking.”111 I seek to amplify this claim, arguing 
that in indexing debt to past and pre sent modalities of capture, historical 
reckoning tracks originary and ongoing modes of dispossession, creation of 
misery, production of abjection. Historical reckoning indexes an ongoing 
coloniality and, in the case of Puerto Rico, the reproduction of the colonial 
condition.
While  there are significant differences between what I am calling his-
torical reckoning and what Mitropoulos calls genealogy, it is instructive to 
consider her critique of genealogy at this point. She argues against a genea-
logical approach, claiming that it fares no better than the normative recti-
fication distinctive of theories of recognition and right. She maintains that 
genealogy “authenticat[es] power through origin stories and their trans-
mission,” establishing a “naturalized foundation.”112 Genealogy purports to 
“recognize . . . to whom and what we owe our existence.”113 But in so  doing, 
it seeks to establish the “boundary between that which is excessive and that 
which is proper.”114 Genealogy is thus “a means of discerning the legitimate 
ordering and transmission of property, money, right, and debt.”115 Origin 
stories, that is to say, become essential to the logic of the contract that 
links  labor and right. Much like normative restitution, then, what Mitro-
poulos calls genealogy reproduces the logic of the oikos— the productive 
 house hold. It thereby leaves the race/gender norm central to the reproduc-
tion of capital intact. It leaves coloniality intact.
Mitropoulos argues that the task is not to “instill pride— how to reckon 
debts, origin, and filiation so as to secure recognition and the bound aries 
by which this is made to appear normal, folded back into the flow of rights, 
property, and re- /production.”116 Rather, it is to interrogate “lines of indebt-
edness,” to track “plausible infrastructures in the composition of po liti cal 
demands.”117 The task is not to pursue the question of how debts can be 
“erased.”118 Debt cancellation on its own risks reproducing the social sys-
tem that led to its accrual in the first place. Instead, it is to track lines of 
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indebtedness by discerning “how debt is defined,  whether it takes the form 
of a financial obligation or some other consideration of relational inter- 
dependence.”119 This entails interrogating what debt “lets flourish” and what 
it “obscures.”120 Now, Mitropoulos  couples this suggestion with an affirma-
tion of the subversive potential of credit. Such interrogation calls for “the 
transformation of infinite debt into endless credit.”121 Unlike debt, which is 
fundamentally a  matter of binds, bonds, forms of binding, forms of bond-
ing, credit is limitless. In fact, what is revealed in usury, Mitropoulos main-
tains, is an excess that should be affirmed. The latter  counters the gesture 
of rectification distinctive of critiques of debt.122 The excess of credit, espe-
cially in interest, interrupts a rearticulation of the proper.
 There is an impor tant note of caution in Mitropoulos’s rejection of 
 genealogy as akin to normative restitution. In rejecting normative restitu-
tion, her understanding of credit rather than debt is also appealing. Never-
theless, a critique of debt is more promising. Precisely by requiring that 
we track to whom and what we owe our existence, debt appears as a site 
of historical reckoning. This is not a  matter of establishing a single lineage. 
Neither is it a  matter of reigning in what is excessive to the proper. It is a 
 matter of tracking a history of material dispossession and conflict. Account-
ing for historical debts consummated in and expressed by financial debts 
 allows forms of unbinding, disarticulating the world of capital/colonial-
ity. The possibility of subverting the purported powerlessness of indebt-
edness lies therein. Historical reckoning seeks to dismantle the hierarchy 
that  reproduces  colonial vio lence. For this reason, it cannot initially affirm 
unqualified excess. It seeks to seize the power to bind that instituted the link 
between property and right and that maintains the logic of the oikos in the 
first place. Godreau- Aubert elaborates a critique of debt in precisely  these 
terms. La Colectiva Feminista en Construcción’s actions subvert the opera-
tion of debt in Puerto Rico in precisely  these terms.
RECKONING
Recall Graeber’s account of debt: Debt is an entwinement of equality and 
hierarchy mediated by the logic of exchange. A critique of debt requires 
resisting the reductive power of the equalizing logic of exchange. I have 
suggested, in contrast, that what is distinctive of debt is the mediating 
power of the logic of hierarchy. Hierarchy mediates exchange. A critique of 
debt requires the subversion of the hierarchy distinctive of the obligation 
to repay.123 Any such subversion requires that we move from financial to 
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historical debts, however. Critique entails reckoning with historical debts 
that not only produce financial debt but that are debts consummated 
in financial debt. Historical reckoning seeks to reverse the purported 
powerlessness of the indebted through practices that subvert repayment. 
Subversive practices do not seek forgiveness or reconciliation. They seize 
the power to bind that instituted historical debts consummated in financial 
debts in the first place.
Godreau- Aubert’s work is decisive  here. She argues that repayment 
can generate two distinct types of social logics. It can set in motion logics 
of capture, punishment, and debasement. Yet it can also open up a space 
and time of reckoning.124 Key  here is distinguishing not between hierar-
chy and exchange, but between a “logic of collection” (lógica de cobro) and 
a “logic of payment” (lógica de pago). To collect financial debts entails a 
dynamic of “persecution,” yet it can be subverted into a  matter of account-
ability.125 Subverting debt requires seizing “structures of collection,” turning 
them into structures of accountability by moving from financial debts to 
 historical  indeed colonial debts. Such subversion comes into sharper focus 
if we abandon the assumption that a critique of debt necessitates restoring 
structures of reciprocity without first examining the history and operation 
of specific norms of reciprocity. Subverting structures of collection is an 
act of power from disempowerment, as we  will see, that requires resist-
ing reinstalling the purported legitimate distribution of property and right, 
productivity and propriety, distinctive of coloniality.
We can distinguish between the logic of collection of capital/the col-
ony and a logic of payment, Godreau- Aubert argues. A logic of collection 
captures the body, time, coasts, bonds with another, value in all senses. It 
reproduces punishment, it sustains the production of an abject indebted 
subject summoned to pay through austerity, dispossession, and expulsion. 
It domesticates debt itself by directing it  toward credit, as Fred Moten and 
Stefano Harney maintain.126 It  settles in order to regain access to finan-
cial markets. This is the charge of the Fiscal Control Board. La Junta is the 
 apparatus that actualizes the interests of capital through debt restructur-
ing. Debts that are settled to generate more credit reinstall structures of 
collection, initiate new logics of persecution. “Restored credit is restored 
justice and restorative justice is always the renewed reign of credit,” Moten 
and Harney argue, “a reign of terror, a hail of obligations to be met, mea-
sured, meted, endured.”127 Debt restructuring that serves credit restores 
race/gender normativities that make pos si ble the operation of debt as an 
apparatus of capture and predation in the first place. “So long as they pair 
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in the monogamous vio lence of the home, the pension, the government, or 
the university,” Moten and Harney write, “debt can only feed credit, debt 
can only desire credit. And credit can only expand by means of debt.”128
In contrast, the logic of payment places us in a material history. It  invites 
us to turn the deferral, the diversion, of debt itself into spaces- times of 
accounting— rendición de cuentas. A logic of collection deployed against 
 those deemed culpable, guilty, responsible for financial debts, the debt to cap-
ital, can be subverted into a settling of historical debts, past debts  inscribed 
in pre sent hierarchies. Reckoning, accordingly, is a settling of debts coex-
tensive with a refusal to pay. As activists in Puerto Rico say, esa deuda no 
la vamos a pagar, “we  will not pay that debt.” Refusal, however, requires 
dismantling the structures that reproduce the race/gender/class norm, not 
only the colony. Giving accounts, holding accountable, requires navigat-
ing one’s location within a race/gender/class hierarchy that complicates 
complicity with the aims of interruption. Regarding capital and its logic 
of collection, “We [nosotras] do not owe ourselves to anyone,” Godreau- 
Aubert writes.129 She adds, “I  will insist on the distance between promising 
(owing oneself ) and duty.”130 The bonds of debt with another are not like the 
binds of debt of capital, yet  there is no promise that is exempt from critical 
examination.  Those to whom one is not owed, referring  here to the debt 
to capital, are precisely  those with whom one can  settle historical debts 
by refusing to pay.  Those to whom one is not owed are  those whom one 
must hold accountable. At the same time, one is accountable to  those with 
whom one pursues subversive interruption, with whom one refuses to pay 
the debts of capital. Reckoning dismantles race/gender/class hierarchies 
transversally.
Reckoning inverts the asymmetry distinctive of debt on vari ous scores, 
then. It subverts the logic of collection to a  matter of giving accounts, 
holding accountable. Rather than financial debts on their own, reckoning 
addresses a history of capture and predation of land, body, time through 
which race/gender/class operates, indeed, shores itself up. It confronts an 
ongoing coloniality, the production of abject bodies and populations cen-
tral to dispossession. Reckoning subverts the imperative to repay as well 
as the individualist impulse in this imperative. It is not an individual in 
isolation, their par tic u lar failures or modes of corruption in isolation, who 
should give accounts, who should be held accountable. The system of  social 
 labor is answerable. Reckoning entails holding specific individuals and in-
stitutions responsible, yet it involves tracking the po liti cal economy that 
made pos si ble their interventions in the first place. Collection is thereby 
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turned against itself, redirected to individuals, institutions, and structures 
that capture and govern through debt.131 In this way, reckoning subverts the 
moralization of debt. It turns subjection through subjectivation whereby 
the indebted is compelled to pay against itself. It subverts the logic of abjec-
tion from populations to the system of social  labor itself.
Reckoning, in sum, distinguishes between a logic of collection and a logic 
of payment, between debts to capital and historical debts, between a refusal 
to pay and assuming historical responsibility. It is subversive when it inter-
rupts the modes of binding distinctive of the logic of capture of a debt econ-
omy and the race/gender/class hierarchy that such logic reinstalls. Refusal 
to pay is thus not asking for forgiveness. It is not a letting go of an obliga-
tion. Refusal involves seizing the power of binding in order to dismantle the 
asymmetry at hand. Reflecting on fiscal disobedience in Cameroon, Janet 
Roitman argues that “seizure” reverses a social order in which dispossession 
is central to accumulation.132 Seizure operates as a form of “re distribution” 
within conditions of dispossession.133 Associated with the exercise of power 
from within disempowerment, modalities of seizure do not represent an 
“opposition between order and disorder.”134 Rather, they represent a “diver-
sion that is produced out of the system of exchange itself.”135 Historical reck-
oning should be conceived accordingly, as a material praxis that seizes the 
power to bind from within conditions of dispossession. Such praxis exploits 
the diversion that financial debts install in order to capture, capturing debt 
itself. It exploits repayment to interrupt coloniality, to turn it inoperative.
Capturing debt itself requires placing financial debts in a material/ 
colonial history, as we have seen. Giving accounts and holding accountable 
are thus not merely discursive practices. Neither are they merely a  matter 
of monetary compensation. If a po liti cal economy that reproduces the co-
lonial condition is left intact, if the race/gender/class hierarchy it installs 
is left intact, the subversion of debt has been neutralized. If the settling of 
debts can be said to restore sociality, it is  because  those to whom one is not 
owed are confronted with their historical debts. Reckoning does not seek 
to restore what is excessive to the proper. It does not seek to determine the 
legitimate distribution of property and the  legal, familial, po liti cal contracts 
that subtend it. It seizes the power to bind that affirms  these norms and 
their mere expansion without question.  Here we find the need, the urgency, 
for an audit, cancellation, nonpayment among other efforts that challenge 
the legitimacy of debt.  These are spaces- times of confrontation with his-
torical debts. In the case of Puerto Rico, they are spaces- times of confronta-
tion with colonial debts.
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It is instructive to consider demands for a citizen debt audit in Puerto Rico. 
Law 97 of 2015 created the Commission for the Comprehensive Audit of 
the Public Credit. The commission was tasked with  examining irregulari-
ties in the issuing of bonds and the overall accrual of debt but also to estab-
lish priorities in public spending. Ricardo Rosselló’s government repealed 
the law in 2017, however, citing promesa as the proper mechanism to pur-
sue an audit  whether through the Fiscal Control Board or the courts within 
a bankruptcy pro cess. The governor furthermore argued that the audit 
would not be necessary given negotiations with creditors.136 The commis-
sion was dismantled even though it published two reports, which indicate 
that part of the debt is unconstitutional.137 In response, the Citizen Front 
for the Debt Audit (Frente Ciudadano para la Auditoría de la Deuda) began 
fund- raising efforts to pursue an in de pen dent audit.138 El Frente seeks to 
establish the legality of the debt, reverse the constitutional priority to repay 
creditors, and pursue just debt restructuring.139
José Nicolás Medina- Fuentes, in contrast, argues against an audit.140 He 
maintains that  there are roughly three perspectives on Puerto Rico’s debt. 
First, a “colonial” perspective holds that creditors must be repaid regardless 
of life,  human rights, and a diminishing population. This position regards 
mishandling of public funds and corruption as the culprits of the unpay-
able debt. Second, a “reformist” perspective calls for a just restructuring 
through a citizen debt audit. This is a conservative position, according to 
Medina- Fuentes. It diverts attention away from generating an “anti- colonial 
consensus.” In affirming restructuring and repayment, in shifting attention 
to partisan politics within the territory, it forgoes a critical assessment of 
the colonial relation that generated conditions for the accrual of an unpay-
able debt in the first place. Calls for a citizen audit do not call into question 
Section 210 of promesa, which establishes that a territory’s public debt is 
not the responsibility of the federal government. Third, an “anti- colonial” 
perspective appeals to the category of odious debt within international law. 
Puerto Rico’s lack of sovereignty establishes that the debt is the metropolis’. 
This third option, which Medina- Fuentes affirms, holds that a citizen audit 
is a colonial concession.
Medina- Fuentes misses, however, that a citizen audit is conceived as a 
po liti cal rather than economic tool. Instead of affirming the legitimacy of 
the debt, purportedly betraying indifference to the colonial po liti cal econ-
omy that made it pos si ble, a citizen audit is conceived as a way of hold-
ing accountable. It seeks to name names— corrupt politicians, firms, and 
banks. Yet it aims to do much more. It seeks to trace the po liti cal economy 
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that made pos si ble the accrual of such debt, thereby indexing the colonial 
history that installed  these structures in the first place. As Eva Prados notes, 
an audit sheds light on illegalities and fraud that can lead to canceling much 
of the debt, as in the case of Ec ua dor.141 Yet rather than reestablish credit 
and reentry into financial markets, debt cancellation aims to interrupt the 
necropo liti cal operation of austerity  whether implemented by the state or the 
Fiscal Control Board.142 Prado adds that “citizen audits have strengthened  social 
movements by giving them the information and data that demonstrated how 
unnecessary many economic reforms  were with serious  impacts for the 
 people.”143 This is key for understanding the po liti cal function of the audit, 
as became clear during the July 2019 protests. The promise of an audit lies 
in becoming a tool of reckoning that subverts debt itself.
Along with the removal (destitución) of governor Ricardo Rosselló and 
the Fiscal Control Board, the demand for an audit was consistent throughout 
the protests.144 The audit is  here explic itly conceived as a po liti cal tool. The 
demands ¡Que se vayan todos! (They all must go!), ¡Vamos por todxs! (We 
are  going  after them all!), ¡Vamos por la Junta! (We are  going  after la Junta!) 
appeared alongside checklists containing names of politicians next to be 
destitute.145 Checklists and signs also demanded a citizen audit. The audit is 
seen  here as a form of holding accountable: bringing to light government 
corruption, aiding the removal of corrupt officials, delivering corrupt officials 
to the justice system— I  will come back to this. A call for the restitution of 
misused or stolen public funds in this context might also be read in light of 
the ubiquitous demand that the guilty pay since the installation of the Fiscal 
Control Board in 2016. Demands for an audit call for more than the restora-
tion of credit. In fact, they call for more than holding accountable  those guilty 
of corruption and  those whose economic interests are served by a colonial 
po liti cal economy that thrives through debt and debt restructuring. They call 
for the interruption of the necropo liti cal operation of coloniality, targeting 
the system of social  labor by targeting a “government of the rich.”
Although organic and self- convened, the July protests  were not sponta-
neous.146 They drew from a po liti cal field of action traced by interventions 
in re sis tance to the Fiscal Control Board.  These in turn drew from a long 
tradition of anti- colonial, environmentalist, and feminist strug gle in the 
territory.147 The form of protests, however, broke with traditional scripts, 
as we  will see in chapter 4. While interventions by Jornada Se Acabaron 
las Promesas and  others are crucial, most relevant to the pre sent discus-
sion are the interventions by la Colectiva Feminista en Construcción. Since 
especially  2016, la Colectiva has questioned the premise that the state 
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is absent, has argued that it is necropo liti cal, and has focused on confront-
ing it.148 La Colectiva’s interventions strategically inhabit the asymmetry 
 distinctive of debt, seeking to invert the positions of power it installs. In 
chapter 1, I discussed the 2018 Plantón.  Here, two interventions are key: the 
2017  campaign against ex- mayor of Guaynabo Hector O’Neill and the 2019 
 Feminist Embargo. The first inverts structures of collection into a  matter of 
accountability, shifting the power to bring to justice and the responsibility 
to break impunity to the streets. The second moves from financial debts to 
historical debts by inverting the power of banks involved in the debt and 
housing crises.
The 2017 campaign against Hector O’Neill comprised traditional pro-
tests, a confrontation with O’Neill in a restaurant, and a per for mance.149 
The latter is most relevant. La Colectiva staged per for mances in the Escam-
brón beach and in Plaza las Américas  under the rubric Si lo ves, arréstalo 
(If you see him, arrest him). O’Neill, then mayor of Guaynabo, was charged 
with sexual harassment, sexual assault, and corruption.150 He was eventu-
ally suspended from his post and ultimately resigned, though months  after 
then-governor Ricardo Rosselló asked for his resignation. La Colectiva’s 
per for mance consisted of staging a citizen’s arrest of an O’Neill leisurely 
walking at the beach or in the mall, as he “continued to do so in Guaynabo’s 
city hall” despite charges, protests, and the governor’s request.151 Members 
of la Colectiva would ask passersby  whether they had seen the mayor. They 
staged a citizen’s arrest and incarceration. Four  women declared Si tocan 
a una, nos tocan a todas (If they touch one of us, they touch all of us) as 
they grew closer, closed in on, and fi nally enclosed one member wearing an 
O’Neill mask.152
The action is complex. It seemingly uncritically affirms a justice system 
steeped in racial as well as class vio lence, which la Colectiva, as a po liti cal 
proj ect, specifically fights against.153 La Colectiva’s comments to the press 
clarify this aspect of the protest, despite lacking an explicit expression of 
abolitionist commitments.154 They explained that the per for mance aimed 
to shift accountability. The staged arrest sought to interrupt the impunity of 
a government official with sexual harassment and sexual assault charges, a 
man in power who would not face the same fate as impoverished or working- 
class men, especially black men or men racialized as nonwhite, with similar 
charges.155 O’Neill should not merely resign, they noted, he should be held 
accountable transversally. Note that the beach and the mall are spaces of 
gathering, spaces in which arguably publics potentially emerge even given 
the mall’s individualizing consumerism. More importantly, note as well the 
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increasing proximity among the  women performing the arrest, signaling 
a “gaining of collective consciousness” that turns “accountability into one 
forced by collective, popu lar power.”156 La Colectiva’s per for mance staged 
a transversal interruption of impunity, then, by shifting responsibility for 
such interruption to all, especially when official pro cesses have failed.
The Feminist Embargo is most significant. The embargo was part of La 
Colectiva’s actions during the  2019  International Working  Women’s Day 
cele brations. The March 8 Co ali tion of which la Colectiva was part called 
for a  Women’s Strike against debt.157 Composed of organ izations and groups 
in diff er ent parts of the territory, the co ali tion articulated  eight  claims 
against the payment of an illegal, illegitimate, odious debt. Public health, 
education, the autonomy of bodies, work, immigration, public safety, the 
eradication of sexist vio lence, and housing  were axes from which to refuse 
payment of a debt that has not been audited. More than the evisceration 
of transparency and citizen participation central to any demo cratic pro-
cess, the lack of an audit allows the debt to operate as a lethal apparatus of 
capture. As we have seen, austerity deploys the vio lence of a necropo liti cal 
3.1  Si lo ves, arrestalo. La Colectiva Feminista en Construcción. Playa  
Escambrón, Puerto Rico, April 13, 2017. Photo from La Colectiva Feminista en 
Construcción’s Facebook page.
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state. The real cost of paying the debt, the co ali tion stressed, is a dismantled 
public education and the breaking up of communities that it entails. It is 
the loss of work itself, not only benefits and pensions. It is sexist vio lence 
left unattended. It is the attack on the autonomy of bodies and reproduc-
tive rights via Senate Bill ps950. It is an alarming number of foreclosures 
and evictions. It is contaminated  water with toxic coal ash deposited in 
Peñuelas.
The Feminist Embargo initiated la Colectiva’s actions on March  8. 
With the embargo, they denounced the role of banking in the housing and 
debt crises.158 The embargo was composed of a protest that shut down 
Santander, Banco Popu lar, Oriental Bank, and First Bank centers in Plaza 
las Américas. Signs and slogans cited the number of foreclosures pro cessed 
by  these banks, stressing the number of families that lost their homes as a 
result. Between January and February of 2019, 459 homes  were foreclosed 
by the banks.159 In May 2019, it was estimated that 250, 260 homes  were at 
risk of foreclosure.160 La Colectiva pointed out that evictions impact  women 
disproportionately, especially black  women and  women racialized as non-
white. Two- thirds of  those who have lost their homes in Puerto Rico are 
 women heads of  house hold. Many of  these  women  were unable to make 
mortgage or rent payments, given job loss in the context of the reces-
sion, bankruptcy, and the aftermath of Hurricane María. Evictions impact 
 women living in public and subsidized housing in large numbers as well.161 
Not only the banks but also the state and the courts are culpable, la Col-
ectiva stressed. Public policy and court decisions install  legal normativities 
that make pos si ble the transfer of wealth that the housing crisis represents, 
as we saw in chapter 2.
The embargo is a form of reckoning through the subversion of repay-
ment and the inversion of culpability. It put on display who owes what to 
whom. Albeit for a short time, Santander, Banco Popu lar, Oriental Bank, 
and First Bank had to close. The closure inverted, for a moment, who is 
foreclosed. Signs stressed this reversal of culpability. Rather than  those 
who have not paid their mortgage or rent, banks are culpable. La Colectiva 
linked the banks’ role in the housing crisis, the right to housing, and the 
norm of private property. Homelessness, migration and its dissolution of 
communities, and inability to exit domestic vio lence are intrinsic to the 
affirmation of private property that subtends the operation of the banks. 
The demonstration also subverted the role of mediators— law firms, lob-
byists, politicians— who function as agents of capital. They are revealed to 
be dependent on a social system that requires dispossession. As Miguel 
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Rodríguez- Casellas writes,  these are the real cuponeros.162 The Feminist 
Embargo opened up a space and time of reckoning, then. The deferral, the 
diversion, that debt produces to exercise its power was amplified, opening 
up a space and time of giving accounts, of holding accountable. Such reck-
oning addressed not only financial debt but also historical, indeed colonial, 
debts. It indexed not the historical root of financial debt in the crisis, but 
the continuation of a history of colonial vio lence in the housing crisis.
Roitman argues that “moments of transgression are interpreted as such 
not simply  because they confront order with disorder but  because they 
raise the specter of the impossible.”163 The impossible is unlike the ex-
cess that Mitropoulos seeks to affirm by conceiving of usury as a site for 
the subversion of debt. Occupying the space of diversion created by debt 
 itself, subverting determinate material conditions, seizure conjures the 
impossible— the possibility of moving beyond  those conditions. Its effectiv-
ity depends on interrupting the limits imposed by debt without in princi ple 
affirming an excess equally foldable into the logic of capital. Roitman writes 
that acts of subversion “both utterly confound and generate novel instances 
3.2  Embargo Feminista. La Colectiva Feminista en Construcción. Plaza las 
Américas, San Juan, Puerto Rico, March 8, 2019. Photo from la Colectiva 
Feminista en Construcción’s Facebook page.
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of truth.”164 They appear as disorder, “criminal,” violent, yet they index the 
vio lence of the “odd pairing of dispossession and accumulation” in debt.165 
Seizure occurs from the “periphery of the periphery,” she argues.166 Pre-
cisely  because practices that seek to seize the power to bind emerge from 
the space of diversion of debt itself,  because they are subject to modes of 
hypervisibility distinctive of coloniality, subversive interruption  faces deep 
repre sen ta tional challenges. Modes of interruption are precarious for rea-
sons that exceed the position of the subjects and populations that pursue 
them. They require the very transformation of the framework of sense to be 
grasped as forms of reckoning in the first place.
Pasarse políticamente.
To cross the line, po liti cally.
— gillermo rebollo- gil, Última llamada
Político es crear las condiciones
para una serie de corto- circuitos
de la imaginación.
Po liti cal is to create the conditions
for a series of short- circuits
of the imagination.
— miguel rodríguez- casellas, “De lo Superfluo”
 “when we speak of the right to protest,” Ariadna Godreau- Aubert writes, 
“we are not speaking of the possibility of reconciliation.  There can be no 
doubt. The gap is insurmountable and precisely our fight demands that 
we denounce it and open it even further. The justice system is colonial, 
 patriarchal, slow, and punishing. The fight against la Junta is anti- colonial, 
feminist, agile, liberatory.”1 In Puerto Rico, acts of subversive interruption 
not only denounce the gap between law/state/capital and a population that 
must assume layoffs, foreclosures, school closures, tax incentives for the 
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rich, creditors and corporations, regressive taxation for the poor and the 
working class, promesa, the Fiscal Control Board, and so on. They open the 
gap even further.2 Protest involves “discomfort” (incomodidad). To protest is 
to “dislocate” (dislocar). Protests generate discomfort by indexing the slow 
vio lence of debt, austerity, coloniality. They have the potential to dislocate 
by amplifying discomfort, disclosing such vio lence as induced. Acts of sub-
versive interruption involve the perception of a vio lence that is ubiquitous.
In Última llamada, Gillermo Rebollo- Gil examines variations of protest 
that dislocate, that generate discomfort. They are all forms of what he calls 
pasarse políticamente—to po liti cally cross the line, to go beyond the limit, 
to overreach. Pasarse políticamente is  to “overturn the limits of  po liti cal 
 action, to transcend the register of acts and expressions customary and eas-
ily accepted by society at large as reasonable forms of protest, to the point 
of bordering on the ridicu lous or the dangerous or the undesirable, in sum, 
in all that is difficult to accept even within the opposition itself.”3 Rebollo- 
Gil seeks to call attention to the assumption in Puerto Rico that po liti cal 
 dispute, irrespective of “gravity or urgency,” should never turn “ offensive 
or violent,” “unfriendly or rude.”4 Pasarse políticamente, then, is an interrup-
tion of the “vio lence of quotidian life” that offends. The point is that it should 
offend  because “the objective vio lence to which it points is extremely offen-
sive.”5 Pasarse políticamente is a precarious form of protest, given the discom-
fort it generates. It is precarious not only  because it indexes the race/gender/
class hierarchy on display when acts are deemed unruly, vulgar, violent. It is 
precarious  because, by and large, it fails to  appear as an act of protest at all. 
Rebollo- Gil calls  these precarious acts “hopeful” nevertheless. They are hope-
ful  because they require the transformation of the very “framework of sense” 
(entramado de entendidos) to be grasped as forms of protest in the first place.
In chapter  3, I argued that historical reckoning is subversive when it 
interrupts modes of binding distinctive of the logic of capture of a debt 
economy and the race/gender/class hierarchy that such logic reinstalls. 
Subversive interruption seizes the power to bind that instituted historical 
debts reproduced in financial debts. It seizes forms of binding, modali-
ties of bonding, that reproduce the colonial condition through an ongoing 
coloniality. In this chapter, I explore the aesthetic/epistemic strictures of 
hopeful protest, in Rebollo- Gil’s sense, through a reflection on the po liti cal 
power of failure. Pasarse políticamente helps specify failed protest as the 
power of refusal as well as subversion of norms through which coloniality 
operates. The norm of productivity is central. Crucial to a work ethic and 
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cisheteronormativity, productivity links race and gender in light of the spe-
cific economic/po liti cal/historical juncture. It installs that link as a key site 
of the operation but also interruption of coloniality. Pasarse políticamente, 
I suggest, names the inadvertent or explicit refusal or subversion of pro-
ductivity that goes beyond normative mea sure. Protests que se pasan, that 
cross the line, index the vio lence of such system of social  labor, but they 
also have the potential to capture modalities of hypervisibility. They have 
the potential to sidestep or invert the power the latter deploy.
The first section, Pasarse Políticamente, examines Rebollo- Gil’s account 
of the  2010–11  student strike at the University of Puerto Rico (upr). 
Rebollo- Gil’s discussion of the uptake of the two phases of the strike— the 
first creative, the second violent— maps the aesthetic/epistemic terrain in 
which opposition to austerity, the Fiscal Control Board, and government 
corruption has been pursued. Rebollo- Gil’s discussion of the second phase 
of the strike, the violent strike, as a hopeful failure is key. In this context, he 
explores protests beyond the university that have the potential to interrupt 
the framework of sense central to the work of coloniality. The second section, 
Vagancia Queer, examines the operation of the norm of productivity within 
the distinctively neoliberal work ethic that Miguel Rodríguez- Casellas calls 
echarpalantismo, which I translate as “forward- facing resilience.”6 I discuss 
Mabel Rodríguez- Centeno’s extension of Rodríguez- Casellas’ critique of 
echarpalantismo in what she calls vagancia queer (queer laziness). I argue 
that vagancia queer clarifies strictures for interrupting productivity. The 
last section, Perreo Intenso, explores the queer appropriation of perreo in 
the July 2019 protests that ousted Ricardo “Ricky” Rosselló as a mode of 
anti- capitalist and decolonial interruption. In the context of unpre ce dented 
protests deemed creative by local and international media, el perreo in-
tenso on the steps of San Juan’s Cathedral offended. However, it indexed 
the history of colonial vio lence inscribed in the very steps of the cathedral.
PASARSE POLÍTICAMENTE
The 2010–11 student strike at the University of Puerto Rico responded to 
then-governor Luis Fortuñ o’s austerity plan.7 Fortuñ o’s government con-
solidated neoliberal policies and intensified what César Pérez- Lizasuain 
calls an “economic state of exception.”8 In 2009, Wall Street credit  houses 
threatened to demote Puerto Rico’s credit rating to junk status.9 Fortuño 
declared a state of fiscal emergency. Thirty thousand  government work-
ers  were eventually laid off; bargaining rights and social protections for 
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public employees  were suspended; privatization and private contracting 
 were intensified; steep bud get cuts to the University of Puerto Rico  were 
announced. The bud get reduction, elimination of tuition waivers, and 
implementation of a tuition increase, as Rima Brusi puts it, “would exac-
erbate existing inequalities via the reduction of access to higher educa-
tion.”10 Low- income students and students from working- class families 
 were already underrepresented among the upr population.11 A defunded 
primary and secondary public education system compromises access to 
public higher education, given the latter’s academic admission standards. 
This raises student debt among low- income students enrolling in private 
universities.
Recall José Atiles- Osoria’s argument, discussed in chapter 2, concerning 
the colonial state of exception. In Puerto Rico, neoliberal rationality was 
installed through the administrative use of declarations of states of emer-
gency. With the concept “neoliberal colonialism,” Atiles- Osoria names the 
pro cess by which local elites, from politicians to banks and firms, actualize 
economic interests that exceed the bound aries of the state. While  these 
interests exceed the metropolis and the territory, they require apparatuses 
of capture tied to the state: development and implementation of economic 
policy, most notably. Pérez- Lizasuain builds on this perspective, yet he 
references Brusi’s work. Brusi argues that the University of Puerto Rico 
functioned as a testing ground for the neoliberal economic order, coupling 
bud get cuts and private contracting with state vio lence.12 On October 2009, 
an estimated 200,000  people participated in a paro general (general strike), 
protesting Fortuñ o’s announcement that seventeen thousand government 
workers would be laid off. As Marisol LeBrón notes, student opposition 
to bud get cuts in the wake of the paro general was immediately met with 
police intervention. Students declared a forty- eight- hour strike on April 21, 
2010, and an indefinite strike on April  23, when the university admin-
istration was unresponsive. Fortuñ o’s administration stationed police at 
the perimeter of the upr Río Piedras campus immediately following the 
 announcement of an indefinite strike.13
In Rebelión, no- derecho, y poder estudiantil, Pérez- Lizasuain argues that 
the student strike should be understood as a response to the articulation 
of the neoliberal university as part of the real subsumption of  labor nec-
essary for the installation of neoliberalism in the territory. Recall that in 
Capital, Marx makes a distinction between formal and real subsumption 
that arguably expands the account of originary accumulation that we saw 
in chapters 1 and 2. Capitalism is installed, Marx maintains, through the 
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subsumption of  labor  under its pro cess of valorization. “Since work creates 
value only in a definite useful form,” Marx writes, “and since every particu-
lar useful form of work requires materials and instruments with specific 
use-values, . . . labor can only be drained off if capital assumes the shape of 
the means of production required for the particular labor process in ques-
tion, and only in this shape can it annex living labor.”14 Subsumption is for-
mal when the subordination of the  labor pro cess does not change the real 
mode of production. Rather, it captures the  labor pro cess, nestles it in the 
cycle of value creation and extraction distinctive of capital. Real subsump-
tion, in contrast, posits the  labor pro cess to its “own image.” It establishes 
the  labor pro cess itself in light of the aims of the creation and extraction 
of surplus value. A crucial aspect  here is the overcoming of “frictions,” as 
Marx puts it, that arise not only from the nature of the relation of pro-
duction itself but also from the subsumption pro cess itself.15 Marx cites 
removing “all  the legal and extra- economic impediments to its freedom of 
movement in the different spheres of production” as an integral part of the 
real subsumption of  labor.16
To say that the university was a testing ground for the installation of 
neoliberal rationality, one already steeped in a debt economy by 2010, is 
to say that the bud get cuts, the elimination of tuition waivers, and tuition 
increases  were part of shifting the cost of social reproduction to the pop-
ulation. The crucial point, however, is that this is to name a pro cess by 
which the creation and capture of surplus value is reor ga nized in light of 
“ human capital.”17 This is not only a rearticulation of an institution, then. It 
is a reconfiguration of a normative field all the way up to its work ethic, all 
the way down to its perceptual features. As a testing ground for neoliberal 
colonialism, the university plays a key role in instituting modes of “regula-
tion and control” through normative appraisal on all of  these registers. It is 
crucial to add that neoliberal colonialism’s normative reor ga ni za tion, one 
backed by state vio lence, actualizes, updates, reinstalls race/gender/class. 
State vio lence played a key role in such reor ga ni za tion, but its tactics had 
been tested, as we saw in chapter 2, on the regulation and control of space 
that shored up antiblack racism within a rising drug economy. As LeBrón 
notes, while initially the police remained at the perimeter and respected 
the university’s nonconfrontation policy, the deployment of the police and 
eventually the Tactical Operations Unit, la Fuerza de Choque, drew from 
the legacy of Mano Dura discussed in chapter 2.18 As we  will see, what LeB-
rón calls “proxy vio lence” is key to understanding the uptake of the form of 
vio lence deployed on the student strikers. The distinction between popula-
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tions that admit state vio lence and  those worthy of state protection betrays 
the necropo liti cal operation of coloniality.
Pérez- Lizasuain discusses the normative field that students resisted. 
More significant, however, is the one that emerged. The strike can be 
 understood as a “zone of contact” (zona de contacto), he maintains. A 
zone of contact is a field of antagonism that contests constituted power, 
particularly the state.19 “The zone of contact of upr student revolt,” Pérez- 
Lizasuain writes, “is the time- space of the state- of- rebellion from which 
a series of normative practices  were instituted by its very performativity, 
or set of acts, modes, and pro cesses.”20 Most significant, therefore, is the 
normative field that emerged in the very contestation of the installation of 
the neoliberal university. This normative field resisted the juridical- political 
capture of the pro cess itself. What emerged is an “autonomous” normativ-
ity, indeed, one at the “margin of the state.”21  These acts, modalities, and 
practices in turn generated frames of understanding, of sense— marcos de 
entendimiento.22 Horizontal po liti cal organ izing was key to the emergence 
of decentered, nonhierarchical, and participatory normativities. The devel-
opment and use of an autonomous media and social media contributed 
to the dissemination of information and greater participation— within and 
beyond the strikers themselves.  These practices, as Iván Chaar López notes, 
 were not only driven by but articulated a state of rebellion that affirmed dif-
ference and set out to defend “the common.”23
Rebollo- Gil discusses the strike in relation to its two phases.24 From 
April to June 2010, students occupied ten out of eleven University of Puerto 
Rico campuses.25 From December 2010 to March 2011, the police besieged 
the upr campus in Río Piedras, breaking the university’s nonconfronta-
tion policy. The po liti cal horizontalism, creation of an autonomous media, 
artistic demonstrations that characterized the first phase  were deemed the 
“creative strike.”26 Alliances with the environmental, lgbtq, and in de pen-
dence movements  were consolidated.27 The strike had the public’s support. 
The second phase responded to the government’s attempt to undermine 
the upr’s internal governance and bargaining agreements with students.28 
A two- day strike was planned for December 7–8, but security guards re-
moved gates at the upr Río Piedras campus to prevent student occupa-
tion. Court, state, and police actions against students  were varied, but they 
included vio lence  toward a parent delivering food, hence an attempt to 
control resources on campus; criminalization and prosecution of student 
strikers;  legal and discursive strategies that presented students as consumers 
rather than workers, thereby delegitimizing striking as an appropriate mode 
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of po liti cal opposition.29 Students threw smoke bombs and rocks, wore 
hoods and masks.30 The strike was criticized by the public and deemed a 
“failure.”31
It is instructive  here to consider the 2017 student strike. Although the 
figure fluctuated, the Fiscal Control Board announced in April 2017  that 
the upr system would suffer a $450 million bud get cut, which would  entail 
closing campuses and programs, a tuition hike, and the elimination of 
 tuition waivers.32 Cerrar para abrir (close in order to open) was one of the 
main slogans of the strike. Shutting down operations aimed to create time 
and space to contest debt repayment, given its impact on public education. 
From its inception, the demands exceeded the institution that the strike 
para lyzed. In addition to resisting austerity and the neoliberalization of the 
university, the strike was articulated around the demand to audit the debt 
and oppose the precarization of public education in general.33 The strike 
drew from the horizontalism of the  2010  strike but protested the Fiscal 
Control Board. Its claims addressed not only the upr or Puerto Rico’s gov-
ernment but also the Fiscal Control Board itself.
While many saw the strike as the first bastion of re sis tance to the 
 imposition of la Junta and its austerity mea sures,  others saw it as a failure 
that culminated in costly property damages to the university and symbolic 
damages to the re sis tance. If a strike is already a wrong mode of re sis tance 
for students who are not workers, critics argued, striking to resist the  Fiscal 
Control Board was a category  mistake.34 In addition to organ izing sympo-
sia on neoliberalism, debt, urbanism and democracy at the gates, strikers 
or ga nized activities that addressed the impact of austerity on the trans 
community and affirmed feminist and queer sexualities. They also inter-
rupted a meeting of the upr’s Board of Trustees, compelling them to sign 
a document in support of a debt audit and the rejection of bud get cuts. 
The students  were accused of “vandalizing” campuses and overstepping 
bounds in the actions against the Board of Trustees. Despite the mixed 
reception, the Fiscal Control Board granted the student movement a 
meeting.35
Rebollo- Gil discusses the  2010–11  strike  under the heading Fraca-
sos, “Failures.”36 “Collective memory,” he says, distinguishes between the 
strike’s two phases not according to occupations. Rather,  people remem-
ber each phase according to tactics the students employed “above all  those 
used in confrontations with agents of public order.”37  People recall the first 
phase of the strike, the creative strike, in terms of the autonomous media, 
horizontal organ izing, artistic activities, and ecological interventions such 
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as the organic gardens. They recall the creative strike as the “affectionate 
contact” between the striking student body and vari ous sectors of soci-
ety.38 It was a successful “rational understanding” that, “with its aesthetic,” 
“moved” a country that seemed to be “asleep.”39 The creative strike offered 
a new image of student strikers, historically seen as unruly— pelús— now 
as innovators of diverse, participatory, nonhierarchical, nonviolent forms 
of po liti cal opposition.40 Cordiality and courtesy  were thereby reified as 
the only appropriate means of contestation, Rebollo- Gil argues. Aesthetic 
standards are deployed to assess “attractive or convincing” modes of oppo-
sition.41 The normative field that emerged in the very performativity of the 
strike, then, is not exempt from moral distinctions concerning appropriate 
forms of protest. Given the contrast with the second phase of the strike, 
Rebollo- Gil’s account suggests, promising emergent normative fields can 
remain nestled in scripted propriety.
The second phase was deemed a “failure”  because of its scenes of 
“ vio lence, discontent, frustration, and lack of control.”42 Smoke bombs, 
damaged property, covered  faces sullied the newly “cleansed” image of 
the student striker.43 Rebollo- Gil’s use of the term cleansed is impor tant 
 here. He stresses the aesthetic components of the strike to point to the race/ 
gender/class hierarchy operating not only within the striking body but most 
significantly in the public uptake. LeBrón’s notion of “proxy vio lence” is key 
 here. With the notion, LeBrón names the upr and the state’s use of  racial 
ste reo types to disarticulate the student movement. In December  2010, 
university administrators hired the private security firm Capitol Security 
for approximately  $1.5  million.44 Confrontations with young black men 
from Loíza and Carolina, predominantly black and impoverished towns, 
hired to “subdue the students” fed an image of vio lence, disorder, lack of 
control.45 Conversely, it generated sympathy for students deemed  under 
attack by  those who “appeared” as “thugs.”46 Giovanni Roberto, a student 
activist, himself black and from a low- income background, addressed the 
Capitol Security guards in a speech that went viral. Roberto linked racism 
and economic in equality to the aims of the strike.47 The speech built soli-
darity between strikers and the guards he addressed, although  these guards 
 were quickly replaced. Capitol Security argued that the guards had suffered 
“Stockholm syndrome.”48 Rather than held in captivity by the students, the 
guards  were victims of police vio lence twice over, LeBrón notes, “First by 
witnessing and experiencing rampant police brutality in their community, 
and second through the dehumanizing expectation that they would enact 
similar vio lence among  others as police proxies.”49
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LeBrón also highlights that many of the loiceños that Capitol Security 
hired reported that they had never visited the Río Piedras campus  until 
they arrived to take down the gates, indeed  until they  were hired as “vio-
lence workers.”50 It is particularly impor tant, then, to note that proxy 
vio lence operated not only through race but also class, more specifically 
around notions of productivity. While student strikers appeared as unwor-
thy of police vio lence, the guards had suffered such vio lence with and  after 
Mano Dura as part of their everyday experience. Even when student strik-
ers rejected state vio lence, LeBrón also notes, insignias that read Somos 
estudiantes, no criminals (We are students, not criminals) and Luchar para 
una educación pública de excelencia no es un delito (Fighting for a quality 
public education is not a crime) “reinforced the idea that students, unlike 
‘real’ criminals, are undeserving of vio lence at the hands of the state.”51 The 
distinction between  those who admit of ubiquitous vio lence and  those who 
do not is inseparable from who is seen as a productive member of society 
and who is not. As we saw in chapter 2, the spatial production of race— 
blackness as criminal, as dangerous— through public housing and welfare 
assistance runs along  these precise lines. It, in fact, draws the lines, estab-
lishing productivity— work, upward mobility, a white bourgeois aesthetic, 
the cisheteronormative  family—as markers of who requires security rather 
than policing.
Despite the public’s defense of the students against police vio lence, 
Rebollo- Gil points out, for some, confronting state vio lence by throwing 
smoke bombs and rocks, wearing hoods and masks compromised the nor-
mative field and its positive uptake distinctive of the first phase of the strike. 
In contrast, he questions the view that the second phase was a failure. The 
second phase was deemed a failure  because the students “crossed the line, 
they overreacted, acted poorly, incurred in practices contrary to the in-
terests of the groups and the ideals they  were supposed to represent.”52 
He contrasts the second phase of the strike not to the first, but to Occupy 
Puerto Rico. Among other  things, he reflects on instances in which Occupy 
collaborated with authorities in planning and executing protests.53 Occupy 
pr was not a po liti cal force in the territory, although it was seen as unruly. 
Its unruliness was tied to trash left at the campsite. The student strikers, 
in contrast, did not cooperate with authorities, responding to and thereby 
amplifying the vio lence of capital/law/state within and beyond the insti-
tution. “[T]hat overdoing, that violent excess,” Rebollo- Gil writes, “of-
fensive, wrong, alarming within the context of protest makes pos si ble 
a clear, dynamic, and risky image of opposition, which in turn serves as 
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a starting point for critical reflection and to make adjustments to our 
methods and manners as we go.”54 The second strike was thus an “inspir-
ing failure.”55
In a chapter entitled Aguafiestas (Killjoys), Rebollo- Gil examines modes 
of po liti cal opposition in Puerto Rico that defy “traditional scenes”  either 
 because the “claims are not easily comprehended by the public” or they are 
enacted by “subjects that are not recognized as po liti cal actors.”56 He be-
gins the chapter by arguing that to protest is “anything that has hope.”57 He 
argues that,  because the subject who protests cannot control the meaning 
of their act,  because it is a  matter of the public’s uptake,  there is a “deficit 
of meaning when they follow a script that is well known by the public.”58 
Even if a protest disturbs the flow of quotidian life, it is not hopeful if it 
does not interrupt the operative framework of sense (entramado de enten-
didos). “Protests are only hopeful,” Rebollo- Gil writes, “when their claims 
result incomprehensible thus impossible to address without transforming 
the framework of sense in a community.”59 “The repetition of [forms of pro-
test] without major disturbances throughout time,” he adds, “can even be 
proof of the stability of the prevailing order.”60 He goes as far as saying that 
“traditional protests in Puerto Rico have ceased to be insofar as they lack 
hope.”61 Despite the power of forms of opposition that generate alternative 
normative fields,  these can remain scripted if they do not challenge sense, 
perception, affect, forms of knowing that sustain the conditions they op-
pose in the first place.
Hopeful protests dislocate. That they produce discomfort indicates that 
they have the capacity to interrupt sensibility itself. The challenge, then, is 
to grasp acts as acts of protest “especially when what the subject of pro-
test does seems extreme, or unpleasant or capricious and it is done in an 
inadequate place, an inadequate time, which could be understood as too 
much stupidity or irresponsibility on the part of the agent to be cata logued 
as a clear manifestation of po liti cal opposition.”62 The point  here exceeds 
the strike. Moving beyond the university, the precarious nature of such acts 
is in many cases due to the precarious nature of individuals protesting, in-
dividuals whose location within a race/gender/class hierarchy limits their 
epistemic authority, compels a perceptual, indeed somatic, block.63 The 
point is that they are precarious  because they defy the framework of sense 
in effect, yet they thereby have the power to break it. They have potential 
to turn it inoperative.  These acts amplify the vio lence to which they are 
responding, but they thereby have the power to contest it. They contest 
ubiquitous forms of vio lence from within. They do not necessarily have an 
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aim, since they challenge structural features that exceed an institution in 
isolation. Precisely  because they amplify the conditions to which they re-
spond, they cannot secure their own appearance or normative stability.
Rebollo- Gil discusses three precarious acts of protest beyond the uni-
versity. Consider the following two. First, a series of 2013 tweets perceived 
as a threat to then governor Alejandro García Padilla.64 The tweet vented 
frustration about withheld tax refunds. Roughly translated and abridged, 
the tweet reads:
mr governor the worst that you have done is fuck with 
the  people’s money do not keep making  mistakes  because 
it can cost you your life you drive a 300c and i in . . .  that 
does not mean that it is not bullet proof do not be tak-
ing from  here to put over  there . . .  tomorrow we march at 
1pm . . .  my refund or we kidnap . . .  and whoever comes to 
 settle  matters with me  will die att me.65
The author of the tweet was incarcerated for six months. The tweet was not 
intended as a mode of po liti cal opposition. No po liti cal group defended 
its author. Yet, the incarceration of this individual should make us pause, 
Rebollo- Gil suggests. In Puerto Rico,  those who attempt to address sys-
temic in equality as a public prob lem are “punished and censured.”66 The 
tweet should be read in light of the systemic “invisibilization and disappear-
ance of a sector— young, male, predominantly black and poor.”67 The sub-
ject that speaks is a subject “traversed” by race/gender/class and, as a result, 
“marked as a subject of vio lence.” The point is that this subject is allowed 
to appear as a subject of vio lence if he does not articulate such vio lence 
as “the direct result of a social system.”68 The question that we must ask, 
then, the question that might turn venting on Twitter into an act of po liti cal 
opposition, perhaps even a hopeful act, is as follows: “Exactly how should 
we expect  these young  people to articulate their claims if not through the 
discursive codes that they manage in their quotidian life, in all its crassness? 
Seen as such, of course the tweet should offend,  because the objective vio lence 
to which it points is extremely offensive.”69 The man’s venting was turned 
into an act of vio lence, vio lence itself individualized. He indexed himself as 
suspicious, dangerous, violent in indexing the vio lence of the no- place of 
indebted life in the colony.
Consider, second, the exit interview of a  woman who attended the 
Tradicional Fiesta de los Días de Reyes in January 2013. In this event, low- 
income  children collect Christmas gifts. That year, the  children  were asked 
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to draw something in return. The  woman was asked to reflect on her day 
and the pre sent her  daughter received. She seemed unhappy with the event, 
in par tic u lar with the gift— un trapo e’ bola, “a lousy ball.”70 In the media 
and  social media, the  woman was said to be “ungrateful and a bad  mother, 
guilty of imparting the wrong values to her  daughter.”71 Rebollo- Gil reminds 
us that the Tradicional Fiesta de los Días de Reyes is part of what is seen 
as the culture of mantengo— welfare. With it, the government attempts to 
instill the value of work and responsibility, not only gifting educational pre-
sents but also turning the gift into payment for something accomplished— 
the drawing.72 Rebollo- Gil writes:
El trapo e’ bola became the meta phor for a lousy life [una cotidiani-
dad al garete], a life lived poorly in thousands of homes throughout the 
 island. That is to say, the critique the  woman launched to the event was 
redirected, transformed into an allegation of culpability. It was not a 
lousy ball, but a lousy  mother with a lousy life, offering her child a lousy 
upbringing, and just who does that lousy  woman think she is to com-
plain. In this way, her expression became the princi ple reason [razón 
principalísima] for not recognizing at all her right to speech.73
The  woman’s complaint was turned into her guilt, poverty individualized. 
She indexed herself as guilty in indexing the guilt of a po liti cal economy 
that induces poverty.
In both cases, Rebollo- Gil argues, the subjects are killjoys, aguafiestas.74 
Se pasan, they cross the line, from the get-go. They are an “uncivilized  excess.” 
They can only be read as “dead weight.” They are scapegoats. As protes-
tors, they inhabit the most vulnerable of positions. They are not students or 
workers, readable as productive members of society. They do not redeem 
productivity. They are failed neoliberal and colonial subjects. Their protest 
is “incomprehensible,” hence they are punished or silenced. But  these are 
protests perhaps in the most proper sense, Rebollo- Gil argues. They are 
hopeful. They interrupt everyday life  because they “kill the joy of our ideo-
logical fiesta.”75 They protest despite obstacles and from the least adequate 
space: without organ ization or committees or signs.76 Nevertheless, they 
are protesting. In most of  these cases, however, the protest did not appear 
as such.77 The offensive vio lence that they put on display is turned against 
them. They appear not as figures of hope, but as figures of vio lence. They 
index systemic vio lence, yet they index themselves as violent. They are the 
condition for the disclosure of vio lence, hence for something  else to hap-
pen, and for vio lence itself.
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“Po liti cal,” Miguel Rodríguez- Casellas writes, “is to create the condi-
tions for a series of short- circuits of the imagination, in other words, break 
up groups [romper bonche], and begin to visualize other ways of thinking 
about coexistence, from the  things that are essential and that this model 
of country and territory does not meet, nor has the capacity to attend.”78 
Protests are hopeful not  because they might achieve a utopian state, but 
 because they might create the conditions for a series of short- circuits of 
the imagination, perception, sense itself. Failed protests are failed  because 
they have the potential to dislocate norms through which coloniality oper-
ates all the way up to an institutional level, all the way down to perceptual 
and somatic features of experience. This is not an abstract claim, however. 
Such short- circuit is an interruption of key norms and sensibilities that 
structure even the most promising of emergent normative fields. It is thus 
instructive to consider productivity and propriety in light of two precarious 
forms of protest that have the potential to turn  these inoperative: refusal 
and subversion.
VAGANCIA QUEER
In August  2011, Banco Popu lar launched the campaign Echar Pa’lante.79 
The campaign, Banco Popu lar states on its website, is “committed to pro-
moting new proj ects that open possibilities for the  future and the work 
of our country. Our philosophy is that only with every one’s effort, we  will 
be able to transform a real ity that pre sents  great challenges of pro gress.” 
The campaign was built on two focus areas: (1) education, as the “princi ple 
axis of change,” and (2) the development of an entrepreneurial sector as the 
“emergent paradigm and motor of economic development.” The campaign 
is framed as a “banner for overcoming for our socio- economic challenges.” 
It is an “invitation to leave  behind all  those  things that do not let us pro-
gress in life (pessimism, indifference, re sis tance and conformity) and make 
a change.” A key component of the campaign is the Gran Combo’s rewrit-
ing of one of their most famous songs. The song, an “example of poverty 
of spirit,” is “No Hago Más Na'” (I do nothing more). “No Hago Más Na'” 
is a “hymn to passivity,” the bank states. The Gran Combo’s rewriting in 
the now-renamed “Echar Pa'lante” moves from the original’s purported 
affirmation of a man who enjoys life without working (que vive del cuento 
sin trabajar) to an affirmation of work, indeed of the desire to work (qué 
bueno es vivir así, con ganas de trabajar). In the face of adversity— by 2011, 
a debt crisis, austerity, and all we have seen they entail— the campaign is an 
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imperative to overcome “hardship” (impoverishment, expulsion) through 
entrepreneurship. The campaign compels the individual to take on a col-
lective proj ect, un projecto de país, through decisively neoliberal means. 
Education is an investment, as Foucault argued in the Birth of Biopolitics. 
It nurtures  human capital. As the motor of economic development, entre-
preneurship capitalizes on the individual as  human capital.  Here, it moves 
the country forward.
In a 2013 essay, Rodríguez- Casellas launches an impor tant critique of what 
he termed “echarpalantismo.”80 The term captures the neoliberal work ethic 
distinctive of this historical, economic, po liti cal juncture. Echarpalantismo 
names the transformation of the classical liberal notion of self- reliance, the 
imperative to pull- yourself- up- by- the- bootstrap, into the decisively neolib-
eral affirmation of forward- facing resilience. Recall Puerto Rico’s transfor-
mation of work in the context of Operation Bootstrap. Manos a la Obra (Put 
Your Hands to Work) replaced an agrarian system predominantly based on 
the sugar plantation. It installed an economy that privileged  external capi-
tal through tax exemption, cheap  labor, and “trainable” workers. In real ity, 
a land reform and efforts to develop government- owned industries gave 
way to owner ship by a private sector that promised work but only captured 
profits. While, as we saw in chapter 2, the economic boom was in  great part 
pos si ble by mass migration and generated a continuing pattern of unem-
ployment, Luis Muñoz Marín framed Manos a la Obra stating that “we are 
trying to pull ourselves up by the bootstrap.” Work is  here coeval with the 
promise of modernity through the eradication of poverty, even if it required 
a neo co lo nial framework developed in light of the imperatives of capital. By 
the 1970s, what had been postwar expansion became a postindustrial des-
ert, rising debt, steady unemployment, uneradicated poverty, and the rise 
of a thriving drug economy. Federal transfers— nutritional support, pub-
lic housing, etc.— were coupled with a consumer economy. Lack of work, 
then, has been central to a proj ect of economic development, ideologically 
based on the link between work and upward mobility that would eventually 
lead to po liti cal self- determination.
With echarpalantismo, Rodríguez- Casellas names the double injunction 
of “the bank and the party, which stigmatizes the problematizing view of 
the past while at the same time positing an optimistic framing of the  future, 
where only the most explosive enthusiasm and, in general, an immea sur able 
sense of well- being and effusive invitation to conquer life fit.”81 Rodríguez- 
Casellas develops the notion with reference to two widespread (divulgada) 
aspects of this neoliberal injunction. First, echarpalantismo names the 
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attempt to “rearticulate an ethic of the working  people” (una ética del pueblo 
trabajador). This is the most ubiquitous aspect of the injunction. It com-
pels individuals to move the country forward through enterprise, indeed 
the self- as- enterprise. In real ity, however, “it is based on the conviction that 
the Puerto Rican has become lazy and lacking initiative.” This passivity is 
based on the negativity of pessimism, indifference, but also re sis tance and 
conformity. Echarpalantismo is thus based on a rejection of the “clouded 
mood of  those who celebrate tragedy at all cost, perpetuate irrational ha-
tred from media platforms and . . .  who think from the cold recognition of 
the dysfunctionalities installed like a hard cyst in the institutionality of the 
country.”82 The second, less explicit though deeply connected aspect of this 
injunction is the perception of the past as “closed to analy sis, abject refuge 
of  those who do not want the country to grow, historical impediment to 
new social contracts, new balancing acts that would allegedly give new life 
to the island about to succumb to its unproductiveness, population loss, 
and imminent siege of creditors.” Critical reflection, analy sis, historical 
context are deemed stifling, a backward turn that sustains a backward con-
dition. “To forget,” he concludes, “would seem to be once more the national 
motto. And  every attempt at reflection, at a time when the executive order 
only looks forward [mira pa'lante], is seen as an act of high treason.”
Echarpalantismo is no mere discursive phenomenon, a mere campaign 
launched by a bank that seeks to be perceived as of the  people— banco 
popu lar— but is deeply implicated in the unpayable debt, the housing 
crisis, and other economic- political operations of capture.83 Rodríguez- 
Casellas discusses the articulation of this distinctive work ethic through 
“fast- tracking” and efficiency characteristic of 1990s neoliberal public policy, 
contracting, and development in the territory. He explores an “emboldened 
government management” that “demonized” the “intellectualization” of de-
velopment it deemed paralysis- inducing. Echarpalantismo is a neoliberal 
ethic of the working  people installed by an emboldened rather than absent 
state. The efficient deregulation of land, the further suburbanization of the 
archipelago, the heightened privileging of the car, the multiplication of cor-
porations such as Walmart in the territory, the power asymmetries in the 
acquisition of permits and contracts  were mea sures of pro gress.84 Demon-
izing the role of public planning itself, Rodríguez- Casellas argues, is in-
dicative of the forward- facing amnesia crucial to this specific version of the 
neoliberal work ethic.85 It is the “power asymmetry that exists in Puerto 
Rico,” he writes, “that  those who affirm echar pa’lante dissimulate when 
they pretend to make us believe that we are all in the same egalitarian boat.”
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Echarpalantismo, accordingly, is not the neoliberal version of the liberal 
self- reliance or the neoliberal self- management that, as we saw in chap-
ter 1, was turned against the indebted to compel populations to pay through 
austerity. Echarpalantismo is a version of neoliberal self- as- enterprise in 
the context of collapse, capture, dispossession. Self- reliance is turned into 
resilience.86 The entrepreneurial self is turned into the self that overcomes 
adversity in a postindustrial context, in times of unpayable debt, in the con-
text of austerity, in times of dispossession and expulsion. The fast- tracking 
efficiency of the 1990s is an injunction to forget not only the material condi-
tions that have been eroded, from schools, to health care, jobs, and housing. 
It is an imperative to forget the race/gender/class hierarchies that remain 
intact when individuals and populations persevere, indeed set out to thrive, 
within such economic/po liti cal conditions. Resilience, the “ability to absorb 
or bounce back from experiences of shock,” as Yarimar Bonilla notes, is 
key to a version of neoliberal subjectivity that overcomes not only collapse 
but also failure.87 Forward- facing resilience, accordingly, is an injunction 
to bounce back from the shocks of economic collapse, ecological degrada-
tion, and racist and sexist vio lence. The ability to overcome adversity is not 
due to material conditions or social networks. The resilient subject, indeed 
population, can more than weather; it can thrive in the face of absent mate-
rial conditions, intensified capture, heightened expulsion.
In  2016, the social media campaign #YoNoMeQuito (I  don’t give up) 
affirmed entrepreneurship in the wake of fiscal crisis.88 It implied that the 
thousands of Puerto Ricans who migrated to the United States and else-
where given the crisis had indeed “given up.”  Those who remined in the ter-
ritory  were committed to a collective proj ect, fighting for their livelihood. 
However, this affirmation entails po liti cal amnesia, since structures of privi-
lege inflect who can stay and who are forced to leave or cannot return. Mi-
gration, as we have seen, has been a central part of economic development 
in the territory. The distinction between who can stay and who must leave 
is not stable, since privilege/lack of privilege can work in both directions. 
The point  here is that it reifies the very distinction of  those who are work-
ing for the country’s  future and  those who abandon it,  those who are pro-
ductive members of society and  those who are an excess. #YoNoMeQuito 
suffers from po liti cal amnesia, since it forgets the material conditions 
generating  those migratory patterns and the operation of coloniality that 
they betray. Forward- facing resilience has been especially key in the wake 
of 2017  Hurricanes Irma and María. #PuertoRicoSeLevanta, “Puerto Rico 
Rises,” made vis i ble forms of autogestión that emerged in the context of 
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 hurricane  recovery and rebuilding: “From clearing roads, setting up com-
munity kitchens,  delivering aid to forgotten residents, building roofs and 
even directing traffic and intersections,” as Bonilla notes. The hashtag 
was first used by the Puerto Rican government to inform the public about 
 recovery  efforts  after Irma, Bonilla continues, but it quickly became a way 
of affirming governmental efficiency and care despite mismanagement and 
corruption. Rather than an absent state, however, a necropo liti cal state was 
at work in hurricane relief and recovery. The hashtag shifted government 
responsibility to individuals and communities fending for themselves.
I  will come back to the forms of autogestión that are amenable to but 
aim to resist neoliberal resignification in the conclusion to the book. The 
point  here, however, is tracking the operation of a decisively neoliberal 
work ethic as overcoming through entrepreneurship. Echar pa’lante, no 
quitarse, levantarse reify modes of responding to economic collapse based 
on the conviction that Puerto Ricans have become lazy, that  these indebted 
colonial subjects lack initiative, to recall Rodríguez- Casellas’s account. The 
implication betrays a view of agency as “self- extension,” embedded in a 
proj ect of seeking to “lock in the will- have- been of  future anteriority,” to 
recall Berlant’s notion of slow vio lence discussed in chapter  2. Passivity, 
detachment, refusal are modes of nonagency. They are modes of depen-
dence. They undermine the collective proj ect that entrepreneurship seeks 
to sustain. Crucial  here is the gendered character of echarpalantismo. In 
the  1990s, “[Pedro] Rosselló,” Rodríguez- Casellas writes, “mounted the 
thesis of the man who acted, of homelands that  were made through work 
rather than dialogue, of commitments met in concrete works, and an en-
tire sexist image [trasunto macharrán] of the man- of- action against an ef-
feminate thinking [afeminamiento ponderador].” Echar pa’lante is an emi-
nently masculinist view that affirms a collective proj ect through the work, 
strength, and inventiveness of the resilient man.
Rodríguez- Centeno builds on Rodríguez- Casella’s critique of echarpalan-
tismo and develops the notion of vagancia queer.89 Vagancia queer tracks 
the masculinist character of echarpalantismo and conceptualizes its inter-
ruption in the refusal of a neoliberal work ethic. Rodríguez- Centeno draws 
from Jack Halberstam’s notion of the queer art of failure.90 Halberstam 
discusses activities that seem like “indifference or acquiescence as ‘hidden’ 
transcripts of re sis tance to the dominant order.”91 Failure can be under-
stood as an “oppositional tool.” It is better described as one among vari-
ous “weapons of the weak.” Weapons of the weak “recategorize what looks 
like inaction, passivity and lack of re sis tance.”92 Failure can be understood, 
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accordingly, as “alternatives already embedded” in the operation of power 
and its field of sense. Halberstam writes: “Heteronormative common sense 
leads to the equation of success with advancement, capital accumulation, 
 family, ethical conduct and hope. Other subordinate, queer, or counterhe-
gemonic modes of commonsense lead to the association of failure with non-
conformity, anti- capitalist practices, nonreproductive lifestyles, negativity, 
and critique.”93 Failure has the power to interrupt this framework or field 
of sense, exploiting the “unpredictability of ideology and its indeterminate 
qualities.”94 Hence, Halberstam concludes, it “must be located within that 
range of po liti cal affects that we call queer.” Rodríguez- Centeno draws from 
this suggestion with full modal strength. That failure must be located within 
what we understand as queer means that failure is distinctively a space of 
dislocation of cap i tal ist, modern, masculinist, cisheteronormative sense.95
In her essays, Rodríguez-Centeno recounts the criminalization of lazi-
ness in the territory throughout its colonial history, indeed before the US 
invasion in 1898. She traces the ideological function of the “material and 
moral life” of the territory in its archipelagic character to nineteenth cen-
tury vagrancy laws.96 “The recurring ‘Puerto Rican laziness,’ ” she writes, 
“has historically been seen as an obstacle to pro gress, giving rise to stig-
matizing discourses about alternative economic practices and mea sures of 
social control in order to eradicate laziness and get the ‘ people to work.’ ” 
The nineteenth century is exemplary for its complexity. Although slavery 
was abolished in 1873, mass importation of enslaved Africans came to a 
close in 1840 generating a “labor supply problem.”97 With the 1849 Regla-
mento de Jornaleros, the colonial government sought to “force smallhold-
ers and landless peasants to become plantation day laborers.” This supply 
of laborers resisted incorporation into the plantation system, preferring 
subsistence farming and having access to land to “own or squat.” This co-
erced-labor code forced free peasants with access to less than two acres of 
land to “hire themselves out” as day laborers in sugar plantations and coffee 
haciendas.98 A libreta de jornal functioned as a record of labor and moral 
conduct. It tracked movement between municipalities. Being found with-
out the libreta was punishable by eight days of public labor at half pay.99 
Slavery, which continued to be key for the sugar plantation, and the libreta 
system were both abolished in 1873. Elements of the latter shaped the forms 
of subjection of libertos during emancipation.100 Laziness, lacking or refus-
ing work, is linked to masculinity through these forms of control. To dis-
cipline a population to work is to construct the race/class norm of (white) 
masculinity.
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Gender operates through the “differentiated definition of the legitimate 
uses of the body,” Rodríguez- Centeno writes, “to produce social artifacts 
called man- virile or woman- feminine.” A man who does not work is “not vir-
ile  because he incurs in illegitimate uses of the body.” Rodriguez- Centeno 
 discusses Gran Combo’s rewriting of “No Hago Más Na'” in “Echar Pa'lante” 
with which I began this discussion. She notes that both versions of the song 
operate in the same way. The original song is not an ode to nonwork. It is a 
“mockery that seeks to ridicule a man who eats without working, who spends 
all day inside the domestic space and who is a ‘maintained’ by his wife and the 
state (welfare).” The original song aims “to force (virile) bodies to work (what-
ever and however) and to safeguard normative masculinity (which is of course 
heterosexual, hardworking and cap i tal ist).”101 Drawing from Rita Segato’s and 
Sayak Valencia’s work, she notes that the song, hence the work ethic it aims to 
instill, is a “real danger to our bodies and our lives  because the insult enhances 
the lethality of  violated masculinities.” Productivity indexes the dependent 
man not as failed, but as a threat to the very order.
Laziness, Rodríguez-Centeno thus argues, “shakes the very architecture 
of narratives of conquest and pro gress  because it transgresses/subverts 
the social norms of modernity.”102 It threatens the modernizing function of 
work, its purported facilitation of moral and material pro gress, and its link 
to masculinity.103 Laziness unsettles being sinful, announcing poverty and 
backwardness, agitating the social and making pro gress impossible. Lazi-
ness “is a displacement of normative (hetero) masculinity” itself.104 How-
ever, it has the capacity to displace when nestled in the po liti cal affect “we 
call queer,” to recall Halberstam. Laziness as such would only further shift 
 labor to  women, to other racialized and marginalized subjects and popula-
tions. Laziness within the confines of the cisheteronormative order indexes 
a discursive forgetting of its material effects. Queer laziness, in contrast, 
aims to name the subversive possibilities of laziness, its capacity to turn 
inoperative race/gender/class through an aesthetic/epistemic dislocation 
with material effects. “The body of the lazy person,” Rodríguez-Centeno 
maintains, “is able to strategically twist gender constructions, making vis-
i ble disputes that betray/destabilize male domination of the sex- gender 
system via the productive- reproductive system.”105 Laziness is hopeful if it 
requires the very transformation of sense to be grasped as a form of refusal, 
as a weapon of the weak in the first place.
Drawing from Monique Wittig, Rodríguez-Centeno argues that “lazi-
ness is not to work what  woman is to man.”106 Given the gender division of 
 labor, where  women have traditionally been relegated to domestic work, 
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to the very reproduction of life, laziness is structurally denied to  women. 
If  women’s  labor is not work, then she cannot inhabit the position of lazi-
ness.107 Hence, “the lazy are not  women.” Similarly, “laziness is not to work 
what the homosexual is to the heterosexual  because what we recognize as 
non- hetero (gay/lesbian/trans/inter) is that Other that allows recognition 
of the heterosexual as mea sure to ‘delimit the space of the allowed’ from 
sexual norms.”108 Although she does not expound on race in this context, 
her reading of a song by La Sonora Matancera does.109 The song recounts the 
story of the Negrito del Batey for whom work is an  enemy. He references its 
institution in original sin as punishment. One might add that laziness is not 
to work what the black man is to the white man  because blackness is that 
Other that allows whiteness, upward mobility, and work to be linked. The 
“infamy of no- work,” she writes, not only “emasculates” but removes the 
possibility of an honorable life, an exit from slavery itself, from the colony 
itself.110 This is also a  matter of Ca rib be anness, Rodríguez- Centeno argues, 
as unruly, impossible to embody the “white homo- economicus.”
Rodríguez- Centeno suggests that laziness “is above all a per for mance that 
displaces man as the natu ral and universal po liti cal subject, laziness is to 
man its queer Other, the Other of  others.”111 Like queerness, laziness names 
“spaces in which the most varied of dissidences to  labor and sexual norms fit, 
in which identity is a mere strategy, with imprecise limits and  redefining itself 
in a changing way.”112 Vagancia queer, then, is a strategy of refusal that dis-
locates, displaces the gendered/racial nature of echarpalantismo. Vagancia 
queer challenges the construction of the dangerous  individual living in public 
housing if it challenges upward mobility as an aesthetic/epistemic proj ect 
associated with middle- class whiteness. This is not to evacuate the content 
of queerness. Specifying any nonnormative mode of displacement as queer 
without grasping the economic, po liti cal, and racial experiences of queer 
populations in Puerto Rico would be a  mistake. It is rather to note the pos-
sibility of displacing the limits of the neoliberal work ethic through strategic 
practices that inhabit laziness. Refusal to work is  here understood as a refusal 
of the ethic of work in a neoliberal key. It is to imagine life beyond the binary 
of victim and entrepreneur, as Verónica Gago and Luci Cavallero would say.
The lazy body se pasa, crosses the line. It defies not only its own proper 
place but also the very proj ect of moving the country forward. It is trea-
sonous, not merely dangerous. It  doesn’t look to the past. Rather, it refuses 
the normative field in which the injunction to be resilient functions. In this 
field of sense, as we  will see in the conclusion to the book, the pre sent is 
the past. Grasping the lazy body as a form of refusal, as a dislocation, of 
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forward- facing resilience requires the very transformation of sense. It dis-
locates by breaking the perceptual, affective, indeed somatic bind between 
work, masculinity, and pro gress: productivity as the proper. Queer laziness 
bears deep repre sen ta tional challenges, then, and for this reason it is hope-
ful in Rebollo- Gil’s sense. Laziness appears as abject, but it has the capacity 
to unsettle neoliberal overcoming.
PERREO INTENSO
In July 2019, two weeks of protest ousted Ricky Rosselló. As Joel Cintrón Arba-
setti writes, Rosselló became governor in 2017, promising a new government: 
transparent, efficient, open, cooperative with the Fiscal Control Board.113 He 
promised to pay the debt, restructure the government, achieve statehood. His 
government would be led by “facts and evidence.” However, Cintrón Arba-
setti continues, his administration is better known for a  labor reform that fur-
ther eroded worker’s rights, the closing of 438 schools, support for the Fiscal 
Control Board’s austerity mea sures while inflating high official salaries. His 
time in office is marked by Hurricane María, which collapsed the country’s 
infrastructure, destroyed 75,000 homes while another 335,000 suffered dam-
ages. The mishandling of hurricane relief provisions and funds increased 
the disaster in which approximately three thousand  people died, though the 
often- quoted number is Harvard’s estimate of 4,645. The July 10 fbi arrests 
of top officials, including Secretary of Education Julia Keleher charged with 
mismanaging $15.5 million, was followed by the Centro de Periodismo Inves-
tigativo’s release of 889 pages of a Tele gram thread where Rosselló interacted 
with his closest advisors. Although Sandra Rodríguez Cotto, an in de pen dent 
investigative journalist, released eleven pages of the thread on July 8, the 
July 12 dissemination of 889 pages was a catalyst for the protests.
Rosselló discussed public policy, corporate interests, and strategized how 
to control public perception on the Tele gram thread with the eleven men he 
affectionately called “ brothers.”114 Not all members of the chat  were govern-
ment officials. The thread was full of misogynist, homophobic, transpho-
bic, racist, classist assertions, “jokes,” expletives, and memes. The  brothers 
made light of the deaths of Hurricane María and discussed the suppression 
of information regarding hurricane relief and recovery.115 In Raquel Salas 
Rivera’s translations, the  brothers, for example:
Make fun of the  women who are protesting  because of all the  women 
being killed by domestic vio lence
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make fun of a man wearing a pava, a traditional hat worn by poor 
field workers and farmers; . . .  of the way poor  people from rural areas 
speak; . . .  of their poverty saying, “That guayabera shirt costs more than 
what you make in a month, you might get dirty”; . . .  of the libreta de jor-
nal, a notebook used to keep  people enslaved in Puerto Rico  after slavery 
was abolished by keeping track of how many hours they had worked and 
who they worked for”; . . .  of them being “old and [not being] able to 
produce”; . . .  about the United Food Com pany coming to the Puerto 
Rican countryside and tricking  people into trusting them by telling 
them that the com pany is working for their well- being
play with double entendre to identify themselves as . . .  cocks . . .  making 
up hashtags like #CockIsCulture, #FightingForOurCocks #WeAreAll-
Cocks, #CockIttude
say that they have to “kill the story” about the numbers of hurricane- 
related deaths, as the dead are yet to be counted; discuss a strategy for 
hiding the numbers of  those killed during María and jokingly ask “ Don’t 
we have some cadavers we can use to feed the crows?”
comment that “Nothing says patriarchal oppression like Ricky Martin,” 
that “Ricky Martin is so misogynistic that he fucks guys  because  women 
are not good enough. Pure patriarchy.”116
If María laid bare the humanitarian crisis that was already underway 
given austerity, the governor’s words, the  brothers’ words, laid bare a well- 
functioning necropo liti cal state. It dispelled the view that the debt crisis 
and hurricane relief and recovery disclosed an absent state. Crucial  here, 
however, is that it put impunity on display. It made clear the very structure 
of impunity, in Rita Segato’s sense. It disclosed the pedagogy of cruelty at 
work in government dealings and in the generation of public policy. A ped-
agogy that trains sensibility itself into not- binding, el no- vínculo, as we saw 
in chapter 1,  here explic itly frames public policy. Misogyny, transphobia, 
homophobia are installed by outright vio lence, yet they are sustained by the 
pact among peers expressed in silence. No member of the chat interrupted 
the discussion. The  brothers not only support, they enhance each other. 
They sustain the very structures of vio lence their dealings, comments, 
laughter index. Rosselló alleged that the offensive text ing was his way of 
blowing off steam— liberar tensiones.
Protests began on July 11 when a group convened by la Colectiva Femi-
nista en Construcción gathered at the Luis Muñoz Marín Airport, where 
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Rosselló arrived from  a supposed family vacation. They continued well  after 
Rosselló announced he would resign, uploading a prerecorded video on 
Facebook late July 24. The protests  were largely auto- convened and organic. 
They  were not spontaneous, however.117 They drew from the feminist trans-
formation of traditional protest discussed in chapter 3 with reference to la 
Colectiva. Groups resisting the Fiscal Control Board through actions with 
anarchist bent, such as Jornada Se Acabaron las Promesas, also contributed 
to the emergence of new forms of protest. The horizontalism of the stu-
dent strike and the modes of autogestión developed in the wake of María 
provide an orga nizational context and praxis crucial to understanding the 
effective construction of diffuse and diverse collectives. A history of anti- 
colonial, worker, student, teacher, environmentalist, and queer re sis tance 
is also significant.
It is instructive to consider the protests in light of Rebollo- Gil’s discussion 
of the distinction between the creative and violent student strike. The uptake 
of the proliferation of forms of protest run precisely along  these lines— the 
creative and the offensive, unruly, violent. Although the protests  were success-
ful in ousting Rosselló, throughout the protests and in their aftermath, some 
argued that the protests  were a failure. They failed to change a still-corrupt 
government, installed an unelected governor, emboldened the Fiscal Control 
Board. Indeed, some argue that the economic interests that la Junta represents 
 were strengthened by the po liti cal shifts that the protest initiated.118 Protests 
gave way to equally unpre ce dented town assemblies, asambleas de pueblo, 
that sought to move from protest to proposal. A hard distinction between the 
type of intervention the protests and the assemblies express, however, im-
plies that protests themselves are a mere negative act, a force of removal (des-
titución) that does not in fact make coloniality/the colonial condition inop-
erative by constructing new forms of political participation.119 The question, 
however, is  whether the protests can be understood as an inspiring failure in 
Rebollo- Gil’s sense,  whether the effectivity of the protests rests on the pos-
sibility that they have the potential to transform the very framework of sense 
necessary for any proposal that would not leave coloniality intact.
In “(O)ponerse donde sea: Escenarios combativos de la indignación,” 
Yara Maite Colón- Rodríguez and Luz Marie Rodríguez- López document 
the shift in the very form of protest in the territory throughout July. The 
sheer diversity and creativity of manifestations establish such transforma-
tion.120 Two  things must be noted at the outset. To say that  there is a shift 
in the form of protest itself is to say that  there is a shift in the content of 
the protests. One cannot keep separate form and content. The protests ad-
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dressed the operation of coloniality, the vio lence of the race/gender/class hier-
archy that reinstalls the colony. They addressed a vio lence that is ubiquitous 
yet equally spectacular. This inseparability of form and  content,  second, is 
grounded in what is announced in the title of the piece. (O)ponerse refer-
ences at once to opposition and to the role of the body in opposition. To 
be puestx pal problema, for example, is to be willing to put your body on 
the line. From surveillance and incarceration to becoming a meme, ponerse, 
putting or placing oneself on the line, is a use of the body that admits of 
public uptake, judgment, manipulation, vio lence. The body, then, becomes 
a site of reproduction or contestation in relation to the space that it aims to 
question or resignify. Accordingly, Colón- Rodríguez and Rodríguez- López 
discuss the role that space played in “strategies of insurgency” in the pro-
tests. Bodies, I want to suggest, are “instruments of disobedience,” as Colón- 
Rodríguez and Rodríguez- López put it, with the capacity to reify as much as 
dislocate the normative field operating within space itself. Such normative 
field is not merely a  matter of public uptake but also of the very history in-
scribed in the materiality of space indeed place itself.
The July protests ranged from marches, a motorized caravan, biking, 
kayaking, diving, yoga, dancing, praying, renaming streets both physically 
and virtually, to graffiti and signs subverting expletives and generating lists 
of the next to be destitute.121 Insults and slurs addressed  every day to  women 
and the lgbtq community, puta and pato/pata,  were subverted, indeed af-
firmed, in signs that read, for example, siempre putx/patx, nunca corrupta, 
“always a ‘whore’/queer, never corrupt.”122  Every eve ning at 8 p.m., the sound 
of cacerolazos filled  houses and buildings, merging the sound of opposition 
in the street, where cacerolazos  were ubiquitous, with the sound of opposi-
tion in the home. Cintrón Arbassetti’s reflections on silence and noise in “La 
Guerrilla sonora que derrocó a Rosselló, o la protesta como tumulto sónico” 
are insightful. The silence of the shock of 889 pages of insults turned to indig-
nant noise. The cacerolazos, three thousand motorbikes entering San Juan, 
 music that filled the streets composed a “dispersed and congregated tumult,” 
Cintrón Arbassetti writes, “subverting quotidian objects.”123 He adds:
The noise of pots [cacerolas] marks the point of tension while breaking 
the silence of the suburban order. Sirens and the explosion of tear gas 
grenades is the only noise that the force of a police that executes the 
mono poly of vio lence permits itself. A fleeting aerial sound that drowns 
soon before the roar of motorcycles. Rey Charlie and his motorized 
cavalry make their entrance up the Norzagaray, down la Calle del Cristo. 
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The multitude explodes in screams,  there are fireworks. The rúm Rúm 
prá Prá of the engine that turns against the order that conceived it as a 
sign of pro gress.124
Power remains  silent. The street is all noise.125 The motor, key sign of pro-
gress, contests the reigning order. Pans and pots, key signs of food, of the 
reproduction of life itself,  women’s invisible  labor, opposing the reigning 
order: austerity, a long history of stifled food sovereignty, the gendered 
division of social  labor. Protest “expands, enters, hurts, adheres,” Cintrón 
Arbassetti adds, quoting Félix Jiménez.126
This subversion of power through the subversion of body/space, indeed 
place, was nationally and internationally deemed “creative.”127 Other forms of 
protest, however,  were deemed offensive. Echoing Argentina’s 2001 protests 
and multiple removals, the slogan ¡Que se vayan todos! (They must all go!) 
became ¡Vamos por todxs! (We are  going  after them all!). This turn indicates 
the power of removal driven by collective rage— nuestra rabia junta (our 
rage together), read one sign.128 It points to an ongoing holding accountable 
to the point of removal that stems from rage, resentment, negative affect, 
lacking positive proposals that would purportedly ameliorate the state/law/
capital.129 The state’s repressive vio lence— the state’s use of pepper spray and 
unconstitutional evacuation of the streets of Old San Juan at  11 p.m., for 
example— was met with well- organized self- defense.130 Yet despite the fact 
that even mainstream media aired instructions on making “Seattle Solu-
tion,” a pepper spray antidote, confrontations with regular police, la Fuerza 
de Choque, and correctional officers deployed to reinforce police,  were by 
and large disparaged as compromising the creative, nonviolent, diverse, pro-
ductive nature of the protests.131 A long history of repression of anti- colonial 
movements in the territory, to be sure, is relevant in this context.132 The 
May 1, 2017, National Strike is most relevant.133 Thousands marched  toward 
the financial district protesting the debt crisis and the installation of the Fis-
cal Control Board. A group of protestors threw objects at banks and private 
establishments, breaking glass win dows. Confrontation with the police led 
to the arrest of seventeen   people, including Nina Droz, who was charged 
with attempting to set fire to a building owned by Banco Popu lar. She served 
a thirty- seven- month sentence in a federal prison. Hoods, masks, breaking 
private property, overall confrontations with the police are routinely en-
countered with state repression. They are also faced with public scrutiny 
as sullying creative, peaceful, productive protest. Indexing the vio lence of 
finance capital and private property index the protestors as violent.
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It is instructive to consider, however, el perreo intenso at the footsteps of 
San Juan’s Cathedral. It is exemplary of offensive protest through the affir-
mation of shamelessness, plea sure, and nonproductivity. El perreo intenso 
came to be known as perreo combativo as well, thanks to a tweet by Tommy 
Torres, Ileán Pérez writes in “Poner el cuerpo.”134 Rosselló posted a prere-
corded video with his resignation on Facebook on the eve ning of July 24. 
The video was to be released at  11  p.m., but prob lems with the upload 
meant that it aired close to midnight.  There  were vari ous calls for perreo 
in the streets of old San Juan that eve ning, including one by Guayoteo, a 
party collective. The lgbtq community convened el perreo intenso on 
the footsteps of la Catedral.  Earlier in the day, they had staged a grajeada 
combativa, combative make- out, in this space as well. Videos of el perreo 
intenso went viral.135 Guayoteo posted a statement distancing themselves 
from the protest at the cathedral, clarifying that they had acquired the city’s 
permission and that the other group made them “look bad.” The archbishop 
of San Juan tweeted: “We repudiate the disrespect for the Cathedral of San 
Juan  because the cathedral represents the transcendent values of our Puerto 
Rican culture. And although we are aware that it is a protest against the 
Governor of Puerto Rico, which should have already resigned, we cannot 
allow disrespect for our national and  religious symbols.”136 A week  later, “acts 
4.1  Jornada Se Acabaron las Promesas. San Juan, Puerto Rico. Paro Nacional 
(National Strike), May 1, 2017. Photo from Jornada Se Acabaron las Promesas’s 
Facebook page.
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of reparation” on the part of the religious community sought to cleanse the 
supposedly defiled cathedral.
Unlike Rebollo- Gil’s examples beyond the student strike, like the break-
ing of the win dows of Banco Popu lar, el perreo intenso was a decisively 
po liti cal act, given the space it occupied, the context it referenced, and 
the history it indexed. We must recall that perreo, dance associated with 
reggaetón, was at the center of the 2002 Anti- Pornography Campaign in 
Puerto Rico. Multiple Senate hearings articulated a discourse of “disreputa-
bility, respectability, and honor” in this context.137  These pro cesses are in-
separable from the long history of disciplining populations into “decency” 
that installed the race/gender/class norm, as Petra Rivera- Rideau argues 
referencing Eileen Findlay’s landmark work on the imposition of decency 
in Puerto Rico.138 Reggaetón developed in barrios and caseríos during 
the 1980s and 1990s and was criminalized in the context of Mano Dura, as 
Mayra Santos Febres and Raquel Z. Rivera have documented.139 In 1995, the 
Drugs and Vice Control Bureau of the Police Department of Puerto Rico 
raided six rec ord stores in San Juan. Public debate about the “vio lence” and 
“vulgarity” of reggaetón and perreo in  great part responded to the success 
of religious groups in linking race, poverty, indecency, drugs and sexual 
“deviance.”140 Raids impacted the lgbtq community and sex workers as 
well.141 As Rivera puts it, “under ground’s self- identification with ghetto hard-
ness and lawlessness was an attempt at vindicating urban marginality.”142 
4.2 Still from video Perreo combativo (2019) by Karla Claudio-Betancourt; 
video still edited by Elena Cardona.
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For the state/religious right, such affirmation was a form of “cultural conta-
gion,” where the margins posed a normative threat to be contained.143
El perreo intenso on the eve ning of July  24 can be seen as a queer 
 appropriation of reggaetón (and trap), an affirmation of despised sexualities 
and nonreproductive plea sure. In “Paro Nacional, perreo, y Antonio Pan-
tojas,” Yoryie Irrizarry writes: “ There, on  those steps, all together (todes 
juntes), lgbtq+ and hetero, maricones, buchas, and femmes, trans and cis, 
and nonbinary, young and not so young, released their bodies, delivering 
them in playful abandonment, to the rhythm, to plea sure (goce). Sweating 
and perreando, hasta abajo. That happened there on the steps of one of the 
institutions that has persecuted us the most, that has continuously tried to 
control our bodies (nuestres cuerpes) not only from its pulpits, but also by 
lobbying against the elimination of sodomy laws, laws that assign clothing 
according to genitalia, arbitrary guardians of concepts such as ‘decency’ and 
‘values’ that are constantly used against poor people, against young people, 
against women, and against queer people.”144 The ongoing alliance between 
religious fundamentalism and the state within the debt crisis intensifies the 
erosion of lgbtq and gestating bodies’ reproductive rights.145 El perreo 
intenso indexed and subverted a history of antiblack vio lence as well.146 In re-
sponse to the religious indignation about the supposed defilement of the cathe-
dral, Yolanda Arroyo- Pizzaro noted the cathedral’s history. The cathedral was 
built in 1521. It is one of the oldest buildings in San Juan and the oldest cathedral 
in the United States and its territories. It  houses the tomb of Juan Ponce de 
León. Within its walls and on its steps, enslaved people  were bought and sold, 
 women  were persecuted.147 El perreo intenso indexed, then, the continuation 
of a history of vio lence recorded on  those very walls and steps.
Perrear on the steps of the cathedral, I want to suggest, interrupts the 
construction of the body- territory, of the body-colony: the racialized/
gendered body as something to contain, bound, control, extract, police. It 
affirmed the use of the body in “illegitimate” ways sin vergüenza, shame-
lessly, not merely as an expression of pride. Lawrence La Fountain’s dis-
cussion of queer sinvergüencería is insightful  here. He argues that “to be 
a sinvergüenza is to have no shame: to disobey, break the law, disrespect 
authority (the  family, the church, the state), and in a perverse and curious 
way to be proud of one’s transgression, or at the very least lack a feeling of 
guilt.”148 That lack of guilt, that defiant excess, that affirmation of impro-
priety and indecency has the potential to turn inoperative the race/gender/
class norm. As many pointed out, Pedro Rosselló, Ricky Rosselló’s  father, 
implemented Mano Dura. Ricky resigned while  people  were perreando on 
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the steps of the cathedral.149 El perreo intenso, combativo offended in its 
queerness, in its irreverence. That irreverence short- circuits the field of 
sense that blocks the perception of the vio lence recorded on the walls and 
steps of the cathedral. El perreo intenso thereby linked colonial vio lence 
with an ongoing coloniality. “For me el perreo intenso and combativo,” 
 Irrizarry writes, “was one of the most power ful po liti cal acts that has been 
 witnessed,  after the national strike. Perrear on the steps of the cathedral 
could very well be the equivalent of burning the American flag. The one 
 colonizes countries, the other colonizes cuerpos y cuerpas (bodies), both 
colonize our minds.”150
Like smoke bombs, hoods, shattered glass and thrown rocks, bodies per-
reando on the steps of the cathedral se pasan. They cross the line. They ap-
pear as a po liti cal act of defiance through defilement. It is not creative. It is 
distasteful, rude, unruly, indecent, in need of reparation. El perreo intenso 
can be seen as a subversive interruption that dislocates the “transcendent 
values of our Puerto Rican culture,” in the words of the archbishop. It is not 
a po liti cal act that installs new parties, proposes new agendas. It appropri-
ates a practice that has long named a site of repression and re sis tance defi-
antly, sin vergüenza. It affirms queer and  women’s sexuality, the latter often 
complicated in the hypersexualized and misogynistic lyr ics of reggaetón. El 
boom del pueblo is not to be credited with ousting the governor. It certainly 
did not displace the relation of colonialism and coloniality in government 
corruption and the Fiscal Control Board. Yet it can be seen as hopeful pro-
test. It requires the very transformation of the field of sense to grasp what 
it indexes, opposes, displaces. It requires the dislocation of the religious/
conservative view that colludes with capital/the state to appear as a power-
ful act of protest. Crucially, it also requires displacing the reification of a 
culture of re sis tance now commodified in the mainstream’s appropriation 
of reggaetón.151 El perreo offended some, but it also interpolated  others who 
do not experience the fate of Mano Dura, homophobia, transphobia.152
Despite its potential, hopeful protests cannot merely be a  matter of chal-
lenging the scripted nature of opposition itself. They require material praxes 
that seize the power to bind beyond the field of epistemic, aesthetic, moral 
contestation. Puerto Rico’s long-standing tradition of subverting private prop-
erty is key, as we  will see in the conclusion to the book. It resignifies space, 
place, and normative fields by challenging more than productivity. Material 
praxes that take back land challenge private property itself, recognizing it 
as central to capital/coloniality. They can even be understood as forms of 
reparation with the potential to unbind the world of capital/coloniality.
CONCLUSION  DECOLONIALITY AS REpARATIONS
Decolonization is not a meta phor.
— eve tuck and k. wayne yang
Hay que organizar el pesimismo.
We must or ga nize pessimism.
— rafael bernabe quoting walter benjamin  
quoting pierre naville
in a column published in Claridad, Rima Brusi takes stock of the role 
of the shipping container in times of austerity, including in the aftermath 
of Hurricane María.1 Shipping container as school. Containers with rotten 
provisions. Lost containers. Improvised and insufficient containers as clin-
ics. Containers full of the dead. Brusi invites us to link  these with containers 
ubiquitous in Puerto Rico for some time. Shipping container as home for 
 those living in poverty. Container as office for contractors. Containers that 
bring food and products that make up 85  percent of what is consumed in 
Puerto Rico. Brusi writes:
In effect, it would seem that the modern history of our island can be 
told like this, container by container, that the containers are the trope 
that best represents some of the most tragic, indeed the starkest facets 
of our condition: the island- colony, the chronically forgotten island, the 
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poor island, the island of disaster, the island where  children do not count 
neither do the dead.
Brusi begins her column by confessing that in moments of darkness she 
thinks of the containers. The containers take me to Christina Sharpe. In 
her book In the Wake, Sharpe ties the shipping container with the slave 
ship.2 In “The Ship,” the second chapter of her book, Sharpe offers a critical 
reading of the film The Forgotten Space by Allan Sekula and Noël Burch. 
Sekula and Burch pre sent the ocean, the sea, as a key site of “globalization,” 
arguing that  there is no other place where neoliberalism expresses itself in 
its greatest disorientation, vio lence, and alienation. Sharpe points out that 
they ignore the origin of capital, which has always been global, in the trade 
of captured Africans. When  these men say that shipping containers “are 
everywhere, mobile and anonymous: ‘remote  labor coffins’, which transport 
products manufactured by invisible workers on the other side of the world” 
without referring to the origin of this economic global system, they make 
invisible what Saidiya Hartman calls “the afterlife of slavery.”3
In Lose Your  Mother, Hartman writes:
If slavery persists as an issue in the po liti cal life of black Amer i ca, it is 
not  because of an antiquarian obsession with bygone days or the bur-
den of a too- long memory, but  because black lives are still imperiled 
and devalued by a racial calculus and a po liti cal arithmetic that  were 
entrenched centuries ago. This is the afterlife of slavery— skewed life 
chances,  limited access to health and education, premature death, incar-
ceration, and impoverishment. I, too, am the afterlife of slavery.4
Hartman also speaks of the “afterlife of property.” In “Venus in Two Acts,” 
she describes this as “the detritus of lives with which we have yet to attend, 
a past that has yet to be done, and the ongoing state of emergency in which 
black life remains in peril.”5 Capital is not separable from slavery— and vice 
versa. While the inseparability of capital and slavery is crucial, the point is 
not to call attention to the fact that the origin of capital is vio lence. Rather, 
it is to track the continuation of the vio lence of slavery in con temporary 
modalities of racial vio lence.
Hartman traces the continuation of antiblack vio lence not in terms of 
 effects or legacies, then. She aims to name its current actuality, effectiv-
ity, in institutions, norms, relations, sensibilities, and desires that live on 
in the pre sent. Hartman and Sharpe emphasize that the past has not yet 
been done. The pre sent is the past. We must turn the pre sent into the past. 
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This requires more than writing the history of  those who suffered the vio-
lence that founded the modern cap i tal ist world in their singularity. To make 
memory, to turn the pre sent into the past, is to attend to the lives that live 
modalities of this vio lence  today. Attending requires dismantling the world 
it founded, rendering the effectivity of that past that is the pre sent inop-
erative. It requires undoing the ways of binding— institutional, normative, 
perceptual, libidinal— that articulate this world, that reinstall that original 
vio lence in the pre sent.
Ta- Nehisi Coates’s remarks to the Judicial Committee of the House of 
Representatives on H.R. 40, which would create a commission for the study 
and development of proposals for reparations to the black community in 
the United States, make reference to the afterlife of slavery. Reparations 
would not only make memory. They are required to dismantle the pre sent 
that updates, adapts, actualizes modalities of that original vio lence. It is 
crucial to put a figure on what is owed to black Americans, not just  direct 
descendants of enslaved people. But reparations would require disarming 
antiblack vio lence and in equality by dismantling the po liti cal economy,  legal 
regulations, social relations, and individual desires through which that past 
survives in the pre sent. In short, reparations would have to contribute to 
the dismantling of this world  here and now, to the dismantling of ourselves. 
C.1  “Todo Se Pudre en el Vagón de la Colonial” (Everything rots in the 
colonial container/colonial containment), La Puerta. San Juan, Puerto Rico, 
November 20, 2018. Photo from La Puerta’s Facebook page.
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They would not be enough if they generate a monetary check that absolves 
the true debtor. “Decolonization which sets out to change the order of the 
world,” as Fanon writes, “is clearly an agenda for total disorder.”6 “Decoloni-
zation,” as Eve Tuck and K. Wayne Yang write, “is not a meta phor.”7
It would be a  mistake to assume that  those who live or die in the colony 
are equally located in the race/gender/class hierarchy that is the afterlife 
of the installation of the cap i tal ist world that began in the  fifteenth  century 
through enslavement, conquest, and colonialism— what Aníbal Quijano calls 
the “coloniality of power.” We must track differences, intensities, privileges, 
 precarities. We must track coloniality in the colony, not reduce one to the 
other. In Puerto Rico, the afterlife of the colonial condition sustains the col-
ony, nourishes it. The past is the pre sent in a double sense, then. The ship-
ping containers index a logic of history that defies all linearity. The afterlife 
of the colony reinstalls the colony in altered material conditions—as we 
have seen throughout this book, through debt in the context of neoliberal 
financialized capitalism. In the case of Puerto Rico, one must dismantle 
both to turn the past into the past. Reparations, truth commissions, would 
be appropriate  here. Locating ourselves in the Ca rib bean, thinking about 
reparations in reference to the Ca rib bean, would be crucial.8
Sharpe invites us to do what she calls “wake work”—to place ourselves in 
the vigil, in a state of wakefulness, in consciousness, in the track left on the 
 water’s surface (by a ship or a body in movement), in a region of disturbed 
flow.9  These multiple meanings of the word wake orient the thought of “con-
tainment, regulation, punishment, capture, and captivity and the ways the 
manifold repre sen ta tions of blackness become the symbol, par excellence, 
for the less- than- human being condemned to death.”10 We cannot establish 
equivalence in historical experience, grief, vigil, consciousness. What pur-
pose would a supposed equivalence serve? It would turn the specificity of 
experiences of capture invisible. It would turn their specific mode of opera-
tion and  imagined forms of interruption impossible to grasp. The point is 
that Sharpe’s invitation is impor tant to the discussion of the case of Puerto 
Rico. One must locate oneself within the afterlife that is coloniality in order 
to turn the pre sent into the past. This means thinking from the afterlife of 
slavery in Puerto Rico, linking it with its expression in the Ca rib bean, not 
only in the United States.
Brusi reminds us of the etymology of the word vagón— “container” in 
Spanish. It admits two roots: vacuus and vagari. The first implies emptiness, 
hollowness. It is pre sent in nouns such as “laziness” (vagancia), “vacation” 
(vacación), and “vanity” (vanidad). The second is in words such as wander 
(vagar and divagar), wanderer (vagabundo). We have examples of “lumi-
nous” containers that suggest “creation” and “survival”: container as mural, 
container as café. “But in my dark moments,” Brusi writes, “I think that for 
 those sad beings who decide our destinies, we are an island- container, 
empty of power or purpose but full of rotten food, of the dead and of unat-
tended  children, of nomads who do not move, of wandering beings [seres 
errantes] that are at the same time locked up [a la vez encerrados].”11  These 
moments of darkness, of pessimism, I want to suggest, allow us to tell the 
modern history of our island, container by container, in order to interrupt 
it. Sharpe insists that wake work is a way of occupying the “I” of Hartman’s 
“I, too, am the afterlife of slavery.” Being not in mourning, then. Orienting 
oneself from the vigil, awake, conscious.
In this book, I have argued that debt is an apparatus of capture, one that 
functions as a form of coloniality. Debt captures land, coasts, body, time, 
the  future itself. It actualizes a race/gender/class hierarchy by marking 
populations as culpable, hence, disposable. Debt is a product of a colonial 
history. It is materially indexed to the emergence, expansion, and mutations 
of capitalism. As a mode of coloniality, however, debt exceeds its origins, 
organ izing material conditions in light of colonial/racial vio lence anew. It 
does so by updating forms of dispossession essential to the creation and 
capture of value in a cap i tal ist economy. We must move from an account 
of financial debts to a reckoning with historical debts, however. In reckon-
ing with past debts that are pre sent as financial debts, we elucidate how 
financial debts update the work of race/gender/class and its modalities of 
vio lence. Reckoning requires practices that subvert the injunction to repay, 
the norm of productivity, and modes of intelligibility that reify propriety— 
all modalities of the racial norm of bourgeois whiteness at the center of 
modernity/coloniality. Reckoning, subversion, and refusal seek to interrupt 
the colonial condition by turning coloniality inoperative. They are po liti-
cal actions that require letting go of the assumption that debt is best ap-
proached through notions of financial, po liti cal, or moral cancellation or 
forgiveness. Moving from financial to historical debts does not represent a 
move away from  matters of po liti cal economy. On the contrary. It centers 
material conditions that reinstall or interrupt the colonial/racial order.
Repayment, the injunction to pay, is a site of subversive interruption. 
Reckoning, subversion, refusal seek to interrupt the effectivity of debt by 
inverting culpability. Holding accountable, however, is not only a  matter of 
signaling out individual po liti cal or economic agents responsible for pub-
lic or private debt. It is neither only a  matter of pointing out structures 
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that make pos si ble such forms of agency in the first place. It is a  matter of 
dismantling such structures. This dismantling, this unbinding, must go all 
the way down to the collective and individual sensibility, perception,  desire 
articulated by the race/gender norm. Turning coloniality inoperative, inter-
rupting the reinstallation of the colony, requires the very transformation 
of sense. Protest that indexes the work of debt as updating a racial/ gender 
order, as we have seen, attempts to dislocate perception, sensibility, and 
 desire by interrupting the very framework of intelligibility. Historical reck-
oning and subversive interruption require more than epistemic or aesthetic 
intervention, however. They require more than juridico- political interven-
tion. They entail political- economic disarticulation, unbinding. Decoloni-
zation requires seizing the power to bind that articulates existence in light 
of capitalism/coloniality. Decolonization gives way to decoloniality.
The topic of reparations requires book- length treatment. My aim in 
what follows is modest, hoping to generate questions for  future work. Sub-
version, interruption, and refusal suggest a material praxis that seizes the 
power to bind. Exemplary  here are practices that seek to turn inoperative 
the work of private property central to a cap i tal ist economy and its racial 
order.  These challenge modalities of dispossession but also articulate power 
in common. They seek to unbind in order to bind/bond anew. This material 
praxis can be seen as a form of reparation, shifting the latter from a juridical 
model to an exercise of power from within disempowerment. It takes back 
what is owed, subverting or rejecting the public/private distinction that sub-
tends private property. The analytics of reparations go a long way for think-
ing decoloniality, yet they should not be seen as only affirming demands 
for financial compensation or discursive amelioration. Reparations should 
be seen as a site of historical reckoning that aims at political- economic un-
binding. They have the capacity to unbind more than the bonds of financial 
debt itself while remaining directed at structures that reproduce the po-
liti cal economy distinctive of coloniality. Reparations— taking back what is 
owed—is a form of dismantling this world  here and now.
The first section, Decoloniality, discusses Nelson Maldonado- Torres’s dis-
tinction between decolonization and decoloniality. This discussion builds 
on my suggestion above that the coloniality of power should be  understood 
in light of Hartman’s notion of the afterlife of slavery/property and Sharpe’s 
engagement with Hartman. It also considers Fanon’s engagement with the 
question of reparations. The second section, Rescue/Occupation, explores 
cases of decolonial praxis in Puerto Rico.  These challenge private property, 
seeking to build power in common by rescuing the common(s). They can 
be seen not only as modes of addressing the necropo liti cal operation of 
neoliberal coloniality. They also turn inoperative the reinstallation of the 
colony/coloniality through ongoing rounds of enclosure in the context of 
the debt crisis and in the aftermath of María. Key  here is the work of 
 Liliana Cotto- Morales, Érika Fontánez- Torres, Miriam Muñiz- Varela, and 
Marina Moscoso. Their work assesses Puerto Rico’s long- standing praxis of 
“rescue”/“occupation” of land occupied through multiple rounds of  colonial/
capitalist control. The last section, Organ izing Pessimism, ends the book 
with a brief reflection on pessimism as the site of hope.
DECOLONIALITY
Thesis two of Maldonado- Torres’s “Outline of Ten  Theses on Coloniality 
and Decoloniality” distinguishes between decolonization and decoloni-
ality to elaborate Fanon’s understanding of decolonization as decolonial-
ity.12 As we have seen throughout this book, minimally, colonialism is a 
form of juridico- political subordination. Coloniality, by contrast, refers to a 
race/gender system of classification that exceeds colonialism as a juridico- 
political proj ect. Colonialism and decolonization are “usually depicted 
as past realities,” Maldonado- Torres writes.13 They are not only located 
in the past. They are “locked in the past, located elsewhere, or confined 
to specific empirical dimensions.”14 Va ri e ties of obfuscation of  those who 
question the veracity or intensity or continuation of colonial vio lence are 
tied to claims of overcoming in space (pro gress has occurred  here despite 
lacking  there) and in time (forms of racial or gender vio lence are a  thing 
of the past).15
In the case of Puerto Rico, we have seen, coloniality operates in the col-
ony. The colony is reinstalled in altered material and historical conditions 
by the actualization of a racial order. Although one can say that coloniality 
is reproduced by the colonial condition, by the territorial status, it is impor-
tant to stress the asymmetry at hand. The continuation of the colonial con-
dition is pos si ble by actualizations of race/gender/class. The productivity 
of colonialism and coloniality is a backward positing, then. The colony is 
posited— reinstalled—by its afterlife. The past is the pre sent. Decolonial-
ity seeks to turn the pre sent that is the past into the past. It intervenes in 
the pre sent, targeting the reproduction of a world to the mea sure of racial 
vio lence at  every level. It does not seek to dismantle a colonial juridico- 
political proj ect without also undoing modes of binding real ity to that mea-
sure all the way down to the sensible. Decoloniality exceeds decolonization.
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In chapter  4, I discussed the significance of sensibility for subversive 
interruption. In a recent essay, Maldonado- Torres stresses the aesthetic 
aspects of coloniality and decoloniality.16 The significance of the sensible, 
he points out, is best captured in Fanon’s concluding prayer in Black Skin, 
White Masks: “O my body, always make me a man who questions.”17 Colo-
niality constructs perception, sensibility itself— aesthesis, in the broadest 
sense of the term. It articulates desire, the somatic itself.18 The construction 
of the world to the mea sure of colonial vio lence is the construction of an 
embodied orientation to that world, to  others, to oneself. As we have seen 
throughout this book, not all colonized subjects are equally situated in the 
race/gender/class hierarchy that constructs an embodied orientation. The 
antiblack violence that structures such hierarchy in the case of Puerto Rico 
guides such bodily orientation. The misanthropic skepticism expressed in 
the ubiquitous vio lence of the everyday life of the colonized is a skeptical 
“attitude” but one oriented by the race/gender norm that we have seen is 
the center of modernity/coloniality: bourgeois whiteness, its expression in 
private property, it ethics/aesthetic of propriety, its modalities of authority, 
its practices of knowing. Decoloniality requires a change in attitude at the 
embodied level in order to effectively “turn away from the downturn” that 
coloniality represents. This turning away all the way down to the sensible, 
to the libidinal, for Maldonado- Torres, is a “metaphysical and material res-
toration of the  human.”19
Decoloniality exceeds the proj ect of decolonization, especially if the 
latter draws from ideas of inclusion to a world posited in the mea sure of 
colonial/racial vio lence. Structures of recognition that purportedly restore 
humanity to the colonized are bound to the misanthropic skepticism that 
marked the colonized as disposable in the first place. In a widely debated 
passage, Fanon argues that “ there is a zone of nonbeing, an extraordinarily 
sterile and arid region, an incline stripped bare of  every essential from 
which a genuine new departure can emerge. In most cases, the black man 
cannot take advantage of this descent into a veritable hell.”20 Maldonado- 
Torres writes that “one’s death as black” is the “precondition of enter-
ing the zone of being  human.”21 The race/gender/class norm— bourgeois 
whiteness, its expression in property, productivity, propriety— drives an 
ongoing pro cess that produces, as Celenis Rodríguez Moreno argues, “in-
complete subjects/partially  human” in failing to meet the norm’s material/
symbolic strictures.22 Yet this “constitutive failure” is “the position from 
which one could actually risk that Fanonian ‘real leap’,” as Axelle Karera 
writes.23
The modern colonial world is marked by “a constant denial of man, an 
avalanche of murders,” Fanon writes in The Wretched of the Earth.24 “From 
time to time [the black man] fights for liberty and justice, but it’s always 
for a white liberty and a white justice, in other words, for values secreted 
by his masters,” Fanon writes in Black Skin, White Masks.25 Decolonial-
ity involves abandoning the search for “recognition and validation in the 
modern/colonial world,” as Maldonado- Torres argues.26 It seeks to recon-
figure the coordinates of power, knowing, sensing. It does so unbinding 
material real ity thereby turning the work of the race/gender norm inopera-
tive. The Fanonian real leap is the possibility of invention, of fundamentally 
“alter[ing] being,” as Fanon argues.27 “In the world I am heading for, I am 
endlessly creating myself,” Fanon writes in Black Skin, White Masks. The 
real leap is a turning away from modernity/coloniality. It does not seek re-
pair or reparation, as Karera argues. The norm of humanity itself is and 
continues to produce an ontological break, suggesting the possibility of an 
ontological break, albeit from it. Karera maintains that Fanon never re-
treats from the ambivalence that this predicament generates. It is from this 
ambivalence, I suggest, that a discussion of reparations beyond the juridical 
restorative paradigm can be approximated.
I want to center the political- economic aspects of decolonial praxis, 
stressing that they are crucial to unbinding and binding existence anew 
all the way down to the sensible. Fanon argues that the creation of a new 
humanity “cannot be attributed to a super natural power.”28 The “ ‘ thing’ 
colonized becomes a man through the very pro cess of liberation.” I want to 
shift from the language of liberation to praxes of unbinding the world of 
capital/coloniality, stressing that the Fanonian invention of a new “man” 
 requires the creation of new material conditions. Decoloniality is neces-
sarily an anti- capitalist praxis that seeks to undo the po liti cal economy that 
produces this racial order at  every level. Such unbinding requires challeng-
ing not only the norms and institutions of capital, the forms of subjectivity 
and embodied experience that  these necessitate. It requires material change 
that goes beyond efforts to redistribute wealth. Decoloniality does not seek 
amelioration. It turns coloniality inoperative, interrupting the norm of pri-
vate property central to dispossession. Dislocating private property is a 
necessary though not sufficient condition of undoing the world of capital/
coloniality.
In the case of Puerto Rico, unbinding takes the form of interruption, 
subversion, refusal, I have suggested. As a specifically material praxis, 
 these challenge private property. Unbinding the world of capital/coloniality 
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 involves “rescuing” through “occupying” occupied land— the countryside, 
the coast, the city. The multiple rounds of colonial and cap i tal ist occupation 
in Puerto Rico— from Spanish colonial rule beginning in the late fifteenth 
 century to ongoing US colonial rule since the nineteenth  century, from 
an agrarian to an industrial and postindustrial economy, from migration 
patterns to and from the United States but also the Caribbean— point to 
the complex terrain in which land rescue/occupation happens. Unbinding 
through a subversive praxis of occupying anew requires cross- referencing 
praxes such that binding life anew for one population is not at the cost of 
another navigating the no- place of life in the indebted colony, as Tuck and 
Yang’s work urges us to do.29 In their case, Tuck and Yang stress the need 
to track “incommensurable” decolonial praxes and face the “dangerous un-
derstanding of uncommonality that un- coalesces co ali tion politics.”30 The 
language and practice of “occupation” but also reparation, in the case of 
indigenous sovereignty, is deeply troubled when trading on and with stolen 
land and when exercising practices of settling that turn the settler colonial 
state “innocent.”31 In the case of Puerto Rico, Tuck and Yang’s work helps 
specify that any material praxis must track the race/gender/class hierarchy 
liable to being reinstalled in its very contestation.
Decoloniality involves, then, material praxes of reckoning with histories 
of capture, dispossession, expulsion that continue to operate in the pre-
sent neoliberal terrain. Before turning to the material praxis of land rescue/
occupation in Puerto Rico, it is impor tant to specify that this reckoning 
involves subverting culpability, as I have also argued in this book. Debt is 
a key site of reckoning  because it indexes culpability. I have suggested that 
culpability is tied to disposability, since it updates the work of race/gender/
class in altered material conditions. Debt functions by establishing who is 
debtor, who is creditor— who owes what to whom. Subverting the asym-
metry debt institutes interrupts pro cesses of racialization/gendering that 
are modalities of colonial vio lence in the neoliberal context. The promise 
and perils of demands for reparations are  here instructive. They allow us 
to examine the strictures of such praxes. Given the breadth and complex-
ity of this topic, I limit myself to examining Fanon’s own treatment.32 His 
assessment helps specify decoloniality as an anti- capitalist material praxis. 
Interventions in material conditions have the power to unbind the embod-
ied and existential sites of coloniality in ways that cannot be matched by 
centering the existential aspects.
The complexity of Fanon’s engagement with the question of reparations 
is insightful. In Black Skin, White Masks, he rejects reparations, arguing 
that it assumes a recoverable past. In The Wretched of the Earth, Fanon 
argues that reparations are the site of a “dual consciousness.”33 They  express 
the awareness of the colonized that any such “aid” is their “due” but also 
the consciousness of “cap i tal ist powers” that they must “pay up.”34 Fanon’s 
critique of reparations is anchored in a rejection of the desire for a past to 
be recovered, one that in fact feeds structures of recognition that name 
humanity in its proximity to whiteness. Such desire binds ideas of repair 
and restoration to recognition within the strictures of bourgeois whiteness. 
His seeming affirmation of reparations underscores the subversive potential 
of historical- material reckoning. Although it is false to assume that  these 
two analyses are separable, the latter seeks to materially unbind the world of 
 colonial vio lence through an injunction to pay what is owed. It does not bind 
itself to a recoverable past, seeking to dismantle the past that is the pre sent.
In the final chapter of Black Skin, White Masks, Fanon famously rejects 
reparations, arguing that the “density of history determines none of my 
acts.”35 “I, a man of color, insofar as I have the possibility of existing ab-
solutely,” Fanon argues, “have not the right to confine myself in a world of 
retroactive reparations.”36 “I am not a prisoner of history,” Fanon stresses. 
“I must not look for the meaning of my destiny in that direction.” This view 
of the past indexes a desire to recover an irrecoverable past, to repair an 
irreparable vio lence. Fanon’s point, as Karera puts it, is that “ there is no 
face  behind the mask” to recover.37 “What is called the black soul,” as Fanon 
writes, “is a construction by white folk.”38 It is a projection of the racial 
norm— from language and desire to relation where  there is no possibility 
of relation. In offering recognition of humanity, the racial norm shores it-
self up. Disalienation requires refusal to be defined by such construction 
or its terms for the sake of resolution.39 Disalienation requires rejecting 
such real ity as “definitive.” Decolonization is a  matter of invention for this 
reason.
Fanon describes the  matter at hand in vari ous ways. He says that the 
prob lem is the density of history, a  matter of temporality, and a question 
of action.40 They are all at play. However, I want to highlight the prob lem 
of action.  Going beyond the density of history, rejecting recovery of an 
irrecoverable and irreparable past, makes pos si ble “initiat[ing] my cycle 
of freedom.”41 It makes pos si ble agency, though ambivalently. This is an 
agency caught in structures of dehumanization through the very idea of 
humanity.42 In the chapter “The Black Man and Recognition,” Fanon  argues 
for the affirming and negating character of action. Action is a  matter of af-
firmation: “Yes to life. Yes to love. Yes to generosity.”43 Yet it is also a  matter 
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of negation: “No to man’s contempt. No to the indignity of man. To the 
exploitation of man. To the massacre of what is most  human in man: free-
dom.” The point is that affirmation and negation are coextensive “positings.” 
“The I posits itself by opposing,” writes Fanon.44 Negation affirms the “val-
ues that make the world  human.” The negation of antiblack vio lence gives 
way to an affirmation— the invention of “humanity” beyond the strictures 
of bourgeois whiteness.
In the famous opening chapter of The Wretched of the Earth, “On Vio-
lence,” Fanon argues that “what  matters  today, the issue which blocks the 
 horizon, is the need for a re distribution of wealth.”45 Fanon radicalizes the 
notion of re distribution. “Colonialism and imperialism,” he argues, “have 
not settled their debt to us once they have withdrawn their flag and their 
police force from our territories.”46 Colonialism has been reinstalled in 
economic “dependence.”47 In de pen dence is tied to economic dependence, 
neutralizing decolonization, generating a terrain of action saturated by a 
conception of humanity bound to bourgeois whiteness. To be clear, cap i-
tal ists have “behaved like real war criminals in the underdeveloped world” 
for centuries.48 They have deployed outright vio lence, “deportation, mas-
sacres, forced  labor, and slavery” as their methods of creation and capture 
of value.49 Fanon addresses working conditions as well as the expansion of 
capital beyond work, in the dynamics of financial markets. In both cases, 
if material conditions are not modified, “it  will take centuries to humanize 
this world.”50 The past is not a marker of an origin to be recovered, but of 
pre sent material conditions to be dismantled.
“Eu rope is literally the creation of the Third World,” Fanon writes.51 “The 
riches which are choking [Eu rope] are  those plundered from the underde-
veloped  peoples.” They are the product of the “deportation of millions of 
slaves.” The significance of reparations is introduced  here. Far from “char-
ity” or “aid,” reparations express a “double consciousness.” For the colonized, 
reparations are their “due.” Reparations name what they are owed. For the 
colonizer, for “cap i tal ist powers,” reparations state that they must “pay up.” 
Reparations index what they have taken but more importantly that it has 
been taken. Reparations are not to be seen as gratitude; neither are they a 
form of forgiveness of a bygone past.52 They are not a  matter of national 
restoration.53 Reparations must “redistribute wealth”— end the “flight of 
capital,” Fanon says.54 Reparations should not seek the “development” of 
the “Third World,” since the very idea of development posits a world in the 
image of Eu rope, the West, or simply “cap i tal ist powers.” Reparations articu-
late real ity anew unbinding the world of capital. Re distribution is central to 
that unbinding, but it is  here understood as a taking back beyond the image 
of cap i tal ist modernity.
In the conclusion to The Wretched of the Earth, Fanon writes:
The Third World is  today facing Eu rope as one colossal mass whose 
proj ect must be to try and solve the prob lems this Eu rope was incapable 
of finding the answers to. But what  matters now is not a question of 
profitability, not a question of increased productivity, not a question of 
production rates. No, it is not a question of back to nature. It is the very 
basic question of not dragging man in directions which mutilate him, of 
not imposing on his brain tempos that rapidly obliterate and unhinge 
it. The notion of catching up must not be used as a pretext to brutalize 
man, to tear him from himself and his inner consciousness, to break 
him, to kill him.
No, we do not want to catch up with anyone. But what we want is to 
walk in the com pany of man,  every man, night and day, for all times.55
I seek to develop this point in relation to case of debt examined in this 
book. Demands for reparations are sites of historical reckoning when they 
involve the inversion of culpability, dismantling key norms that posit the 
modern cap i tal ist colonial world anew. It is not the “Third World” that is 
underdeveloped. It has been “underdeveloped” through pro cesses of dis-
possession. The “Third World” does not need to “catch up” eco nom ically 
but also po liti cally, creating nation-states, institutions, and socie ties that 
draw from its norms and values.56 It is not the “Third World” that is the 
debtor. The so- called Third World is the creditor. This inversion requires 
modes of reckoning that seek material rather than symbolic rectification. 
Financial compensation, re distribution of wealth, the institution of nation-
states on the same terms merely reproduce capitalist/colonial power.
Fanon offers a view of decolonization that centers unbinding the world of 
capital, then. Faced with an irrecoverable past, faced with pre sent  modalities 
of vio lence that continue to turn that past into something that cannot be re-
stored, decolonization aims to dismantle material conditions that reinstall 
the past in the pre sent. It involves more than juridical- economic efforts. It 
requires turning inoperative the world of capital/coloniality, taking back 
the material organ ization of life itself. Reparations so understood can be 
sites of wakefulness, to recall Sharpe— consciousness of what is owed but 
also consciousness of the need to pay back. Decolonization/decoloniality 
entails disorder. Taking back and paying back without leaving the current 
order untouched is precisely what is at stake. Refusal to pay, subversion of 
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repayment, and other forms of interruption that do not leave the current 
state of affairs untouched is precisely what is at stake. Disorder for the in-
vention of a new life, a new sensibility.
RESCUE/OCCUPATION
It is instructive to consider the material praxis in Puerto Rico of taking 
back land (toma de terrenos), seeking to build power in common by rescu-
ing the common(s).57 Taking back land can be read as a form of reparation, 
since it subverts the injunction to repay. It inverts the positions of power 
the latter installs. More than merely demanding that the true debtor pay, it 
takes back what is owed. In Puerto Rico, taking back land through “rescue” 
(rescate) or “occupation” (ocupación), which may or may not include the 
subversion of financial instruments and juridical norms, challenges private 
property. This praxis seeks to interrupt owner ship itself through refusal or 
appropriation. It responds to specific needs or aims— the need for housing 
due to economic downturn, displacement, gentrification; the need to inter-
rupt ecological degradation and privatization; the need to generate work 
and livelihood. It indexes multiple colonizations/occupations that compose 
the history of the territory. By taking back land— the countryside, the coast, 
the city— many seek to posit our relation to land,  water, energy, coasts, the 
body, power, the other anew.
In Colonial Lives of Property, Brenna Bhandar shows that owner ship is 
grounded in the “capacity to appropriate” central to modern Western sub-
jectivity, installing racial distinctions at the historical origin of the settler 
colonial proj ect of modernity.58 But she also traces the ongoing effectiv-
ity of conceptions of development, productivity, use; practices of mapping 
and mea sur ing; and demands for title and title registration in and beyond 
 indigenous communities.  These are concrete sites of the unfolding of such a 
proj ect. They sustain forms of displacement but also erasure, in fact, “elimi-
nation,” that continue this founding vio lence in altered material conditions 
 today.59 For Bhandar, understanding the ongoing colonial operation of 
property is crucial to “resist con temporary forms of dispossession without 
replicating logics of appropriation and possessiveness that rely upon ra-
cial regimes for their sustenance.”60 Following Bhandar, taking back land has 
the potential to unbind the world of capital/coloniality, indeed bind relations 
anew. Yet it must avoid replicating logics of appropriation and possessiveness 
inextricable from the modern colonial proj ect, albeit in a collectivist key. In 
the case of Puerto Rico, this praxis must avoid reinstalling a race/gender/
class hierarchy, its structuring race/gender norm, in the very subversion of 
private property.
Neoliberal cooptation but also the very coordinates of the field of op-
position inevitably posited by neoliberalism generate complexity, degrees 
of complicity, to any taking back. Degrees of complicity do not neutralize 
subversive praxis, as we have seen throughout this book. One might track 
the complexities of this praxis considering the meanings and effects of its 
 inversions of the public and the private.61 In many cases, challenging private 
property runs through an affirmation of private property, as with the occu-
pation of public land and infrastructure to fill the needs of individuals and 
communities.  These practices can turn the public into the private, press-
ing against the state/law/capital’s necropo liti cal operation, interrupting 
the erosion of material conditions especially for populations racialized as 
nonwhite. Yet they also run the risk of reifying the private, given the state’s 
mono poly on the public.  Others turn the private into the public, taking 
abandoned private property or subverting  legal and financial norms that 
actualize it in order to generate “publics,” communities, life in common. Yet 
they socialize governance or financial structures inevitably embedded in 
structures set by the state/law/capital. Taking back land is a complex praxis, 
then, yet it must be assessed in light of the forms of expulsion, displace-
ment, and impoverishment in which they occur and to which they respond. 
Tracking the work of race/gender/class in the terrain in which they happen 
is thereby made pos si ble.
The work of Cotto- Morales, Fontánez- Torres, Muñiz- Varela, and Mos-
coso is decisive  here. While Cotto- Morales focuses on the impact of the 
long- standing land rescue movement for social movements in Puerto Rico, 
Fontánez- Torres discusses juridical theory and practice at the center of dis-
possession and its re sis tance. Muñiz- Varela, in turn, conceptualizes  these 
interventions as modes of “interruption” that rather than seeking to restore 
the proper when rescuing land or subverting private property, build “infra-
structures” for binding life anew. Variations of autogestión (“autonomous or-
ganizing or mutual aid”) within economic downturn, hurricane disaster and 
recovery, and post #RickyRenuncia protests are impor tant in this context. 
While  these variations build power in common through alternative forms 
of organ izing social power, their potential lies in reor ga niz ing the repro-
duction of life itself despite the complexities mentioned above. Moscoso’s 
discussion of new rounds of land “occupation” is insightful on this score.
In Desalambrar, Cotto- Morales documents the origins and effects of 
the land “rescue” movement in Puerto Rico.62 The book recounts the taking 
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back of land during two periods: from 1968 to 1972 and 1972 to 1976.63 Dur-
ing  these periods, approximately 186 communities, some 86,000  people, 
rescued lands.64 Although, as we  will see, this practice predates this period 
and continues to this day, it became ubiquitous in the context of Manos 
a la Obra’s (Operation Bootstrap’s) failure to eradicate unemployment, its 
increase rather than decrease of poverty, and the overall lack of housing 
that resulted from the state’s development plan.65  These communities “set-
tled,” established “informal housing,” in the urban periphery.66 La toma de 
terrenos was a “collective action, communitarian and immediate,” Cotto- 
Morales writes, an “illegal mode of acquiring land.”67 It took the form of 
a spontaneous as well as or ga nized mode of civil disobedience. La toma 
de terrenos appeared alongside a period of intensified student and worker 
activism, and employed a variety of strategies. Taking back land suffered 
diff er ent fates, ranging from government negotiation and donning of land 
titles to expulsion, forced evictions, and repression. Lxs rescatadorxs  were 
criminalized, but they also found their aims subverted by wealthy groups 
who took coveted coastal land for recreational purposes.68 Distinctions 
made in court, the media, and by law enforcement between “invaders” and 
“rescuers” ran along race/class lines.69 For Cotto- Morales, land rescue con-
structed a new politics (nueva forma de hacer política).70 New po liti cal actors 
emerged: impoverished populations facing a housing crisis.
Crucial  here is the decision to understand their actions as land “rescue.”71 
Cotto- Morales notes that some rescuers referenced Puerto Rico’s original 
indigenous population, arguing that “invaders” are Spanish and especially 
US colonial powers.72 Most significantly, the rescuers articulated moral- 
political positions against  legal arguments concerning trespass and es-
pecially in the context of  legal  battles around property titles.73 Rescuers/ 
occupiers maintained that even if they had no  legal right to the land, they 
had a moral right in view of their need for housing.74 In discursively shifting 
the ground from  legal to a moral- political argument yet pursuing a ma-
terial praxis, lxs rescatadorxs linked private property, dispossession, and 
impoverishment. They took public land to fill private housing needs and 
they engaged in  battles over property titles, to be sure. Yet, according to 
Fontánez- Torres, their praxis did not reify private property. Land rescue 
in this context raised questions beyond the validity of original property 
titles.75 It questioned the very distribution of land, “indeed of space” itself, 
place itself. It questioned the allocation of resources, hence the relation 
among “bodies, non- human animals, ideas” and all that can be legally and 
eco nom ically coded in terms of use and development.
C.2  “We have a moral right to rescue our land” (Tenemos un derecho moral de 
rescatar nuestra tierra). Photo from Desalambrando: The Documentary, 2017.
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In chapter 2, I discussed José Atiles- Osoria’s proposal to “abandon the 
law,” given its complicity with what he calls neoliberal colonialism. In con-
trast, Fontánez- Torres seeks to exploit the ambiguity distinctive of the law 
for subversive purposes. In a series of recent articles  under the heading “La 
Propiedad (¿nuestra?) de cada día,” Fontánez- Torres discusses  legal cases 
and social movements that seek to “rescue the common” (el rescate de lo 
común).76 They are published in a sequence that follows the reprint of a 
series of articles from 2006, published  under the heading “La Defensa de lo 
público y lo común.” The two sets of articles bring attention to the intensi-
fication of capture within the debt crisis, a pattern that continues with, for 
example, the newly implemented Opportunity Zones as well as the recently 
proposed zoning map that would reclassify land use.77  Legal  battles index 
a material praxis of re sis tance that aims to rescue the common by rescuing 
the commons. Fontánez- Torres examines strug gles in Culebra, Vieques, 
Ocean Park, Isla Verde, Piñones, Luquillo, and the San Juan Bay against 
the privatization of the Land Maritime Zone (Zona Marítimo Terrestre).78 
 These are  battles over the enclosure of the “coast, the sea, the common,” as 
the Zona Marítimo Terrestre is designated as public lands.79 As Adriana 
Garriga- López notes,  these are impor tant sources of food and sustenance 
as well as sites of caretaking of natu ral resources for foragers and fishers.80 
Campamento Playas Pal’ Pueblo is a related example, since it resisted a 
 development proj ect in Carolina for fourteen years.81 The camp success-
fully blocked private development, though the result is complex given local 
government control of the zone. The point is that  these  battles interrupt 
the logic of enclosure, which dismantles “common well- being” by capturing 
“the common.”82  These forms of opposition build life in common by affirm-
ing the public nature of the coast.83 Given the intensifying effects of climate 
change, the coast and waterways in general are key sites of unbinding and 
binding life anew.84
Fontánez- Torres’s articles continue the work of Ambigüedad y derecho: 
Ensayos de crítica jurídica. In Ambigüedad y derecho, Fontanéz- Torres dis-
cusses paradoxes of juridification and repre sen ta tion, examining questions 
of property and environment in Puerto Rico. Tracing three moments in the 
history of Puerto Rico’s economic development throughout the twentieth 
 century, she argues that a critique of the law must “assume the challenge 
of reevaluating and resignifying dominant premises of justice, property 
rights, and environment.”85 She contrasts, for example, the first and the 
second moments by tracking reigning assumptions within legislation, an 
agrarian reform that sought but failed to address socioeconomic inequalities 
and a period of industrialization that affirmed a utilitarian logic. The first 
 limited the power of US sugar corporations and redistributed land while 
the second articulated property owner ship in light of the aims of indus-
trialization and urbanization. The latter promoted environmental legisla-
tion that was “conservationist,” forgoing an opportunity to dismantle social 
asymmetries by addressing  matters of environmental justice, such as envi-
ronmental racism.86 Fontánez- Torres is most interested in cases where the 
law aids expropriation as well as re sis tance to dispossession. Economic and 
environmental justice intersect in cases where the law is subverted for the 
rearticulation of “social power.”
A key example is the Caño Martín Peña Community Land Trust. This 
community was initially composed of displaced agricultural workers who 
moved to the city  after Hurricane San Ciprian and in the context of the 
 Great Depression. This community is composed of eight barrios (known 
collectively as the g- 8), the enlace corporation, and the land trust.87 It 
seeks to rehabilitate the area that comprises the g- 8, which encompasses 
26,000 families. The Caño is situated next to la Milla de Oro (the “Gold 
Mile”), Puerto Rico’s financial district. The proj ect was initially created to 
dredge the San José Lagoon in connection with the estuary of San Juan Bay, 
but it has resisted gentrification and other attempts at capture and displace-
ment. El Caño is part of a long- standing history of taking and transform-
ing mangrove land. While impoverished, displaced, racialized populations 
build up mangroves into communities, private and government interests 
attempt to expropriate  these lands, given their now desirable location. The 
Vietnam community in Guaynabo is an example of the continuation of this 
pro cess.88 For Fontánez- Torres, what is distinctive of el Caño is the gover-
nance structure developed in light of the socialization of property itself, 
challenging the priority of economic interests over common well- being.89 
The proj ect represents the rearticulation of social power through the sub-
version of owner ship itself.
Muñiz- Varela deepens this analy sis, arguing that el Caño represents a 
mode of “interruption” through the subversion of private property.90 Such 
interruption, she suggests, makes pos si ble the articulation of life beyond 
the aims of what I have called neoliberal coloniality. Like Fontánez- Torres, 
Muñiz- Varela maintains that the community rescues the common by res-
cuing the commons. The demand to dredge the canal becomes a site of 
historical reckoning. It targets the abandonment of the state coeval with 
the advance of economic interests. It does so by focusing on the environ-
mental and health effects of a polluted waterway left unaddressed given the 
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affected population. Yet the demand also becomes a site of forms of  social 
binding within the community around  human needs and environmen-
tal degradation.  These demands sustain practices of binding anew. In an 
 interview with Miguel Rodríguez- Casellas and Juan Carlos Rivera- Ramos, 
Muñiz- Varela makes an even stronger case.91 Through the corporation and 
the land trust,  these communities resist movement itself. They interrupt 
displacement, dispossession. “In the midst of ruins,” she says, “they are still 
standing, feet on the ground.”92 They have refused the “fate” of expulsion by 
subverting its very means: law, finance. They do not seek a return to some-
thing that is proper, reifying private property. Rather, she argues, el Caño is 
“generating infrastructure for what is to come.”93
Praxes of taking back have multiplied in the context of the debt crisis, 
promesa, in the immediate aftermath of María, within hurricane recov-
ery, and in the context of the #RickyRenuncia protests. Variations of auto-
gestión are impor tant in this context. Autogestión, one might say, seeks to 
build power at a distance from the state. In general, autogestión cannot be 
reduced to one tradition of thought or practice. Some reference the signifi-
cance of anti- capitalist anarchist views of solidarity, horizontality, and par-
ticipation, while  others see taking as forms of fugitive freedom grounded in 
cimarronaje.94  These are complex practices, since autogestión may fill the 
state’s lacunae without interrupting its necropo liti cal operation, without 
C.3  Caño Martín Peña. Photo from Para la Naturaleza, originally from El 
Nuevo día, May 13, 2018.
thematizing its subversive complicity with the neoliberal affirmation of the 
self as enterprise, without addressing the risk of reproducing race/gender/
class hierarchies given the current economic juncture. Nevertheless, they 
have the potential to turn coloniality inoperative. Key  here is the implicit or 
explicit confrontation with the state.
Yarimar Bonilla underscores that, already before María, numerous 
collapsed institutions had been “taken” by communities through Mu-
tual Aid Centers (Centros de Apoyo Mutuo, cam), neighborhood organ-
izations, community kitchens, community schools, childcare centers, art 
galleries, and radio stations.95  These are, as Bonilla puts it, the “ silent coup” 
(toma silenciosa de poder) of autogestión.  These tomas de poder multi-
ply, are strengthened, and gain visibility in the aftermath of María. Given 
 federal and local government inefficiency and corruption, communities 
 or ga nized around such basic needs as food,  water, and energy. In the face of 
Puerto Rico’s dependence on imports, given the food shortages in the im-
mediate aftermath of María, praxes that seek to develop food sovereignty 
deepened long- standing subsistence farming and community kitchens.96 
Many homes remained without  running  water for months, making vis i ble 
 those who have lacked  running  water for de cades and who thus already 
have generated alternative infrastructures to meet their needs.97 Given the 
collapse of the electrical grid, energy sovereignty was consolidated as a key 
site of alternative infrastructures as well.
Puerto Rico’s environmental justice movement is an impor tant reference 
point.98 The expulsion of the US Navy from Vieques in 2001 is a crucial suc-
cess despite the challenges Vieques  faces  today.99 A successful co ali tion but-
tressed a decades- long  battle against the US Navy in the island- municipality 
of Vieques. Pollution left  behind by la Marina, impoverishment, and forms 
of capture through real estate and tourist development discussed in previous 
chapters are among  today’s challenges. Most recently, the fight against toxic 
coal ash deposits in Tallaboa, Peñuelas, a predominantly black working- 
class community, has been central.  These efforts have been headed by the 
 women of Tallaboa. As they note,  water, land, and air contamination are 
the continuing legacy of corporations that, since the mid and late twentieth 
 century, took advantage of tax exemptions. Not only profits escaped.100 A 
cycle of pollution and waste continues to impact communities racialized as 
nonwhite, especially black communities, in the territory disproportionately, 
as in the dumping of toxic coal ash produced by the aes corporation.101
Casa Pueblo in the town of Adjuntas is an example of efforts to build 
infrastructures for energy sovereignty. Its work has gained significance in 
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the context of the hurricane and hurricane recovery. Casa Pueblo was at the 
forefront of the fight against the Gasoducto, a gas pipeline that would run 
the northern coast and cross from north to south through the Central Cor-
dillera.102 This proj ect was developed in the energy crisis of 2010,  declared 
by then-governor Luis Fortuño, as we saw in chapter 2. In 1996, Casa Pueblo 
proposed that the government designate an area as protected forest. As 
Gustavo García- López, Irina Velicu, and Giacomo D’Alisa explain, Casa 
Pueblo was thereby able to manage this area’s conservation through forms 
of po liti cal horizontalism.103 This made pos si ble rearticulating modes of 
being in common, resignifying ways of conceiving anti- colonial praxis (re-
defining conceptions of “nationhood,” for example) and sovereignty in ref-
erence to land and energy. Interrupting the interest of the state/capital in 
this case has been inseparable from ecological rearticulation of land in the 
hands of “the  people.” In the context of María and post- María, Casa Pueblo 
launched what they call an “energy insurrection,” moving from  renewable 
energy in many homes in this mountain range town to the entire town 
center.104
The emergence of asambleas de pueblo, town assemblies, in the con-
text of #RickyRenuncia can be seen as an instance of autogestión.105 The 
first asamblea was held in Ponce in mid- July.106 By August 16, twenty- eight 
assemblies had convened.107 Las asambleas sought direct participation in 
the construction of proposals, moving po liti cal organ izing away from the 
government and the party.108 They drew from the experience of the protests 
and the empowerment of their success in removing Rosselló but affirmed 
generating proposals rather than ongoing opposition. The asambleas ad-
dressed the elimination of the Fiscal Control Board, auditing the debt and 
government administration, declaring a state of emergency regarding gen-
der vio lence, articulating a pro cess of decolonization, and generating struc-
tures of sustainability. As Joselyn Vazquez reports,  people time and again 
raised questions concerning “Who is owner of our lands, our beaches, 
forests, our homes,” “Who takes away my home, who forces me to leave 
the country.”109 As Bonilla notes, recall, “assemblies are not  imagined as 
[an] event but as communities. . . .  They are emerging as new po liti cal con-
stituencies.”110 Although it remains to be seen  whether the asambleas  will 
impact local governance, they aimed to build power in common by taking 
back po liti cal articulation.
Rather than stress the rearticulation of social power through gover-
nance structures, I want to highlight modalities of autogestión through 
taking back land.  These modes of unbinding and binding life anew are a 
 distinctively material praxis that specifically challenge private property. 
Some take back closed schools and abandoned infrastructure to meet 
the needs of a community.111  Others occupy abandoned private property 
in urban spaces, some declared public nuisance while  others are part of 
abandoned buildings that compose city blocks. Moscoso’s work is key  here. 
She explains that Puerto Rico is currently undergoing a new wave of land 
rescue/occupation.112 We have seen some aspects of the first wave, which 
occurred throughout the early twentieth  century, with the discussion of 
el Caño. We have seen some aspects of the second wave, which occurred 
in the second part of the twentieth  century, with the discussion of land 
rescue/invasion. The third round of rescue/occupation responds to the 
 current state of the territory as a “taken island” through the axiomatic of 
property in the mortgage and the apparatus of the capture of life through 
debt, to recall Muñiz- Varela’s recent work discussed in chapter 2.
This third wave, Moscoso notes, has two general characteristics. First, it 
is “eminently urban,” taking back urban space, claiming access to the city. 
Referencing the tradition of land rescue, Moscoso writes that “rather than 
desalambrar, the slogan could be desbloquear.”113 Desalambrar is to undo 
the wire that marks territory in mostly rural and coastal areas. Desbloquear, 
in contrast, is to remove concrete blocks that mark private property in 
urban spaces that have been declared a public nuisance.114 This new round 
of land rescue/occupation, she explains, is not occurring at the periphery, 
but in the very center of an “unattended and decimated city.” Recent oc-
cupations happen in “privately owned properties that remained abandoned 
in several of the most densely urbanized parts of the metropolitan area 
(such as Puerta de Tierra, Santurce, and Río Piedras) and traditional urban 
centers (Centros Urbanos Tradicionales, cut) of some municipalities such 
as Caguas and Mayagüez.”115
Second, the socioeconomic status and motivation of rescuers can be 
said to have been altered.116 Rescuers/occupiers, Moscoso writes, “occupy 
in order to occupy themselves.”117 “Middle- class (including even upper- 
middle class)” individuals with “academic backgrounds” have become sig-
nificant in this context. The need  here is to generate occupation, livelihood, 
work. “[T]he desire to access a physical space,” she continues, “has to do 
with the need to have a minimally adequate place to develop a professional, 
formative, productive activity, among  others. Hence the willingness to 
invest long hours and physical effort in enabling an abandoned space (clean 
it, paint it, repair it, rebuild it,  etc.).”118 This is a complex phenomenon, then. 
It is a site of re sis tance to precarization and gentrification, to the operation 
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of the axiomatic of property and the forms of expulsion it necessitates. 
But it also requires attention to its potential to update or shore up a race/
class hierarchy, given immigrant communities, Dominican and Haitian, and 
 impoverished communities that have practiced land occupation in urban 
centers for de cades.
Moscoso notes that recent rescues/occupations of abandoned public 
property, such as schools closed in the context of austerity mea sures, may 
represent a fourth wave of occupations. She writes that “this is a much more 
recent phenomenon that, with hurricane María and given the speed (if not 
voracity) of the pro cess of dispossession being executed, could be framed 
as another phase of occupation.”119 An example  here is cam (Centro de 
Apoyo Mutuo) Las Carolinas, which began as a community kitchen in the 
wake of María.120 cam Las Carolinas requested that the property title of 
the occupied abandoned school be transferred to the organ ization.121 In 
both cases, rescuers/occupiers are responding to the “need for subsistence 
of some sectors of the population against a state that by action or inac-
tion seems to forget that  people live on this island.” Rescue/occupation is a 
 response to a necropo liti cal state, not merely an absent state. Moreover, in 
both cases, it seeks to bind life anew in building the common by meeting 
needs.
Moscoso discusses three cases of land rescue/occupation: ¡Aquí Vive 
Gente!, Casa Taft 169, and Urbe Apié. ¡Aquí Vive Gente! ( People Live  Here!) 
is the slogan  adopted by residents of Puerta de Tierra, who occupied an 
abandoned lot that became the Puerta de Tierra Information Brigade Sta-
tion. The station became a space for organ izing against the construction 
of a boardwalk, which “redesigned, in keeping with the latest trends in 
 international urban fashion, a section of the road that goes from (the also 
questionable) Paseo Caribe to (the no-less-questionable) ‘house of laws’ or 
Capitol.” This is an attempt to “hyperurbanize” this section of San Juan with 
a bike path, commercial space, and art installations overlooking the ca rib-
be anized Atlantic. This proj ect turned the northern part of Puerta de Tierra 
vis i ble, integrating it with the Capitol and Old San Juan, while deepening 
the “invisibility, insecurity, and contamination” of the southern part of the 
neighborhood. This community is still “active” in “a small space  recovered 
from abandonment,” Moscoso writes, “where the only bus stop, in the 
 entire sector, designed with  people in mind was installed, where  people 
garden and where open- air cinema is  free, among many other  things.”
Casa Taft 169, of which Moscoso is cofounder and proj ect coordinator, 
began its work in 2013 by rescuing an abandoned property declared as public 
nuisance in the Machuchal sector of San Mateo de Cangrejos or, as it is 
known  today, Santurce.122 They  were “ under the wrong premise that the 
government, forced to protect the common good, would have some  legal 
tool that a neighborhood organ ization could use to take charge of [prop-
erty], transforming into a civic center/‘off- the- grid’/autogestionado.” The 
proj ect targeted the state’s management of properties declared a public 
nuisance through the campaign Todos Somos Herederos (We Are All Heirs). 
The result was Act 157 of 2016, which amended the inheritance chapter of 
Puerto Rico’s 1930 Civil Code. The amendment allows the state to appropri-
ate abandoned and nuisance properties without living  owners or heirs. The 
state would assign, donate, sell, and rent these properties to community 
organ izations like Casa Taft.123 Fundamentally distinct from processes of 
expropriation or eviction, the amendment aimed to potentiate autogestión 
(“potenciar nuestras capacidades de autogestión”) in the transformation of 
forgotten spaces by and for the community.
Urbe Apié is a community organ ization founded in 2015  in Caguas. 
Founded by and composed of members of the community, it has sought to 
restore social, cultural, and economic activity, specifically in Paseo Gautier 
Benítez. This city center contained over twenty abandoned buildings in 
addition to plazas, promenades, and streets. Urbe Apié rescued/occupied 
 these spaces to generate cultural development that would in turn be the 
basis for economic development by and for the  people living in the city of 
Caguas. The idea, they say, is to “work through the satisfaction of needs 
rather than work for the satisfaction of needs.”124 Through production of 
food, clothes, structures of support, such as childcare, but also art and 
queer per for mance spaces, they generate “support dynamics that do not 
exist in Puerto Rico  today.” In the context of María and hurricane recovery, 
 these structures of support  were able to mitigate the impact of the hurricane 
and the government’s necropolitical management in its aftermath.
The possibilities in land rescue/occupation are significant, Moscoso 
highlights. “If we take into account that the inventory of properties that 
 were partially or totally affected by Irma and María ranges from 250,000 
to 270,000,” Moscoso writes, “while, on the other hand, the 2015 census 
estimates at 326,435 ‘vacant’ housing units, one might think that  there is an 
extraordinary opportunity to rethink the prob lem of housing and land use 
in Puerto Rico.” She adds, “it may be rash to say that this could happen in 
the near  future, but the interest of forming a ‘national network of recovered 
spaces’ currently on the  table could support the wider development of a 
recovery movement.” Ni gente sin casa, ni casa sin gente, “Neither  people 
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without homes nor homes without  people,” one can read on the streets of 
Puerto Rico. Taking back land becomes a form of interrupting the work of 
coloniality, unbinding the strictures of the no- place of life in the indebted 
colony. It has the potential to bind anew by reconfiguring the social repro-
duction of life itself. Todos somos herederos, we are all heirs, then. I began 
this book with a poem by Raquel Salas Rivera precisely on this point. Debt 
functions as an apparatus of capture, as a form of coloniality, turning every-
thing and every one into an heir: something with which to pay back the debt 
of capital. In the hands of the rescuers/occupiers, that is precisely the point. 
We are the heirs, taking back what is owed.
ORGAN IZING PESSIMISM
Despite the possibilities that land rescue/occupation and other modalities 
of taking back represent, I want to close with a reflection on pessimism.125 
Pessimism responds to the systemic nature of coloniality and thus the chal-
lenges of local intervention, interruption, turning inoperative. Pessimism, 
C.4  Huerto Feliz, Urbe Apié. Caguas, Puerto Rico. Photo from urbeapie . com, 
August 27, 2020.
in other words, recognizes the challenges that decoloniality, as a proj ect 
of invention that requires disorder, entails. Walter Benjamin’s rejection of 
pro gress and affirmation of hope through an exploration of pessimism is 
helpful in this context. Key  here, however, is not the affect of the pessi-
mist. Rather, it is the turn away from images that capture, hence neutralize, 
 decoloniality as a material praxis.126
In a critical encounter with surrealism in 1929, Benjamin distinguishes be-
tween the optimism of social- democratic progressivism and the “organ ization 
of pessimism” found in Pierre Naville’s surrealism. The gradus ad parnassum 
of bourgeois re sis tance is optimism. It “promises” a  future society in which 
“all act ‘as if they  were angels’ and every one has as much ‘as if he  were rich’ and 
every one lives ‘as if he  were  free.’ ”127 In contrast, Naville makes the organ ization 
of pessimism “the call of the hour.” To or ga nize pessimism,  Benjamin suggests, is 
to “expel moral meta phor from politics.” It is to “discover” the space of  po liti cal 
action as “the one hundred  percent image space.”128
To or ga nize pessimism is to  labor from the concrete conditions that com-
pose actuality. It is to bet on what is pos si ble from the  actual. The opposite 
of pessimism is not optimism, Rafael Bernabe wagers in a piece drawing 
from Benjamin on Naville.129 It is hope. Optimism, like utopia, draws from 
abstraction. It bets lacking ground. It lacks not a reason (Grund), but con-
tact with conditions  here and now. It is therefore naïve. Pessimism, in con-
trast, draws from catastrophe. It knows that detritus left by a downturn— 
κατά (down) στροφή (turning)— are tasks.130 To or ga nize, to articulate, to 
establish complicities guided by such tasks is hopeful. Pessimism excises 
moral and po liti cal meta phors that turn us away from the tasks at hand. It 
clears the po liti cal space for the construction of new images that respond 
to the downturn that composes actuality. It orients responses to the specific 
dangers that the pre sent exhibits.
Hay que or ga nizar el pesimismo—we must or ga nize pessimism. In 
quoting Benjamin quoting Naville, Bernabe seeks to distill the ele ment of 
hope found in Benjamin’s rejection of optimism. When  there are few bases 
for optimism, “Hope can be nourished by pessimism.” Bernabe ends his 
piece with a call “against decomposition.” He recalls Lenin’s observation 
that what is necessary is not always pos si ble. Conditions might be ripe for 
change, yet po liti cal strug gles might not be articulated in light of them. In 
such cases, pessimism can lead to decomposition, perhaps even “putrefac-
tion.” Precisely  because decomposition is a real possibility, the organ ization 
of pessimism is the call of the hour. To seize the power to bind the world 
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anew is to address the danger felt  here and now. It is to turn the pre sent 
that is the past into the past. This is not dialectical response to conditions 
at hand, but turning their strictures inoperative.
When Naville made the organ ization of pessimism the call of the hour, 
he aimed to affirm the clearing of the space of po liti cal action from moral 
images that capture po liti cal imagination. An affirmation of pessimism is a 
clearing of the image posited by capital/coloniality. In “On the Concept of 
History,” Benjamin famously argues that “to articulate what is past does not 
mean to recognize ‘how it  really was.’ It means to take control of a memory, 
as it flashes in a moment of danger.”131 To seize the power to bind, forgoing 
forgiveness, reconciliation, letting go  until  these are more than meta phors, 
is perhaps the most hopeful act in a moment of danger. This is not a mo-
ment of decision, or a mere critical stance, or a mode of thinking and wit-
nessing that lacks action. It is a material praxis of undoing the productivity 
of the downturn itself, clearing the space to bind life anew.132
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ChApTER ONE. NEOLIBERAL COLONIALITY
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eralism was emergent.” See also Lazzarato, Governing by Debt, trans. Joshua 
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Cruce, November 11, 2019, https:// issuu . com / revistacruce / docs / violencia _ y 
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velopment of a Concept,” Cultural Studies 21, nos. 2–3 (2007), and “Outline of 
Ten  Theses on Coloniality and Decoloniality,” Foundation Frantz Fanon (2016), 
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 14 Godreau- Aubert, Las Propias, 65.
 15 Verónica Gago and Luci Cavallero, Una Lectura feminista de la deuda (Buenos 
Aires: Tinta Limón, 2019), 13; all translations are my own.
 16 See chap. 2 for a discussion of necropo liti cal effects in relation to racialized 
masculinity, specifically black men and men racialized as nonwhite.
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Ediciones Callejón, 2013); Verónica Gago, Neoliberalism from Below: Popu lar 
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bia University Press, 2015); Jean and John Comaroff, eds., Millennial Capitalism 
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Pierre Dardot and Christian Laval, The New Way of the World: On Neoliberal 
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 18 See Lazzarato, “Neoliberalism, the Financial Crisis and the End of the Liberal State.”
 19 Maurizio Lazzarato, “Debt, Neoliberalism and Crisis: Interview with Maurizio 
Lazzarato on the Indebted Condition,” Sociology 48, no. 5 (2004), 1046. Cf. 
Colin Crouch’s “Privatised Keynesianism: An Unacknowledged Policy Regime,” 
British Journal of Politics and International Relations 11 (2009).
 20 See also Roitman, Fiscal Disobedience, chap. 4.
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Wacquant, Punishing the Poor: The Neoliberal Government of Social Insecurity 
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2009); Joe Soss, Richard Fording, and 
Sanford Schram, Disciplining the Poor: Neoliberal Paternalism and the Per sis tent 
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lence, and Re sis tance in Puerto Rico (Oakland: University of California Press, 
2019) in detail in chapter 2.
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Governmentality.”
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